The new General Office Building of the Reynolds Metals Company is hailed not only as a Showplace for Aluminum but as an Architectural masterpiece in all its parts. And the plumbing fixtures are RHEEM-RICHMOND... the name that stands for beauty of design together with superior engineering. Whatever your next project—commercial, industrial, institutional or residential—choose Rheem-Richmond for enduring quality with minimum maintenance.

SHOWPLACE FOR ALUMINUM ...AND FOR RHEEM-RICHMOND
The Fastest Growing Name in Plumbing Fixtures

GENERAL OFFICE BUILDING, REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
ARCHITECTS: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: George A. Fuller Co.
ENGINEER: Esasco Services
PLUMBING CONTRACTOR: Hoffman-Wolfe Southern Corp.
PLUMBING WHOLESALER: Horne-Wilson, Inc.

RICHMOND
PLUMBING FIXTURES DIVISION
Rheem Manufacturing Company, Metuchen, New Jersey
ART OF ARCHITECTURE

The school board that dared 78
Sarasota County, Florida, has built the most exciting and varied group of new schools in the U.S. and has commissioned still more.

Mies's one-office office building 94
The champion of steel favors concrete and glass for Cuba's Bacardi building.

Off-tune on Broadway 102
A skeptical look at the first modern speculative office building to go up amid Manhattan's stately old downtown skyscrapers—a Forum criticism.

Corbu's island of beauty 108
The sculptured forms and subtle colors of Mykonos overwhelmed the modern shaper of architecture when he visited this Aegean island—a gallery.

Engineered for thinking 116
The new headquarters for International Minerals & Chemical Corporation in Chicago demonstrates the multiple benefits of careful planning.

Four noteworthy buildings 122
A factory for atom smashers...a low-cost luxury apartment...an expandable electronics plant...and a church in modern Byzantine dress.

BUSINESS OF BUILDING

Closed to traffic 88
Nearly 100 U.S. cities are planning to turn Main Street over to pedestrians.

The sad state of subdivision planning 98
Are codes and regulations—or architects—to blame for the lack of progress in land-platting techniques during the past century?

How today's clients pick architects 114
Most big building clients now carefully canvass the field before they choose a designer. Some, in fact, may be a little too careful.

TECHNOLOGY

Concrete block fashion show 106
Nine top architects bring high style to one of the industry's lowliest materials.

Are we still designing firetraps? 126
The place to cut the nation's mounting fire losses is at the drafting board.

Building with plywood and paper 132
International Paper Company's new plant in Auburndale, Florida uses old materials in new ways to cut building weight, time, and cost.
NOW VERMARCO MARBLE
The VERMARCO PANEL-WALL® unit is a low-cost, preassembled wall section, encased in extruded anodized aluminum. Units lock together for large panel-walls, or adapt easily to a wide range of curtain wall systems.

Exterior Face—available in a variety of $\frac{1}{2}$ inch thick marbles with improved exterior finishes to enhance color and withstand weathering.

Core—a rigid insulating material, bonded to both faces.

Interior Face—standard finished in $\frac{1}{8}$ inch asbestos-cement board, which can either be painted or receive a variety of other materials or treatments to produce attractive interiors.

Metal Frame—precision built of extruded anodized aluminum.

Size—recommended sizes 15 to 20 sq. ft. per panel.

Performance—panels, when joined, are automatically weather and moisture sealed by means of a tongue and groove system with built-in vinyl weatherstop and expansion seal that eliminates the need for additional framing or caulking.

Curtain Wall Systems—VERMARCO PANEL-WALL is available in three series:

Series 100—Flush-Mount Panel. Maximum thickness 3 inches, approximate weight of panel 10.4 lbs. per sq. ft. “U” factor .11.

Series 200—Grid-Wall Panel.

Series 300—Window-Wall Panel

Write now for complete specifications, detail drawings, marble varieties and cost.

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY

PROCTOR • VERMONT

BRANCH OFFICES: BOSTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND DALLAS HOUSTON
PHILADELPHIA LOS ANGELES NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON, D.C.
IN CANADA: ONTARIO MARBLE COMPANY LIMITED, TORONTO AND
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO. CONTINENTAL MARBLE CO. LTD., VANCOURVER, B.C.
The vast majority of the nation's fine buildings are Sloan equipped.

The administration wing, at the front, contains the main lobby, executive offices, directors' room, lounges, library and large cafeteria, which can be converted quickly into an auditorium. Since facilities in this wing remain fixed, as other work areas expand, they are separated from the main building. Columns were eliminated from the main floors and there are no partitions. Colorful panels and planters are the only separations between departments. Escalators carry employees between floors in both buildings. In the center of the main building is a large open court in which plantings will blossom nearly year-round. Fire stairs, washrooms, air conditioning equipment and other devices are in two cores which flank the court. As are thousands of other fine buildings, this new home office is completely equipped with Sloan Flush Valves, famous for efficiency, durability and economy.

Another achievement in efficiency, endurance and economy is the Sloan Act-O-Matic shower head, which is automatically self-cleaning each time it is used! No clogging. No dripping. Architects and Engineers specify, and Wholesalers and Master Plumbers recommend the Act-O-Matic—the better shower head for better bathing. Write for completely descriptive catalog.
Eisenhower tries to hold tight rein on spending, 
but Democrats push for bigger building programs

Even before President Eisenhower delivered his Budget Message to the 86th Congress in mid-January, the battle lines on spending had been drawn between the Administration and Congress. The message, however, was a virtual declaration of war, with the opening skirmish coming in the building field. For with the Democrats already trying to outdo one another with liberal housing bills (story below), the President, striving for budget balance, outlined the most conservative economy program of his six years in office. Over-all, the Budget Message indicated the Administration's major building proposals would be modest, indeed, contrasted with the sort of programs Congressional leaders want:

- **Item:** The message proposed airport construction aid of $200 million over the next four years, after which it would expire completely. Senator A. S. Mike Monroney (D, Oklahoma) and Representative Oren Harris (D, Arkansas) have introduced measures calling for $575 million in federal aid over a five-year period.

- **Item:** The President asked for no new funds for college dormitory construction after fiscal 1959; such loans would total $400 to $500 million in various Democratic-sponsored housing bills. (Eisenhower advocated a switch to a loan guarantee program for college housing.)

- **Item:** The President wants the federal public housing program to die after current-year authorizations for new units expire. Democrats want at least to extend authorization for 35,000 units a year until fiscal 1961, and at most to boost new units to 200,000 over a longer period.

- **Item:** The budget recommended urban renewal outlays of only $250 million a year for the next three fiscal years, $200 million a year for the three years after that (with the federal share of renewal costs dropping to 50 per cent by fiscal 1963). The Democrats, by contrast, have proposed renewal programs ranging from $350 million a year for six years to $600 million a year for ten years, and they want to keep the federal share at two-thirds or even raise it to 80 per cent.

These differences in spending intentions are probably too great to be peaceably reconciled. To keep the lid on federal building and housing programs, the President will very likely have to resort to use of the veto. But this year, for the first time since Mr. Eisenhower became President, the opposition may have the strength, and perhaps the determination, to override his vetoes.

**Democrats ask expanded housing programs**

The 86th Congress wasted no time in devising new housing legislation. A scant week after its opening session, and despite President Eisenhower's continuing pleas for budget balance and curbs on spending, there were no fewer than seven housing bills, several school building measures, two airport construction bills, and a handful of lesser building measures rattling around in Congressional hoppers.

As the President's Budget Message indicated (see above), the Administration hopes to "hold the line" on spending for housing and other federal building, neither initiating any new programs nor expanding existing ones, except on an emergency basis. In view of Congressional sentiment, however, and of the character of the legislation already introduced, these hopes will be hard to realize. Senate Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson said that housing legislation has "top priority—we want to get it through as early as possible."

Against this background, Congress paid scant attention when the Administration's "emergency" housing bill was introduced in the Senate. This called for $200 million for urban renewal in fiscal 1959 ($100 million to be held in reserve for the President's discretionary spending), $200 million for college housing, and an additional $6 billion of mortgage insuring authority by the Federal Housing Administration. The measure was obviously designed for two basic purposes: 1) to plug the most gaping holes in the present housing program (urban renewal, college housing, FHA insurance authority), where funds are already exhausted; 2) to do this without creating further pressures on the

*continued on page 7*
Penn Ventilator's New Dynafan

Lowered and Streamlined!

Low-Contour Dynafan. That's the name we've given to our new roof exhauster. It cuts almost 50% off normal roof exhauster heights... and its lines are cleaner, more modern. The Low-Contour Dynafan is the safest insurance that clean lines designed into modern buildings will not be compromised. And for more uniform appearance, the same modern housing is available for use as supply and relief units.

The new Low-Contour Dynafan is more than just low and clean-lined. Major engineering advances are incorporated... for example, you won't find the motor atop the wheel as with other roof exhausters, and you won't find the vibration-prone overhung shaft, either. Instead, noise has been cut appreciably by straddling... now the fan wheels are supported between sealed ball bearings located above and below the wheels. And the entire fan unit floats on vibra-sorb vibration eliminators. In addition, exact type motors to fit your particular service condition are supplied.

Get all the details on Penn Ventilator's new Low-Contour Dynafan. Call your local Penn Ventilator representative, or write to Penn Ventilator Co., Philadelphia 40, Pa.
Sparkman would also allow 15 per cent of the total capital grant reservations to be used for projects that are not predominantly residential (only 10 per cent of the total can be so used under present law). Also included in the Sparkman bill are: $10 million more in urban planning grants to small communities; $400 million more for college housing, plus $125 million for loans to build classrooms and laboratories; $4 billion in new FHA mortgage insurance authority for the remainder of fiscal 1959 and another $4 billion for fiscal 1960. The bill would authorize 35,000 public housing units for fiscal 1960 and 1961 and half that number annually until 1963.

The ink on Sparkman’s bill had barely dried when his colleague, Senator Joseph S. Clark (D. Pennsylvania) termed some features of the measure “inadequate,” and introduced his own housing bill. This called for $600 million a year for ten years for urban renewal, up to 200,000 new public housing units over an extended period, and $250 million a year for a program of loans to build college dormitories, labs and classrooms. Clark also introduced a new rental housing loan program which would grant loans at 3 per cent interest to nonprofit corporations and cooperatives to build middle-income housing that would meet construction standards and rent levels set up by the program’s special administrator.

The two Democratic housing bills may precipitate a battle over some sections of the measures that are far apart —such as urban renewal. Any compromise could raise the spending level provided in the Sparkman bill and simply make the Democratic measure more palatable to President Eisenhower, who may well veto even the Sparkman bill.

In the House, no such split has appeared in Democratic ranks, and none is expected. The Democrats’ edge on the Banking & Currency Committee was stepped up from 17 to 13 to 11 in the new committee alignments last month, and this improves the prospects of Representative Albert Rains’s (D, Alabama) housing measure, which is fairly close in most respects to that of Senator Sparkman. Most significant differences are that Rains has asked for $500 million for three years in urban renewal funds, $500 million for college housing, and $500 million more for direct purchases of federally backed mortgages by Fannie Mae. (Sparkman did not ask for new purchasing authority by Fannie Mae, which Eisenhower opposes.)

After six years as Administrator of the Housing & Home Finance Agency, Albert M. Cole resigned last month to become executive vice president of Reynolds Aluminum Service Corporation, the Reynolds Metals Company subsidiary which contracts for building projects. Cole’s new job will be to promote uses of aluminum in residential and commercial building, and his office will be in Washington.

The 87-year-old former Kansas Representative was praised by President Eisenhower for his “long and devoted term of service.” Shortly after accepting Cole’s resignation, the President announced that Norman Mason, now Commissioner of the Federal Housing Administration, which is a subsidiary agency of HHFA, had been nominated as new HHFA Administrator. A few days later, Mason was approved by the Senate, and HHFA General Counsel Julian H. Zimmerman was nominated to become the new FHA chief.

Cole was known to have been at odds with Eisenhowers chief economic counselors for some time, even as long as two years ago when Secretary of the Treasury George Humphrey was spearheading drastic moves to cut federal spending. Cole tried to preserve some housing programs and reportedly fell into disfavor as an uncooperative member of the “Eisenhower team.” Since then, rumors have recurred that Cole was on his way out as HHFA chief. These rumors became stronger last fall when Cole was quoted as saying he did not believe the federal government had any responsibility for enforcing racial integration in federally aided housing programs. Following that statement, the National Committee against Discrimination in Housing demanded Cole’s resignation, and the incident was, at least, discomforting to the Administration. Despite this demand, however, it seems certain that Cole was not pressured into leaving at this time. More
For factories, schools, offices...

**BESTWALL®**

**FIRESTOPPER ROOF DECK**

is Incombustible—Light—Strong

A Bestwall Firestopper Roof Deck consists of steel subpurlins welded to main structure, and a Bestwall Metro-Mix gypsum slab with steel reinforcing wires on Bestwall gypsum form board. These components form a rigid, monolithic unit that is fireproof, light weight, extremely durable and economical.

A normal 2-inch thick Bestwall Poured-in-place Roof Deck contains almost a ton of chemically combined water to every 1000 sq. ft. of deck. Slowly given off when exposed to fire, this water acts as a built-in sprinkler system to protect the building and contents from damage.

Strength of a 2-inch Bestwall Roof Deck is figured at supporting the designed load with a factor of safety of 4, yet weight is only one-third as much as cement concrete.

The many advantages of Bestwall Gypsum Roof Decks benefit owners and builders alike. Write now for full information or contact your nearby Bestwall sales offices.

BESTWALL GYPSUM COMPANY • Ardmore • Pennsylvania • Plants and offices throughout the United States
likely, he saw in the Reynolds offer a golden opportunity to move on before the new battle over housing programs begins.

Mason, a former Massachusetts lumber dealer, will find HHFA a different proposition from FHA, where he has been for four years overseer of a program that has always been popular in Congress. As chief of HHFA, the overall agency, he will have to defend the administration's position on urban renewal, public housing, and other programs that are more controversial—and in some respects less popular—than the widely accepted FHA mortgage insurance system.

Record building year confirmed by federal figures

The official Department of Commerce-Bureau of Labor Statistics figures now confirm that 1958 was a record year for new construction put in place ($49 billion, up 2 per cent from 1957). However, the federal report said that "preliminary indications are that the over-all physical volume of new construction put in place during 1958 (expenditures adjusted for price changes) was about the same as in 1957 ($55.4 billion), and slightly below the peak of 1955 ($55.7 billion)." Building costs were relatively stable in 1958, but apparently they increased just enough to offset the 2 per cent rise in dollar spending.

The dollar volume of private building in 1958 was about 1 per cent below 1957, due largely to a sizable drop in industrial construction (31 per cent) and a smaller, but related, drop in construction of telephone and telegraph utilities structures (15 per cent). Residential construction, which declined in both 1956 and 1957 after hitting a peak of $18.7 billion in 1955, rose 5 per cent last year, to $17.9 billion.

As expected, public building was the brightest spot in last year's construction picture, rising 6 per cent. Yet even here there was some disappointment, as highway construction, which had been expected to shake loose after lagging in 1957, rose only 8 per cent, instead of the 17 per cent FORUM predicted a year ago. The rise of $380 million in spending for highways nevertheless accounted for over 40 per cent of the total increase in public building.

Another indication of the continuing vigor of public building, and one which augurs well for the future, is the record volume of state and local bond issues which were floated in 1958—a whopping $7.4 billion, or 7 per cent higher than 1957's $6.9 billion.

Most key materials should be in good supply throughout the year, and prices for at least two key items, cement and aluminum, will be stable at least until summer. The biggest question mark is structural steel. There is a growing belief that the steel industry will be shut down for an uncertain period this summer when the United Steelworkers present their demands. Feeling in the industry is that a strike, at least of short duration, is almost a sure thing. But last month, H. B. Dietrich, president of the American Institute of Steel Construction, said that "The industry is better prepared than ever before to meet the challenge of a promised ten-year construction boom." Dietrich said that total capacity for heavy structural shapes would reach a record high this year, and that the industry's backlog was pared last year by 1 million tons, to 1.7 million tons, or six months' production backlog at current operating rates.

Builders can expect relatively stable building costs, and readily available materials this year, but there is still a growing problem of the cost and availability of construction money. Last month, further pressure was put on interest rates for long-term funds when the U.S. Treasury sold $750 million of 4 per cent 21-year bonds at 99 per cent of par, which means an effective yield to the buyer of 4.07 per cent. This effective yield was the highest on any Treasury bond in over 25 years, and its effect was immediately felt in the trading market for other government—and municipal—issues, where prices fell nearly to the lows of last year. The coincident rise in yields on Treasury issues is sure to be reflected soon in higher interest rates on mortgages, where rates on conventional loans for large buildings are already near last year's highs (6 to 6 1/2 per cent).

Standard & Poor's Corporation last month predicted that long-term interest rates would stay high all this year, as demand for credit is expected to rise 40 per cent over 1958. Standard & Poor's expects the biggest increase in demand for credit to come from consumers and business rebuilding inventories after last year's substantial cutbacks. And it estimates that about $100 million (or 3 per cent) less will be invested in apartment and commercial mortgages this year than last.

Regional planning unit advised for New York

The greatest metropolitan area in the nation—New York City and environs—took a first cautious step toward area-wide planning on an official basis last month. The impetus for such a move was provided by a report of an eight-man committee of the Regional Plan Association, a citizens' group that has volunteered planning advice to the New York metropolitan region since 1929. RPA recommended that the Metropolitan Regional Council, a loose-knit organization of elected officials from the area's 21 counties and 20 municipalities, be given official sanction as "a leadership institution with the capacity to foresee the region's difficulties, to develop alternative solutions and to lead the way for the region, step by step, from specific recommendations to official action to firm accomplishment." MRC would have to be chartered by the state legislatures of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut, as
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Beauty, quality and flexibility as reflected in Dee-Gee Aluminum Windows add a distinguishing note to the architectural treatment of this attractive school building.

Dee-Gee Windows are better windows through advanced engineering. They exceed all industry standards as proved by rigid tests.

Dee-Gee Windows are adaptable to schools, hospitals, churches and any monumental or commercial structure.

They are quality controlled from the ingot to the finished product.

Dee-Gee supplies windows and all trim for complete installation.

well as the U.S. Congress, in order to have the sort of official status that RPA thinks it should have.

The RPA report would make MRC an official advisory agency to initiate and coordinate area-wide planning. It would have a "full-time, talented and experienced secretariat," which would focus its attentions on the "discovery and identification of the region's potential for growth," and the "formulation of regional goals which will maximize the usefulness of the region's human and material resources." MRC would analyze the area's problems, and make recommendations, but would have no direct authority to enforce them.

At an open hearing to discuss the merits and weaknesses of the RPA report, many planners and public officials pointed out that MRC's lack of direct authority was the scheme's greatest weakness. Many participants at the hearing, including Dr. Luther Gulick, who was one of the eight who prepared the report, feel that MRC should at least have the power to set

continued on page 13

A new Palace of the Soviets—almost

The changing trend in Russian architecture was forcefully reflected in the entries for a recent competition for a new Palace of the Soviets in Moscow. The first Palace of the Soviets was designed in 1931, and was to be not only the showpiece of all Soviet architecture, but the tallest building in the world (around 1,050 feet, not including a 329-foot-high statue of Lenin crowning the building). The original building (picture above) was a monolithic wedding cake, in the heavy-handed Russian tradition. Fortunately, construction had to be halted in 1941 and only the foundation was built.

Two and a half years ago, the USSR Council of Ministers made a momentous announcement: there would be an architectural competition to design a new Palace of the Soviets. But the Council made it clear that this time they did not want another clumsy spire of mortar. Specifically the Council said "the competition is being held for the purpose of designing a project whose architecture will be understandable to the people," and added that "it must be borne in mind that the requirements with regard to architecture and construction have been considerably increased, that rich experience has been accumulated, and that new materials and engineering equipment are being applied." The implication was clear: the design concepts of those earlier days of the Soviet Union are as outmoded as Stalinism. Come up with something new.

The competition did reflect an awareness of new design techniques, but the jury was apparently not satisfied; no architect was awarded the top, 100,000-ruble first prize. However, two second prizes of 50,000 rubles each were awarded, and the most interesting of these is shown above. The design, by M. Barkhin and E. Novikova, features a central circular auditorium, with a flat roof, and two identical wings, one containing two smaller auditoriums (with seating capacities of 1,500 persons each, compared to the 4,600 persons that can be seated in the main auditorium) and the other wing containing offices and a suite of reception rooms. The smaller auditoriums and the reception and offices contained in the wings are separated from the main auditorium by open courts, flanked by corridors. The height of the central portion of the building is only 161 feet.

Even though this building will not be built as the new Palace of the Soviets (the Council has not revealed any new plans), it is considered a significant step in the evolution of Soviet architecture. This evolution has obviously been slow—the Soviet designs in the competition showed little of the imagination and inventiveness of most Western design—but it does reflect a definite trend away from the grandiose superfluity on the gargantuan scale that typified earlier Russian design.
A coating in COLORS that really sticks to new Galvanized, Aluminum and Terne Plate

Remember? If you didn’t go over every square inch of new galvanized metal with a chemical solution before painting... chances are that the paint “peeled off” leaving you with a costly eyesore!

The development of Galvinoleum Coatings by Rust-Oleum changes all this! Now...you simply brush Galvinoleum right over brand new or unpainted Galvanized, Aluminum, or Terne Plate...no etching...no weathering...and it lasts and lasts! No “peeling” worries, no costly “headaches”...you have your choice of Red, Gray, Green, and Metallic! And you can use Rust-Oleum 573 Outside White, or any high-quality oil base house paint, over the Galvinoleum to match trim.
Pioneered, developed and field-tested by the Rust-Oleum Corporation—you have the assurance of a brand name backed by over thirty-five years of proved performance throughout industry. Try Galvinoleum...write for your illustrated Galvinoleum booklet with color charts.

RUST-OLEUM

GALVINOLEUM COATINGS

RUST-OLEUM

STOPS RUST!

Rust-Oleum, Galvinoleum, and Stops Rust are brand names and registered trademarks of the Rust-Oleum Corporation.
could result from the burgeoning apartment boom in the fringe counties near New York City. In the first half of last year, RPA says, there were 17,160 new apartment dwelling units built in those counties, compared to 11,000 during the same period of 1957. Not only is this a jump of 56 per cent, but the apartments represented 46 per cent of all dwelling units built in the area in the first half of 1958, whereas apartments accounted for only 30 per cent of the total in the first half of 1957. Apartment building in itself is not bad, RPA points out but "to the municipalities and counties in the inner ring which surrounds the core counties, the challenge is one of maintaining high standards of community development in the face of this shift to very much higher population densities. For unless the patterns of streets, highways, parks, schools, and the myriad other facilities originally structured to serve low density one-family areas are expanded and restructured to serve the higher densities, the seeds will have been sown for a premature deterioration of these areas. In the history of city growth it has been just this failure to maintain effective relationships between facilities and population in rapidly changing areas that has speeded their early abandonment as desirable neighborhoods and their subsequent decline as slums."

In another recent report, the Regional Plan Association outlined an incipient trouble spot for the New York area: the growth of "suburban slums" which
For the architect

WOOD

offers freedom of design

Only wood permits a completely free interchange between imagination and practical considerations. To your planning, wood brings the charm and livability of deep-textured beauty. It offers a variety of species . . . infinite combinations of grains, tones, physical properties . . . to conform to the requirements of its many uses. Structural framing, doors and windows, siding, flooring, paneling, cabinetry . . . these uses range from simplest function to richest decoration.

Wood's inherent practicality is unquestioned. The acoustical and insulational qualities, the favorable strength-weight ratio of organic, cellular structure. The durability and economy of a natural, renewable resource. The ease with which wood can be shaped, fastened and finished.

In every idea, in every design, there's a contribution to be made by wood. And new technology is widening even further the scope of wood's role in every shelter where man lives and learns, works and worships.

For new information on wood's design possibilities, write to:

Wood Information Center
NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
1319 18th St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Insulrock Roof Decks mean steady, sturdy savings for all roofing jobs where Insulrock does the work of several materials.

**Manufacturers of America's Broadslest Line of Building Products**

**Insulrock Company**

Division of the Flintkote Company

Flintkote Insulrock distributors in all principal cities

---

**Use FLINTKOTE INSULROCK**

... O.K. every way for roof deck construction

---

**Steel Joist, Bulb-Tee, or Wood Joist Constructions... apply INSULROCK roof decking for these practical, pay-off reasons:**

**Strength!** Insulrock is the roofing slab bonded with portland cement. This makes Insulrock stay strong, rugged, tough. Its exposed-ceiling surface is treated with an indurating "cementitious" coating that imparts high resistance to abrasion.

**Easy Installation!** Insulrock lays down fast, on steel, wood, concrete framing.

**Permanent Insulation!** Air-pocketed, UL-listed, incombustible Insulrock gives high thermal insulation, increased air-conditioning economy.

**No Weather Worries!** Maybe your Insulrock roof decking is "out to the weather" while you're putting the built-up roof down. Weather doesn't faze Insulrock—because it is "weather-cured"—before you get it—by being stacked outside to "season" in rain, snow, freezeups, thaw, wind, sun, cold, heat. (This makes Insulrock perfect for ceilings of outside overhangs, covered walks, and corridors.)

**No Extra Expense!** The underside of Insulrock roof decking makes handsome, off-white, acoustical room ceilings that trap and absorb 80% of incident sounds. This ceiling, which you don't even have to finish, comes as a bonus—an Insulrock extra.

See how you save?

---

Sales Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. • Chicago Heights, Illinois, Skyline 4-4772
Los Angeles 54, California, Ludlow 3-3011 • Plants: Linden, New Jersey • Richmond, Virginia • North Judson, Indiana
YOU CAN SPECIFY Vina-Lux® VINYL ASBESTOS TILE WITH CONFIDENCE

because...

△ It's an honest product skillfully made by men dedicated to quality.
△ It's a vinyl flooring reinforced with asbestos fiber — stable, durable and attractive.
△ It's available throughout the United States through responsible outlets.
△ It's made by a company earnestly trying to serve the architect with constantly improved products that solve architectural floor problems.
△ Finally, Vina-Lux performance is guaranteed by its maker.
FLUSH FITTING
Walk-In Door fits flush with frame for improved appearance, easier cleaning.

LIGHTWEIGHT
Weighs only ½ as much as steel clad doors, uses lighter bucks similar to household doors.

Jamison announces JAMOLITE...
lightweight plastic cold storage doors for food service

FOR THE FIRST TIME—a revolutionary new concept in cold storage door design and construction... JAMOLITE Lightweight Plastic Doors now provide better appearance, improved performance and lower cost! Look at these other practical advantages:

• smooth, easy-to-clean surface  • rigid, stable construction
• practically impervious to vapor and moisture  • will not warp
• available in white and other colors  • insulated jamb
• superior insulating efficiency

JAMOLITE Plastic Doors are available as Walk-In, Reach-In, Horizontal Sliding and Vertical Sliding Cold Storage Doors. See how this brand new Jamison development can be used in your installation for replacement or new construction. Write for descriptive bulletin to Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.

FREEZER DOORS
Jamison FROSTOP is applied to JAMOLITE head, sides and sill to prevent ice formation in freezer use.

*Jamison Trademark

JAMISON
cold storage doors
This combination Walnut and Oak MARIE ANTOINETTE pattern is an authentic reproduction of the beautiful flooring found in many a French Chateau and Palace. One of the finest examples is in the Throne Room at the Palace of Luxembourg. Marie Antoinette adds a life-time of distinction to the custom floor of today.

A FLOORING MASTERPIECE!

Now Available in Prefinished Laminated Blocks at a New Low Price

The famous Marie Antoinette pattern originally designed for custom homes, is now available in 9" x 9" prefinished laminated blocks with matching or contrasting bands... and at a new low price. They are easy to lay, with adhesive, over any sub-floor including concrete slabs-on-grade. Wood-Mosaic blocks are precision milled for a perfect fit (no irregularities).

No expansion space is required at the walls. Wood-Mosaic blocks will not warp or shrink. Wood-Mosaic's "Diamond Lustre" finish, applied at the factory, assures your customers a floor of lifetime wear and easy maintenance. Choose from a variety of woods: natural or toast-brown oak, walnut, cherry or maple. Pay no more for the finest floor!

Wood-Mosaic

Wood-Mosaic Corporation, Louisville 9, Ky.
Wood-Mosaic Corporation of Canada, Ltd., Woodstock, Ontario

Maker of the World's Finest Hardwood Floors since 1883
This New Installation by Litecontrol

*is Paying For Itself — FAST!*

Handsome lighting? Yes. Functional? Certainly. Yes. and if you’re an architect, engineer or contractor with a job to do and a client or customer to convince, here’s strong evidence on how remodeling can pay for itself.

Litecontrol fixtures feature the very efficient Holophane #6024 low brightness acrylic lens in luminous panels 10' x 24'. Ceiling tiles and lens are supported by the same aluminum T-bars — all supplied by us to provide an integrated ceiling and lighting system in this "Certified Lighting Job".

Result: This quality lighting is helping to make the merchandise "move" faster. The owner is naturally very pleased — the second month (August) after remodeling, more business was done than in the previous December, with the same amount of stock. Best of all, the owner estimates that this increased volume will mean paying off the remodeling investment 3 times faster than originally calculated.

Beauty . . . efficiency . . . or sound dollars and cents arithmetic in commercial lighting — Litecontrol can offer you all. Think of us for your next job.

**Installation:** Wilson’s Inc., Wickford, R.I.
**Architect:** MacConnell & Walker, Aquidneck, R.I.
**Engineer:** Ted Baker, Narragansett Electric Co., Providence, R.I.
**Electrical Contractor:** Loring Electric Co., Wickford, R.I.
**Distributor:** Greybar Electric Co., Inc., Providence, R.I.
**Fixtures:** Litecontrol luminous lens ceiling panels, each 10' x 24', using Holophane #6024 acrylic lenses. F96T12 deluxe cool white lamps on 24" centers. Accent spotlites by others. Litecontrol 8344RS fixtures in Show Windows plus accent lines by others.
**Intensities:** Average through store, 100 footcandles in service, not including spotlites. Average in Show Windows, 250 footcandles in service.

**LITECONTROL Fixtures**

**Keep Upkeep Down**

LITECONTROL CORPORATION,
36 Pleasant Street, Watertown 72, Massachusetts

Designers, Engineers and Manufacturers of Fluorescent Lighting Equipment Distributed Only Through Accredited Wholesalers
SPENCER VACUSLOT

In recent years, the trend toward bare floor construction and the increased use of Vinyl and other new floor coverings has brought with it a companion trend in cleaning: the increased use of dry mops.

The problem growing out of this extensive use of dry mops has been: how to clean the mops. With Vacuslot, it's simple. Dirt and litter are pushed to the slot, carried away by vacuum through the piped system. No unsanitary, time-consuming manual pick-up. Mops are then vacuum cleaned simply by passing back and forth across the Vacuslot.

Vacuslot is the modern, built-in cleaning system that

- SPEEDS MAINTENANCE—No manual handling of dirt. No transporting of bulky equipment. Vacuum available at the flip of a switch.
- REDUCES CLEANING COSTS—More floor area cleaned per man hour means smaller staff required.
- PROVIDES POSITIVE SANITATION—Germ-laden dirt and dust is carried away through the enclosed system... cannot recirculate into the air.

And Vacuslot is adaptable to handling a variety of other cleaning tasks: conventional vacuum cleaning, water pick-up, cleaning boiler tubes, Venetian blind cleaning, wall and overhead cleaning.

Request Bulletin #153C describing Vacuslot, the complete housekeeping facility.

SPENCER TURBINE CO.
486 NEW PARK AVENUE • HARTFORD 6, CONN.

Vacuslot in use at a typical school.
Exclusive “Executive House” in downtown Chicago...

country’s tallest concrete frame and floor building rises 40 stories in 371 feet!

WHEN AMERICA BUILDS FOR THE FUTURE...
IT BUILDS WITH CONCRETE

This impressive $6,000,000 building with its 446 apartments brings luxury living to Chicago’s business district.

On the 100 ft. x 150 ft. lot, space was at a premium. To make the most of it, architects Milton M. Schwartz & Associates, Inc., and the Miller Engineering Company, both of Chicago, chose concrete. With it, apartments are big... ceilings a full eight feet. Yet floor to floor height is only 8 ft. 10½ in. Plaster is applied directly to the concrete.

And concrete saved money—an estimated $500,000. It saved time, made easier scheduling, too. Concrete’s always ready on short order.

Executive House sets a U.S. height record for concrete. Today, for high-rise buildings and monumental structures, more and more architects and engineers are turning to concrete.

Four concrete shear walls extending across the width of the building provide necessary resistance to wind forces.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete
now!
architects see
their plans in
a new light!

the trend today is let in the sun... and America's foremost architects are translating their plans into translucent with Barclite fiberglass panels for partitions, dropped ceilings, siding, roofing, glazing... in homes, on farms, in industry. Barclite is shatterproof, lightweight yet stronger than most metals, with an exclusive process that blocks out the sun's infra-red rays letting only glareless light come through—and it's low in cost to install. Barclite comes in 14 colors, flat or corrugated, smooth or crinkle finish. Consult Sweet's Catalog, Arch. File. Our consultation service is available for your special needs. Write today for free literature and samples of this amazing product.

BARCLITE

Barclite Corporation of America® Dept. AF2, Barclay Building, New York 51, N. Y.
*affiliate of Barclay Manufacturing Company, Inc.
"SEEING EYES" CONTROL WESTINGHOUSE
YOU DON'T HAVE TO "WATCH THE DOORS!"

1 "Wonderful comments about Westinghouse operatorless elevators with Traffic Sentinel doors keep coming in from all parts of the country," reports Betty Furness. "There's magic built into these doors that 'see' electronically. Just follow this demonstration on door courtesy and see what we mean. Here, elevator arrives at floor with a smooth, level landing.

2 "Passengers leave elevator. Doors remain fully open and completely motionless. There is no door action whatever... no door feints... no threatening 'coming at you' door movement. Traffic Sentinel electronically sees and senses passenger traffic and controls the doors.

3 "While passengers continue to leave the comparatively full elevator, doors continue to remain wide open. Door movement is governed entirely by passenger traffic and not by fixed time intervals. Traffic Sentinel recognizes and compensates for all variations in passenger movement—automatically—so that passengers are unaware of the doors."
TRAFFIC SENTINEL® DOORS
—THEY WATCH YOU

"Waiting passengers now enter with complete confidence. Our polite Traffic Sentinel doors never close prematurely—never budge an inch to scare or annoy them. This is door control at peak perfection—Traffic Sentinel—an original Westinghouse development.

"Only after the last passenger has safely boarded the elevator will the doors close. Westinghouse modern elevator systems take their proud place in new buildings across the nation and in existing buildings anxious to modernize with the finest vertical transportation available."

TISHMAN BUILDING, 666 Fifth Avenue, New York

To facilitate speedy movement to and from offices, 666 Fifth Avenue has a Westinghouse Selectomatic® Automatic elevator system which all but eliminates unnecessary waiting time. Twenty operatorless elevators, equipped with Traffic Sentinel controlled doors, carry an estimated 6,000,000 passengers to and from the building's 38 stories in a single year. When you're in New York City, plan to visit the Tishman Building and test ride these Westinghouse operatorless elevators. If you want to make a detailed study, we will be proud to arrange a behind-the-scenes demonstration.

Owner-Management: Tishman Realty and Construction Co., Inc.
Architects: Carson & Lundin
Lobby and Arcade Design: Isamu Noguchi

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S Westinghouse

WATCH WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL-
DESI ARNAZ SHOWS CBS-TV MONDAYS
WESTINGHOUSE ELEVATORS AND ELECTRIC STAIRWAYS
Mahon ROLLING DOORS are THE STEEL CURTAINS OF ALL MAHON ROLLING DOORS ARE BONDERIZED

Above are Two Mahon Power Operated Rolling Steel Doors, divided by Mullion, installed in a combination Truck and Railroad Opening 36'-9½" x 23'-0". The Railroad enters the plant at an acute angle. Large door at right is opened only for movement of railroad cars. Mullion moves to right jamb on overhead track.

Serving the Construction Industry Through Fabrication of Structural Steel, Steel Plate Components, and Building Products
Versatile in Application...Will Serve You Better in Any Type of Opening!

In Operation, the Fast, Vertical Roll-up Action Saves Valuable Time and Space—No Overhead Tracks to Restrict Headroom

MANUALLY, MECHANICALLY, or POWER OPERATED DOORS
STANDARD or UNDERWRITERS’ LABELED

☆ OTHER MAHON BUILDING PRODUCTS and SERVICES:

- Insulated Metal Curtain Walls
- Underwriters’ Rated Metalclad Fire Walls
- M-Floors (Electrified Cellular Steel Sub-Floors)
- Long Span M-Decks (Cellular or Open Beam)
- Steel Roof Deck
- Permanent Concrete Floor Forms
- Acoustical and Troffer Forms
- Acoustical Metal Walls and Partitions
- Acoustical Metal Ceilings
- Structural Steel—Fabrication and Erection
- Steel Plate Components—Riveted or Welded

☆ For INFORMATION See SWEET’S FILES or Write for Catalogues

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY • Detroit 34, Michigan
Sales-Engineering Offices in Detroit, New York and Chicago
Representatives in all Principal Cities

MAHON

of Steel and Aluminum
If glass is a major design element of your structure, then the best glass is an important part of your specification.
"BEST" is glass that minimizes wiggles in reflections, glass that makes your façade as handsome as your rendering.

"BEST" glass, therefore, is plate glass. Best plate glass is twin-ground. And you always get twin-ground plate glass when you specify L.O.F 3/4" Parallel-O-Plate® or Parallel-O-Grey®.

PARALLEL-O-PLATE GLASS
LIBBEY OWENS FORD GLASS CO. a Great Name in Glass
TOLEDO 3, OHIO
for the first time...

an authoritative manual on

Color vs. Illumination Levels

Of keen interest to every architect is this unique sixteen-page manual, just off the press, discussing and illustrating the selection of interior decorating colors as they relate to various levels and types of illumination. Written by Walter C. Granville (currently president of the Inter-Society Color Council), the manual is attractively illustrated in full color—contains recommended color palettes and packs of appropriate color chips. Handsomely styled, compact, easy to use, this book brings a fresh and authentic approach to the use of color in modern architectural design. Send the coupon

AMERICAN-MARIETTA COMPANY

Color Headquarters for Modern America

AMERICAN-MARIETTA COMPANY
101 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, Ill.

Please send the new Manual of Color vs. Illumination—at no cost to me.

Name:
Address:
City & State:
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SPANG Underfloor Duct provides for future wiring expansion at Moisant International Airport

“We installed over 6,500 ft. of SPANG Underfloor Duct on the second and third floors and West Pier at Moisant International Airport Terminal Building in New Orleans to handle power and telephone wiring,” says Mr. Walter J. Barnes, proprietor of Walter J. Barnes Electric Company, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Offers many advantages

“SPANG Underfloor Duct offers ease of handling and installation plus clearly-marked junction boxes that practically eliminate installation mistakes. Power and phone lines are readily accessible at regular intervals. Future expansion and office changes in the terminal building will be easily handled, regardless of wiring requirements, without extensive or costly construction.”

Helps you save money

Get all the facts about how SPANG Underfloor Duct...and SPANG Header-duct and newly-designed SPANG Fittings...can help you make fast, top-quality installations. Write for complete literature, or phone your nearest SPANG Representative.

General Contractor: J. A. Jones Construction Company, Charlotte, N. C.

“We’ve used SPANG Underfloor Duct before,” says Mr. Walter J. Barnes. “Its adaptability to future expansion was an important factor in its selection for the Moisant job.” Airport serves 14 airlines.

SPANG Underfloor Duct is quickly installed. Light-weight aluminum junction boxes contribute to easy handling; box design helps prevent costly installation errors. Laid over a steel sub-floor, duct was covered with concrete after it was positioned and fastened down.

SPANG UNDERFLOOR DUCT

THE NATIONAL SUPPLY COMPANY

Subsidiary of Armco Steel Corporation

TWO GATEWAY CENTER, PITTSBURGH, PA.
HERCULITE DOORS

add to the beauty, dignity and open-vision effect of this entrance to the Sundstrand Machine Tool Company, Denver, Colorado. HERCULITE Doors are strong, sturdy and long-lasting. They are available in both $\frac{3}{8}$" and $\frac{3}{4}$" thickness, and their design possibilities are almost unlimited. Notice here how the architect utilized the HERCULITE Door Plate to reproduce the Sundstrand trademark. Architect: Olsen, Urbain & Sandstrom, Chicago, Illinois.

TUBELITE DOORS

and Sidelights create an unusual approach to this Walgreen Drug Store, one of the drug chain's eastern units. Architects Abbott-Markt & Co. & Ely Jacques Hahn & Robert Allan Jacobs, New York, New York, have made a special feature of this angled, recessed entrance through the use of special TUBELITE Doors. TUBELITE Doors are fabricated of heavy extruded, hollow aluminum tubes, with no exposed seams. They offer the greatest possible value at the lowest cost.
...to get the right door for your new building. Only at Pittsburgh can you find a complete line of different door types—HERCULITE®, TUBELITE® and West Tension Doors. These doors are different in price, in construction and in design. They are alike in quality, in beauty and modern smartness. And one of them will be exactly what you need for the building you are erecting or remodeling.

Sweet's Architectural File, Sections 16a and 16b, has complete details on Pittsburgh Doors, hinges and accessories for doors. For additional information, contact Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 9128, 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

PITTCOMATIC®...the nation's finest automatic door opener...may be used on all HERCULITE, West and TUBELITE Doors. The hydraulic, motor-driven control may be installed for mat or handle operation.

PITTSBURGH DOORS

...for entrances of enduring distinction

WEST TENSION DOORS

provide a smart, modern and completely convenient entrance for this Society for Savings—Hartford National Bank, West Hartford, Connecticut, designed by Architects Jeter & Cook, Hartford, Connecticut. These West Doors are equipped with mat-operated PITTCOMATIC door openers, and they open quickly, safely, smoothly every time a depositor steps on the mat. West Tension Doors are constructed from ¾" thick glass, held under compression by a thin metal frame. They are strong, rugged, will not sag or get out of alignment.
J&L Light Beams are used in this suspended beam construction for The Standard Structural Steel Company's modern office building. Results: interior columns are eliminated; use of floor space is more efficient.

14" J&L Light Beams are twice right—right depth for rigidity, right design for appearance

...reports The Standard Structural Steel Co.

In an interesting departure from conventional design, The Standard Structural Steel Company, Newington, Conn., utilized J&L 14-inch Light Beams in roof construction to help achieve more efficient use of floor space in their new office building.

The new design provides a full-supported ceiling without interior columns. The J&L Light Beams, weighing 17.2 pounds per foot, are suspended from main bents by pipe hangers and bolts. An acoustical steel roof deck is welded to top flanges of the Light Beams between bents. The construction exposes the bents on the outside of the building and the Light Beams on the inside.

Take full advantage of these economical Light Beams in your next project design. They are available in regular carbon and high tensile grades. Other readily available lightweight J&L structurals are hot rolled Junior Beams and Junior Channels; for information, write to Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, 3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
A roundup of recent and significant proposals

MONTREAL OFFICE TOWERS
On a two-acre site facing Dominion Square in Montreal, Canada, the 42-story, $22-million Canadian Bank of Commerce Building (right in photo above) will be started next September. It is to be the first part of the $45-million Windsor Plaza project. Designed by Peter Dickenson Associates of Toronto, with Associate Architect Max Roth of Montreal, it will be sheathed in glass, granite, and panels of green slate. Completion is scheduled for 1961. No starting date has been set for the second part of the project, the 22-story office building at left.

MIDDLE INCOME HOUSING FOR DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS
At the western edge of downtown St. Louis, construction has begun on Memorial Plaza, a group of six 13-story, glass-and-brick apartment towers (above). Financed by the privately owned Urban Redevelopment Corporation, the project is being erected on property originally purchased and cleared by the city's Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority. It will have 1,090 apartment units (which will rent for $102 to $150), surface and underground parking for 878 cars, and more than three acres of landscaped parks. Two old churches will be left on the site. Architects are Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Harris Armstrong. Completion is scheduled for 1961. Cost: roughly $13.4 million.

DEARBORN CIVIC CENTER
The model at left is of the vast civic center, now being built in Dearborn, Michigan, on 54 flat, treeless acres donated to the city by the Ford Motor Company. The project, to cost from $11 to $12 million, includes a 40,000-square-foot youth center (upper middle), a 65,000-square-foot police-fire headquarters (lower right), a 14-story city hall (middle left), a 6,000-seat auditorium-sports building (upper left), and a stadium (upper right), as well as a power house, skating rink, pavilion, band shell, and various play areas. The youth center, police-fire headquarters, and power house will be finished later this year. The architects are Harley, Ellington & Day of Detroit.
The Engineers Club now being built in St. Louis, Missouri, is designed around a most appropriate motif—the equilateral triangle. As shown in the rendering and plan at right, the building will have a triangular shaped auditorium seating 400, triangular shaped supporting piers, sunshades, offices, and recreation rooms—even the pattern of the sidewalk expansion joints will be triangular shaped. Scheduled for completion by next September, the building will be faced with glass, Pennsylvania green stone, and rust-colored brick. Over-all floor space: 15,000 square feet. The architects are Russell, Mullgardt, Schwarz & Van Hoefen of St. Louis. Cost: about $350,000.

Dallas Realtor Raymond D. Nasher will build the $5-million apartment house shown above, on a six-acre tract overlooking the Arkansas River about one mile south of downtown Tulsa, Oklahoma. The building will be 21 stories high, and have 102 apartment units renting at about $100 per room. A swimming pool, putting green, greenhouse, garden, and three penthouse apartments will be located on the top floor. Completion is set for December 1960. Architects: Harrell & Hamilton of Dallas.

The National Institutes of Health Building (left) will be built for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare in Bethesda, Maryland. To provide office space for 1,600 government employees, the 11-story structure will be faced with glass, aluminum, and precast concrete. The $9.8-million project, which will also include a seven-story office building (not shown), was designed by Keyes, Lethbridge & Condon.

Four exposed girders 108 feet long and welded in a tic-tac-toe pattern will hold the suspended gypsum roof on the gymnasium being built at Gary, Indiana's Tolleston High School. Designed by Gary Architect Leonard Klarich, the square-shaped building is part of a $500,000 addition which includes a one-story shop-and-science building (right foreground in photo at left). Both buildings will be faced with buff-colored brick. Girders and trim will be black.
CHEMICAL RESEARCH CENTER IN OHIO

The Diamond Alkali Company will build a campus-style, chemical research and development center on an 800-acre site a few miles south of Plainsville, Ohio. The first step in a long-range expansion program, the $2.5-million project (right) consists of two buildings facing a landscaped mall: one a two-story Central Research Building with space for 60 laboratories, 22 offices, library, and patent department; the other, a three-story product development building. The architects are Giffels & Rossetti of Detroit.

TALL CITY HALL FOR CANTON, OHIO

Shown above is the City Hall and public Safety Building soon to be erected in Canton, Ohio, from plans by New York Architects Kelly & Gruzen. Municipal offices and courts will be located in the glassy, seven-story tower, which will be the city's second tallest structure. Police headquarters and a jail will be on the plaza level. Cox & Forsythe are associated architects. Completion date: 1960. Cost: $2.9 million.

SCREENED OFFICE BUILDING FOR LONG ISLAND

This spring, in Valley Stream, Long Island, construction will begin on an unusual seven-story office building designed by Long Island Architect Frank Greenhouse. The building (below) will be screened on three sides (east, west, and south) with a terra-cotta grille and will have 49,168 square feet of rentable floor space. To be ready for occupancy by February 1960, it will cost $1 million. Owners: John Totaro, Leonard Goldberg, and Christopher Maffucci.

MOTEL-HOTEL FOR MIDTOWN DETROIT

Ground has been broken in mid-town Detroit for Harlan House, a motel-hotel to be built off the John Lodge Expressway two blocks from the General Motors Building and only a few minutes away from the convention area now under construction downtown. With an over-all floor space of 42,000 square feet, the project will have 45 units in the four-story hotel building, 81 units in the three-story motel building. Scheduled for completion by May, it will cost about $1 million. King & Lewis of Detroit are the architects.

CALIFORNIA RESEARCH BUILDING

By next September the trim, one-story, office-and-research building shown above will be completed in Pasadena, California, for Pegasus Laboratories Incorporated, manufacturers of electronic remote control devices. Estimated to cost approximately $900,000, it will be of steel frame construction, with purple columns and walls of glass, and white brick. Over-all floor space: about 9,000 square feet. The architects are Thornton Ladd & Associates of Pasadena.
FOR THE SATISFACTION OF CLIENTS WELL-SERVED

VAPOR DRUM MODULATIC WATER-TUBE BOILERS

new design freedom

This clean and compact power or heat "package" goes anywhere from basement to roof—eliminates design involvements which so often restrict creativeness.

CLIENTS SAVE ON SPACE

... up to 2/3 of that which conventional boilers need. 200 hp takes only 5' x 8' floor area.

CLIENTS SAVE ON INSTALLATION COSTS

... comes completely assembled and wired, ready to connect and fire-up. Requires no enclosure, expensive foundation, special stack.

CLIENTS SAVE ON SUPERVISION

... push-button start, automatic operation. Instant hot water; full steam in 5 minutes.

CLIENTS SAVE ON FUEL AND WATER

... produces steam or hot water only as demanded. Follows load fluctuations. Oil, gas, or combination oil-gas burner.

CLIENTS SAVE ON MAINTENANCE

... quick, simple renewal of water-tubes or other parts. 5-year water-tube warranty includes up to $50 labor allowance.

CLIENTS SAVE ON FUTURE REPLACEMENT

... no Drum Modulatic need ever wear out.

MODERN AS TOMORROW

The Drum Modulatic assures space and cost savings beyond anything previously available. It combines the advantages of fire-tube and water-tube design without the disadvantages of either—no expansion strains, no impingement stresses, no tube sheets ... and absolute safety. Output: 20 to 200 hp; 0-15, 5-150 or 50-200 psi steam pressure; 670,000 to 6,690,000 btu/hr. Multiple-unit installations can have a single control.

VAPOR HEATING CORPORATION
80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Ill., Dept. 40-B
Please send me, free, your Drum Modulatic Bulletin No. 475
Individual
Firm
Street
City, Zone, State

SIMPLE AS abc!

a. ARCHITECTS specify
b. BUILDERS approve
C. CONTRACTORS buy

... Hendrick grilles

Architects, Builders and Contractors all agree you can't beat Hendrick Architectural Grilles for overall attractiveness and functionalism! Hendrick Perforated Metal Grilles not only provide plenty of open area for the free passage of air, but they're easy to install—always lie flat, and can't bend or warp! Over a hundred designs are available, many are exclusive only with Hendrick. Each design can be furnished in a wide range of dimensions, number and size of perforations.
see and hear these authorities discuss the use of structural clay products in new construction

AESTHETICS
ULTIMATE COST
STRUCTURAL FLEXIBILITY
WORKMANSHIP
and
PRODUCTIVITY

The structural clay products industry is proud to present this stimulating, informative discussion by top authorities on subjects of vital importance to you and the construction industry. A nationally-known moderator will act as host. Introductory remarks by Edmund R. Purves, F.A.I.A., Executive Director of the American Institute of Architects, who recommends this program to all architects. If your city is on the list, don’t miss this unique and important event that promises to be one of the finest architectural programs of the year.

Structural Clay Products Institute
1520 18th Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Pictured above is a display that has attracted widespread attention wherever it has been exhibited. Both houses, concrete slabs and tanks are identically constructed. The tanks are filled with sand, to represent soil, and water is added. On top of the soil is placed a vapor seal, "PM" under the house on the left and a plastic film under the house on the right. Heat is applied to the tank to accentuate the creation of vapor and the results are very apparent. Notice that the house protected by "PM" (left) is completely dry while the house on the right has become a virtual steam bath. The results are even more amazing when you consider the fact that the plastic film under the house on the right is a monolith without the seams, openings and ruptures that would be present in full-scale construction.
Moisture migration into the structure from the site is an age old problem... a problem that is accentuated in today's modern buildings. Old buildings, constructed without benefit of new materials and better construction methods, permitted excessive moisture to escape. Today's tightly and expertly constructed buildings trap this moisture inside and the problems resulting from excessive moisture soon follow. Dampness, window condensation, paint failures, mildew, rust and rotting wood are all problems that can be eliminated if the structure is isolated from the site, the source of 80% of this moisture.

Fortunately, the building industry has recognized the need to install a vapor barrier... unfortunately, it has been guilty of the promiscuous use of permeable materials as vapor barriers. Plastic films and other similar materials would never be used to replace glass in windows because they would not eliminate weather penetration and would easily rupture. These same reasons disqualify these products as vapor barriers. Even more important, a vapor seal is installed permanently at the time of original construction... it cannot be replaced at a later date in case of a product failure.

A vapor seal must be impermeable; monolithic without voids, open or lapped seams and strong enough to provide a permanent installation without rupturing under installation foot traffic, trundling of wheelbarrows and pouring of aggregate. Only one product on the market meets all of these necessary qualifications—"Premoulded Membrane" Vapor Seal. To prove this, we sincerely advise and invite your comparison of *PM against all other so-called vapor barrier products on the market. What could be fairer? Also important is the fact that "PM" is actually the most economical vapor seal available when you consider the possible elimination of sand and gravel fill plus the reduced maintenance and redecorating costs realized through the complete elimination of moisture migration into the structure.

*PM is a recognized abbreviation for Premoulded Membrane, the industry's only TRUE vapor seal!

Write today for complete information... request your free copy of "Design Techniques"—a technical manual that provides Architects, Engineers and Builders factual proof of the effectiveness of using impermeable materials in eliminating moisture migration. For a complete set of structural recommendations on the applications and installation of "Premoulded Membrane" request a file of "PM" Tech-Tips.
KAISER CENTER
New Home Office for the World-wide Kaiser Companies
Oakland, California

ARCHITECTS and ENGINEERS:
Welton Becket & Associates

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS:
Murray Erick Associates

MECHANICAL and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS:
Dudley Deane & Associates
Floor areas electrified
in the West's
largest office building

Milcor Celluflor anticipates
tomorrow's electrical load
in new Kaiser Center

Here, to provide unlimited electrification at low cost — and
meet the challenging construction requirements of a fan-
shaped floor layout — the architect has combined four types
of Milcor Celluflor panels.

In addition to being the structural floor, the underfloor
cells serve as raceways to handle the complex cable systems
required by illumination, communications, and hundreds of
pieces of electronic office equipment in this new 28-story
building. And — there's electrical capacity to spare! Service
outlets can be installed practically anywhere on the floor.
They can be relocated or new ones added — or circuits can
be changed — without costly alterations.

There are other advantages of Celluflor — savings of steel,
footings, and construction time. For details, see Sweet's
Architectural File, section 2a/In — or write for catalog 270.

Electrical header duct carries electrical feeder,
circuits from the distribution panel transversely
across Celluflor cells. Definite patterns of serv­
ice repetition are established so that proper
raceways are easily located, when electric power,
telephone, signal, or other service outlets are
required in any floor area.

Milcor Celluflor

It pays ... in many ways...
to specify Milcor Steel Building Products

MILCOR HOLLOW METAL
DOORS AND FRAMES:

MILCOR ROOF DECK:
MILCOR ACOUSTIDECK:
MILCOR RIEFORM:
MILCOR WALL PANELS:
MILCOR CELLUFLOR
MILCOR METAL LATH:
MILCOR ACCESS DOORS:

Sweet's, section 16d/In
Sweet's, section 2f/In
Sweet's, section 11a/In
Sweet's, section 2h/In
Sweet's, section 3b/In
Sweet's, section 2a/In
Sweet's, section 12a/In
Sweet's, section 16j/In

INLAND STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY Member of the Steel Family
DEPT. B, 4021 WEST BURNHAM STREET, MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN ATLANTA, BALTIMORE, BUFFALO, CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND,
DALLAS, DENVER, DETROIT, KANSAS CITY, LOS ANGELES, MILWAUKEE, NEW ORLEANS, NEW YORK, ST. LOUIS, ST. PAUL.
Automatic sprinklers (see arrows) blend with the modern decor of Hillsdale High School, San Mateo, California. Any starting fire will be automatically controlled by the sprinkler poised above the blaze. Water will be sprayed only where fire exists.

Pupils study in safety from fire

CONSTRUCTION ECONOMY AND FLEXIBILITY KEYNOTED

Fire safety, construction economy and flexibility were primary design considerations in the construction of Hillsdale High School in San Mateo, California. A complete automatic sprinkler system providing maximum fire protection was installed to decrease construction cost by eliminating the need for insulating steel members and installing fixed fire walls.

To anticipate school program changes which would require alteration in room size, movable interior walls were used. The result was a highly flexible and adaptable modern school. Architects John Lyon Reid & Partners received two awards from the American Institute of Architects.

The parents of the 1,750 pupils are assured of their children's safety in the event of fire. The taxpayers' $3.5 million investment is secure, and the school's continuity of operation is assured.

Your School...

Whether it is old or new, or just an image in an architect's mind; whether its construction is combustible or "fire resistive", it is within your power to make it indestructible from fire.

Remember, there is no "fireproof" building. Sufficient heat from burning contents in the most fire resistive building can cause irreparable damage.

Only a completely sprinklered school assures life safety, saves construction and operation dollars; and insures against inflated replacement building cost.

For particulars, write to the:

NATIONAL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
AND FIRE CONTROL ASSOCIATION, INC.
Dept. 1 • 60 East 42 Street • New York 17, N. Y. • Murray Hill 2-8691
Zeckendorf in $60 million deal to develop Fox's movie lot; India's busy builder handcrafts U.S. Embassy

Peripatetic Developer William Zeckendorf last month was reported to have clinched one of the biggest deals of his colorful career. It involves the purchase of 176 acres of the Twentieth Century-Fox movie lot in West Los Angeles, which he will develop as a mammoth city-within-a-city, to be called Century City. This scheme, which includes everything from apartments, office buildings, and hotels to a movie museum, was first announced by Fox President Spyros Skouras about 18 months ago (FORUM, July 1957) when Los Angeles Architect Welton Becket was asked to develop a plan for the area. Now, Fox has evidently scrapped its ideas for developing the property itself, will sell the property to Zeckendorf for around $60 million, probably with the proviso that he develop it along the lines of Becket's plan (FORUM, February 1958). Becket himself will still be the top planner on the job, but presumably I. M. Pei will do Webb & Knapp's architectural work.

Not included in the deal are oil rights on the property. However, Fox may also sell another 80-acre parcel, on which its present studios stand, to Zeckendorf, who would lease the property back to the moviemakers. Regardless of how the Zeckendorf-Skouras negotiations for Century City evolve, Architect Becket still plans to build his own new headquarters on the site, and his $3.5 million building could well be the first one finished in the mammoth project.

"INDIA'S GREAT BUILDER"

In the flood of publicity attending and preceding the opening last month of the sparkling new U.S. Embassy in New Delhi (FORUM, January 1959), the spotlight focused chiefly on Architect Edward Durell Stone. But Stone himself was the first to credit the importance to the project of the man whom he calls "India's great builder"—Mohan Singh, bearded, turbaned, 58-year-old builder and businessman who gave form to Stone's design under conditions which few Western builders would consider tolerable. (Stone, in a cable to New Delhi last month, said that his association with Mohan Singh had been "poetic."

The logistics of constructing a large building in India are mammoth, for India's system of hand labor has changed little in hundreds of years. In the first place, almost all of the materials that went into the embassy were handcrafted at the site. Small shed-factories were scattered around the site, with makeshift workshops manned largely by semiskilled or unskilled labor under the direction of a few highly skilled artisans. (There were 1,400 laborers in all, working under five local architects and engineers.)

Mohan Singh, who started as a decorator of maharajahs' palaces and today is one of India's leading builders and businessmen as well as a Sikh religious leader, not only welded his scattered horde of artisans and factory sheds into a cohesive operation, but may have started a small revolution in Indian building methods by assuming a contract which gave him full responsibility for all phases of the project, including plumbing, wiring, and detailing.

Singh himself knows well the difficulties that can arise from an unorganized building operation. A few years ago, he had the contract for the foundation of the Ashoka Hotel in New Delhi, now run by the Indian government. But no sooner had Singh finished his walls than the plumbing contractor began punching holes in them, and no sooner were the holes patched up than the air-conditioning contractor repeated the performance.

Singh finished the U.S. Embassy in a little over two years—after several delays resulting from changes demanded by Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker and the State Department's Office of Foreign Buildings. Largely as a result of his able work on the U.S. Embassy, Singh has already been commissioned to build three other foreign embassies in New Delhi—for Norway, Burma, and Pakistan. All of these, together with the U.S. Embassy, will form part of the new 25-nation enclave of embassies in the Indian capital.

TWO TOP NEW YORK JOBS

New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller filled two of the state's top building jobs last month with two professionals in their respective fields. He named 58-year-old John Burch McMorran to head the State Department of Public Works, replacing John W. Johnson, and shortly afterward designated James William Gaynor, 49, to be the new State Housing Commissioner, continued on page 57
Air Conditioning Control helps maintain ideal working climate and product quality in Award Winning Plant

Inside this white and gold screened building with its atmosphere of lush splendor is a two story garden court. Surrounding it are balconied executive offices, conference room, library, testing and research laboratories. On the lower level are production and storage areas, dining lounge and swimming pool.

Precise control for refrigeration compressor above, cooking kettles right and drying ovens below, assured by Powers Recorder Controllers.

Powers precise temperature and humidity control throughout this fully air conditioned plant provides ideal working climate for comfort, health and efficiency of office and factory employees.

High standards of quality and uniformity are rigidly adhered to in processing Stuart products. Atmosphere in production areas and temperature, humidity and pressure of various processes are accurately regulated by Powers Controlling Recording Instruments.

For Your New Building be it a school, factory, hospital, church or commercial building ask your architect or engineer to include a Powers Quality system of temperature and humidity control. Its dependable year after year operation and low maintenance cost make it a highly profitable investment.
Letters from readers:

**spirals ... temples ... blue pencils**

**UNESCO’S SPIRAL**

Forum:

I was very much interested in your story on the new UNESCO headquarters in the December issue.

However, I respectfully suggest that you, along with me, hope that it never becomes necessary to use the spiral fire escape (photo left).

Use of a spiral stairway is a treacherous way of descending under normal conditions, and when the possibility of panic from fire is considered, coupled with the slender, single handrail, I cannot help but picture in my mind a stream of people slipping and stumbling and falling to the ground from a height of six or eight stories.

HARRY D. JACKSON, engineer
Brookway Glass Company, Inc.
Brookway, Pennsylvania

**YALE HOCKEY TEMPLE**

Forum:

The December issue of the FORUM is one of exceptional excellence. You have two arresting buildings in the UNESCO building and in the Yale hockey rink. Hockey is a ritual at Yale and deserves a temple.

JOSEPH HUDNUT
Dover, Massachusetts

**BLUE-PENCIL CRITICISM**

Forum:

I am very impressed with the new element in architectural journalism that you have instigated with your criticism of current architecture. Your article on the Guaranty Mutual Building at Omaha was expertly handled (FORUM, October 1958). I do not envy you the responsibility and challenges of integrity that this effort brings with it, but I definitely feel this is a wonderful addition to your magazine.

BRUCE M. WALKER
Walker, McGough & Troplin, architects
Spokane, Washington

Forum:

The article, “The church in a modern world,” in the December issue is the beginning of something which can be quite significant both to the church and to architecture.

May I suggest that you now do a real criticism, using the blue-pencil technique with illustrations that you used in your October article, “Temple on a hilltop—almost.” A blue-pencil article on churches which have been built recently would help us immeasurably.

The church may in our day provide opportunity for the architect to create great art. Such art is fostered by able criticism.

REVEREND H. RICHARD SICILIANO
Director of Industrial and Interracial Relations
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

**LIGHT ON THE EYE**

Forum:

Your December article, “New Light on the Eye,” is perhaps most notable for the comprehensiveness of its approach. It clearly indicates why illuminating engineering cannot rest simply on the application of physics—to the neglect of physiology and psychology.

To some of us, one of today’s most challenging aspects of illumination research and practice is the esthetic-physiological effect. The mind and the eye cannot be isolated from one another—an often discouraging fact for researchers.

GEORGE W. CLARK,
manager-engineering
Sylvania Lighting Products
Wheeling, West Virginia

**MATERIALS CAPACITY**

Forum:

I take exception to the methodology of the article on materials production capacity (FORUM, November 1958) and to the inelastic conclusions caused by the method.

Past relations between various phenomena are necessary but dangerous tools even for an experienced forecaster. Whenever used for long-range predictions (and ten years ahead falls into that category), they should be adjusted for technological change and for innovations in the use of materials—by judgment if in no other way.

The ratios behind your projections for cement and structural steel, for example, do not take into consideration the fact that the coming highway program is different from that of 1948-57 in terms of design standards and material requirements. Having been responsible for estimating the building material requirements of the continued on page 66
1st National Bank Building, Tulsa, Okla., is equipped with B&G Monoflo Fittings. Carson and Lundin, Architects.

B&G Monoflo Fittings enable you to design a one-pipe forced hot water heating system of any size with assurance that it will be correctly and efficiently circulated. That's because the Monoflo Fitting is an engineered device—not just a "scoop" or "choke."

These Fittings are designed to handle definite radiator sizes, maintain proper temperature drops and permit the use of economical riser sizes. They provide adequate diversion under average conditions without introducing excessive resistance.

An exclusive feature of B&G Monoflo Fittings is that there is virtually no limit to the number which can be installed in any circuit of a one-pipe forced hot water system. Design problems which otherwise occur are eliminated.

Complete design procedure for B&G Monoflo heating systems is found in the B&G Handbook.

NEVER HAS A PROPERLY DESIGNED B&G MONOFLO SYSTEM FAILED!

From small residence to the largest conceivable installation, B&G Monoflo Fittings assure a correctly balanced one-pipe forced hot water system.

Heat in this residence is properly distributed by B&G Monoflo Fittings.

NEW "RED-RING" COPPER MONOFLO®

Made in 1" and 1 1/4" sizes, the "Red-Ring" can be used for up-feed, down-feed, supply, return, one or two-fitting installations. Just keep the "red-ring" between the risers.

BELL & GOSSETT COMPANY
Dept. FF-62, Morton Grove, Illinois

Canadian Licensee: S. A. Armstrong, Ltd., 1400 O'Connor Drive, Toronto 16, Ontario
Don't worry...  
this glass can take it

You can save a lot of money in repair and replacement bills, if you use Tuf-flex® tempered plate glass. It’s 3 to 5 times tougher than regular plate glass of the same thickness. Yet it’s as clear as any fine plate glass.

When impact is powerful enough to break Tuf-flex, it tends to fall into small crystals. The resistance of Tuf-flex to breakage is a safety factor which recommends it particularly for windows facing playgrounds and for corridor windows.

That’s why Tuf-flex is specified for so many new schools. Consult your local Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Distributor or Dealer (listed under “Glass” in your phone book Yellow Pages).
Another new high school forestalls door problems... specifies McKinney Anchor Hinges


McKinney Anchor Hinges will not pull loose, no matter how much strain is imposed by door closers or holders, heavy wind or careless operation. Protect your clients against door problems—and yourself against service calls—by specifying McKinney Anchor Hinges for all heavy traffic doors. Write for illustrated catalog 93 and templates.

McKinney
PITTSBURGH 33, PA. / IN CANADA: MCKINNEY-SKILLCRAFT LTD., ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO

Corps of Engineers during the war, I know that the most important question is: "How will construction standards and methods change tomorrow?"

FRANK PIOVIA.
Economic & market analyst
Washington, D.C.

MULTIPLE MODULES

Forum:
Your article, "New hope for standardization," in the November issue discusses a proposal by Mr. Ehrenkrantz which would include in the 4-inch modular system a number of sizes that are not multiples of 4 inches. This springs from a misunderstanding of the nature of the module. The module is effective precisely because it is defined as the unique coefficient and unit of size that is common to all the sizes required for building components.

To introduce new standards for components in sizes not divisible by the module is to introduce nonmodular sizes. The whole purpose of the module is to rule out sizes that are not its multiples, because to do so leads to sizes which are few in number and which also combine easily. For instance, in the true modular system, there are five possible sizes for components to fit a 20-inch space: 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 inches. In the Ehrenkrantz proposal there are fourteen sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, and 20 inches. The simplification produced by the exclusive application of the 4-inch module is obvious.

Purely from a design point of view, the Ehrenkrantz proposal is unworkable in relation to a 4-inch reference system because, if components were made in the additional sizes proposed, they would not fit a 4-inch grid. For example, 27-inch and 45-inch components cannot by themselves fit the 4-inch grid. It is no good to say that when the two dimensions are added together they equal 72 inches, since the components may not be next to each other in the design. Indeed, one might just as well include 27½ inches and 44½ inches, which also add to 72 inches.

These Ehrenkrantz proposals would complicate, confuse, and undermine the modular technique before it has even been properly tried out. They ought therefore to be treated with extreme caution.

BRUCE MARTIN
British Standards Association
London, England

*Forum agrees that the 4-inch cubic module is the most important standard, by common consent, for reaching greater economic coordination in building components. But this module has some undeniable
continued on page 70
Here's a multi-material sealant that rubber welds curtain walls, glass enclosures, store fronts, gas stations, roofs, copings, flashings, expansion joints, mullions, sidewalks, flooring, pipe joints and passages, air conditioning ducts and units.

THE "ADHERENTLY" DIFFERENT SEALANT
based on THIOKOL liquid polymers

Adhesion makes the difference. Bonds to practically all building materials. Will not flow from joints under heat, stress, or traffic.


Longevity makes the difference. Properly formulated and applied, THIOKOL liquid polymer base sealants last for years. No costly, frequent maintenance.

Custom-sealing makes the difference. A true and lasting seal formed on the job – for each job and condition. No gasketing, cutting, splicing.

Excellent resistance to all elements makes the difference. Withstands air, moisture, wind, rain, sun, temperature extremes, oil, chemicals, solvents.

ANNOUNCING
the Barrett
Quarter-Century
Bonded Roof
Now improved quality controls in the manufacture of Barrett SPECIFICATION® Pitch and Felt make possible the first roof ever bonded for 25 years!

How is it possible to raise the bonding period of the famous Barrett "SPECIFICATION" Roof to 25 years?

The answer is new manufacturing standards developed for Barrett "SPECIFICATION" Pitch and Felt. Now the performance of these ingredients can be bonded for five additional years, because of improved quality control in the manufacturing process.

Every conceivable test, including actual performance, conclusively proves that pitch provides better weather protection for flat roofs than other bitumens. Since the turn of the century, pitch has piled up phenomenal longevity records in Barrett Roofs on the leading buildings of America. Asphalt absorbs anywhere from two to seventeen times more water than does pitch. Where prolonged exposure to water may be expected, as on flat roofs, pitch is always the safer choice.

When you specify a Quarter-Century Barrett “SPECIFICATION” Roof, you are assured of the same painstaking application and inspection procedures that have been successfully followed on Barrett Roofs for decades. Write for our new folder, “Twenty-five Years from Today.”

PHOTO BY U.S. COAST & GEODETIC SURVEY—AUTHORIZED REPRODUCTION

BARRETT DIVISION
40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.
Rising twenty-three stories in its own pleasant setting of fountain-pools and plazas, The Denver United States National Bank Center dominates the skyline.

- It is equipped with every modern-day electrical feature for comfort, convenience and efficiency—including 15 miles of underfloor duct by Orangeburg.
- As in this outstanding building, non-metallic duct by Orangeburg has been selected since 1921 for thousands of large and small buildings because of its safety, flexibility and low installed-cost.
- To learn how an Orangeburg Underfloor Duct System keeps a building electrically modern for its lifetime, write for Catalog 202. Orangeburg Manufacturing Co., 375 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.

ANOTHER 15 MILES OF UNDERFLOOR DUCT BY ORANGEBURG

Forum: Your article "New Hope for Standardization" in the November issue was a very informative and interesting treatment of modular design. Having a direct interest in the success of this standardization program as an American Standards Association project, we appreciate your giving it the attention which we believe it does need. In our "Project A62" the means exist for the development of all of the necessary modular standards. The sectional committee has recently been reorganized and is ready for action. The subcommittees are likewise under review and reorganization looking toward resumption of full scale activity. It is true, as your article states, that additional research in this area would be most helpful. It is true also that further financial support which would underwrite the necessary technical staff is a very important factor.

We believe and hope that your article will be a significant contribution to the stimulation so necessary to this end.

P. C. Froest, Civil engineer
American Standards Association, Inc.
New York City, New York
COMPLETE KITCHEN
8 cu. ft. Refrigerator
Including
2 cu. ft. Pull-out Freezer Drawer
Choice of White or Natural Wood Grain Finish

Write for full details to
GENERAL
AIR CONDITIONING CORP.
Dept. C-17, 4542 E. Dunham St.
Los Angeles 23, California

NATIONWIDE SALES AND SERVICE

FOR BUILDINGS
OF ALL TYPES
... first in efficiency, economy
and client satisfaction.

TODD BURNERS
OIL, GAS, OIL-GAS

TODD
SHIYARDS CORPORATION
PRODUCTS DIVISION

SALES AND SERVICE DEPARTMENTS
Columbia & Hallack Streets, Brooklyn 31, N. Y.
PLANT, SALES AND SERVICE
Houston, Texas

HAND MADE
IMPORTED FRENCH
TERRA COTTA
TILES
For floors, walls, POOLS,
roofs, etc. Terra Cotta or
glazed in any color.
Also Sun Breaking Walls
in 3 dimensions.

above:
Brise-Soleil "Clover"
right:
"Bervaix" & "Riviera"
(in combination)
3 floors of
French & Venetian Antiques
and a selection of
old Dutch Tiles

Three Centuries

202 East 56th St.
New York 22, N. Y.
New! Fire hose cabinet with

**RACK SWINGS FULL 180°**

Now, when seconds count, there's no delay in fire-fighting... user just grabs the hose and runs! The hose is racked on the door instead of inside the cabinet. This door swings out—a full 180°—

**NEVER FOULS HOSE LINE**

and the hose can't snag when it's needed most. The new Allenco Hozegard cabinet is the first fire hose cabinet equipment to be **completely** Underwriters listed! Each Hozegard installation saves 25% to 30% by eliminating the expensive pin-type rack and the time needed to install the hose on it.

Allenco Hozegard cabinets are available with or without extinguishers and with Fire Department valve when desired. There is a choice of sizes and styles to fill most every requirement. All have steel cabinet with frame welded to body... hold up to 100 feet of 1½” linen hose. When specified with exclusive Hose Clip, the entire unit—cabinet and equipment—is 100% U/L listed.
FOUL-PROOF door rack

NOTE TO THE DESIGNER

You'll appreciate the contemporary styling of Allenco Hozegard cabinets. Designed to complement interior decor, they actually blend with the beauty of your building.

Requiring 35% less area—less depth, the compact Hozegard cabinet can be flush-mounted in any wall, or in the floor! The cabinet door is available in several styles and choice of 3 trims... custom-finished at the factory or on-the-job to your specifications.

Free swinging door rack means foul-proof withdrawal and ready aiming at fire.

Exclusive hose clip makes cabinet semi-automatic—perfect for one-man operation.

Tamper-proof glass latch shield is scored for safe, easy breaking in emergency.

WRITE TODAY for FIRE CHECK BOOK! Shows basic requirements for: Standpipe System; Hose Stations; Extinguishers; Exterior Centers. Prepared in convenient file size, the check book includes "coupon specifications" forms which simplify and speed spec-writing.

W. D. ALLEN Manufacturing Co.

650 South 25th Avenue • Bellwood, Illinois
More Nesbitt Versatility!

The Nesbitt Roommate
This compact, attractive year-round cabinet air conditioner provides all-season comfort quietly and economically. It meets both summer and winter requirements automatically. ½ to 5 tons cooling capacity...35 to 100 MBH heating capacity. Ceiling, floor, wall installations. Publication 600-1.

Nesbitt Cabinet Heaters
Compact, quiet, trouble free, Nesbitt Cabinet Heaters offer a total of 413 standard model installation arrangements! All are available in a variety of motor speeds and capacities for steam, hot water or electrical systems. Publications 403-2 and E-403.

Versatility is the word for Nesbitt Sill-Line, the high capacity finned tube radiation with virtually unlimited application. Its sleek modern styling and beauty offers full freedom of design and flexibility in planning. Its standard accessories meet the requirements of every installation.

But Nesbitt Sill-Line offers more than beauty and versatility. Specify it in your plans and you assure draft-free comfort, floor to ceiling, wherever corridors, outside walls or extended window areas pose a thermal problem. Send for Nesbitt Publication 30-1 for full information.

Nesbitt SILL-LINE RADIATION
The artist as hero

We are in a period of U.S. history in which everyone suddenly seems to want to do something for the artist—or wants the artist to do something for society. Both publicly and privately we seem determined to make the artist a new sort of national hero.

Art, for example, was officially mobilized into the cold war effort last December with the creation of a Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for the Coordination of International Educational and Cultural Relations, charged with the overseas promotion of our artistic wares. It has been suggested that a Department of Fine Arts be established in the executive branch, and last year 9.4 acres of Foggy Bottom land in Washington were set aside for the eventual construction of a $25 million National Cultural Center. Last August the President of the U.S. anxiously dispatched a Special Assistant to find out whether American art at the Brussels Fair was good propaganda. All these events indicate, at least, a greater governmental awareness of the value of art.

Unofficially, too, voices are being raised in support of art from all parts of society. In Brooklyn, of all places, defenders sprang up to justify artistic amenity when New York City Comptroller Gerso launched his politically inspired drive against “frills” in school construction last autumn. The lobbies of office buildings and the façades of public buildings all over the U.S. are blooming with artistic embellishment again. When the Architectural League of New York announced that its discussion theme for the year 1958-1959 would be “Collaboration of the Building Arts,” its meetings took on a new liveliness.

This growing national urge to domesticate the artist, to investigate him, to put him on committees, is viewed, naturally enough, with some alarm by the artist himself. “Reconciliation between the artist and society is desirable,” Sculptor Constantino Nivola declared at a recent Architectural League meeting, “but it should not be achieved at the expense of the artist’s integrity and taste... The creativity of the artist takes place in the studio, in a private atmosphere...”
"Silent Ceiling" is installation-ready the moment the carton is opened. Each panel is complete with pre-fitted sound absorbing pads... the result of integrating the most advanced metal ceiling components into one, easy-to-install system. Widest choice of module-sizes, too... up to 12' long.

Two men can easily install a 12-foot "Silent Ceiling" module in seconds. Eastern's ingenious self-contained suspension eliminates time-consuming, space-consuming T-bar installation. "Silent Ceiling" panels' exclusive "locking-lip" saves even more installation time, assures faultless alignment.

Installed, Eastern's "Silent Ceiling" provides a clean modern, level-perfect surface unaffected by vibration. Eastern's high-bake enamel finish never stains or fades... it's extremely durable, easily washable. Rated Class A in flame resistance. "Silent Ceiling" offers the most unique architectural advantages.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

Acoustical Division, Eastern Products Corp.
1601 Wicomico St., Baltimore 30, Maryland

Please send, without obligation, full details on the new Eastern "Silent Ceiling".

NAME  ____________________________
STREET  ____________________________
CITY  ____________________  ZONE  __  STATE  ____________

F
of disinterested speculation, he should not be asked to design a picture or a sculpture to specification like a piece of furniture."

Sculptor Nivola’s point is well taken. The U.S. enthusiasm for art and artists is basically encouraging. But perhaps the most rewarding thing to do with the artist, therefore, is to stop badgering him, start understanding the work he creates. As Nivola put it later in his talk: "The architect, in his attempt to harmonize the art of the painter and the sculptor with his architectural design, may have to consider a new relationship. It is up to the architect to see in the artist’s work something which may be fitted into a given environment."

Too many prizes

When the Queens Chamber of Commerce in New York City went on a borough-wide hunt for new buildings worthy of its 1958 Building Awards, the stated criteria were to be "excellence in design and construction." But as may be seen from a glance at four of the winners, pictured above, something apparently went wrong in the judging process.

The explanation, an all too common one in public art competitions, is that the well-meaning judges were excessively generous. Appar-
Sarasota's old High School (right) is typical of the dull, fortress style now being superseded in Sarasota County by such light and airy structures as Architect Paul Rudolph's new Riverview High School (below and page 81).
The determined and imaginative school board of Sarasota County, Florida, has commissioned the most exciting and varied group of new schools in the U.S.

The school board that dared

BY WALTER McQUADE

The total number of classrooms in the U.S. has been increased by a whopping 15 per cent over the past four years. In Sarasota, Florida, however, this national accomplishment does not seem particularly impressive. For Sarasota is a booming resort area, whose permanent population spurted from 42,600 in 1954 to 70,000 in 1958, and the Sarasota Board of Public Instruction in the past four years has added 181 classrooms in nine schools—a startling 77 per cent increase. Of the district’s 11,200 school children, close to half now attend class in brand-new buildings.

The dimensions of this expansion program actually are less remarkable than the attitude of the school board in charge of it. Having decided that Sarasota should provide better than minimum facilities for its children, the board took a crew of talented young local architects by the elbow and simply told them to design schools different from the concrete-block boxes that have characterized the postwar Florida boom. Most of the architects had never before been given a school to design, for school building is a tough architectural specialty to crack. “Don’t just sit down and follow the requirements,” the school board urged, “give us buildings that will sing.”

Stravinsky, Ravel—and Hiss

Fortunately, talented architects are plentiful in Sarasota, and fortunately, too, the younger ones practice varied approaches. These range from the brilliant intellectual style of the Stravinsky of the group, Paul Rudolph (at 40 the grand old man of the new generation of Florida architects and onetime employer of several of the others) to the Ravel romanticism of Victor Landy, a vivid soloist with a melodic approach to shaping buildings. Over the ensuing four-year period Rudolph, Landy, and seven other architects were commissioned to design the eight schools (five elementary, two junior high, one high school) shown on the following pages.

Major credit for the city’s proud new schools, however, belongs to an unlicensed builder-architect. Sarasotans point to the tall, debonair figure of Philip Hanson Hiss—or, more often, actually, point to his Mercedes-Benz 300SL as it mutters down Main Street with Hiss crouched inside. A 49-year-old native of New Canaan, Connecticut, whose uncle left him a comfortable income, Hiss came to Sarasota ten years ago as a tourist, and stayed. A lean man with a creative itch, Hiss in the past has been a photographer, a writer of travel books, an explorer, and he served with the O.S.S. and O.W.I. in wartime. In Sarasota he bought a large slice of prime real estate, got the more advanced architects to design houses for him, and shortly began to design houses himself, including a $200,000 home of his own. He succeeded well enough to evoke a few sighs in local AIA meetings.

By 1952 Hiss was looking for new ventures and he saw plenty of opportunity in the Sarasota schools. The father of five children and grandfather of one, he despised the existing school-houses, which contradicted almost everything he tried to build into his own designs. “They drove me wild. Some of the schools were downright unsanitary—they couldn’t be maintained. The rest rooms were so bad the kids wouldn’t even go to the bathroom.” So in 1952 he filed for the school board, and, with Dwight D. Eisenhower at the head of the Republican ticket that year,
he was swept into office. As half of a Republican minority of two on a five-man school board, he immediately began to pound the table at board meetings, and to rally support in newspapers for his paradoxical campaigns against "progressive" education and for pro-gressive architecture.

It is a tribute both to Hiss's sense of public relations and to his energy at table-pounding ("The inkwells would be hopping up and down... at that point I still could lose my temper without meaning to") that by 1954 he had been able to persuade the board to let William Zimmerman, of Ralph and William Zimmerman—one of the local non-school architects—design a cluster school, "It won't cost any more than the old barracks type," Hiss argued. The drawings were made—although the majority of the board still was worried—and the school was put out for bids, only a few days after another local school addition of conventional design had come in nearly $50,000 over its estimate. The Zimmerman school came in $45,000 under its budget, and, says Hiss: "This cleared the decks." Having proved to everyone's satisfaction that architectural schools are not more expensive than just plain schools, he has not been headed since.

**Winged victory**

The next school commission went to Architect Victor Lundy, who added a graceful outstretched wing of classrooms to Alta Vista Elementary School (page 87) at an astonishingly low cost—12 classrooms plus toilets, for $154,000—$8.36 per square foot. The Republicans took control of the school board in 1956, and Hiss was elected chairman. Acting on this vote of confidence, he persuaded the board to commission six new schools which were put into service in the fall term of 1958 (see pages 81 to 87).

Of these schools, Rudolph's Riverview High is the biggest and most generally admired; its success has led Rudolph to another coveted commission, now in the design stage: a 14-classroom addition to Sarasota High School, a separate building which will be expanded gradually until it surrounds and assimilates the antique building there now.

How did the architects react to the challenge of the new schools? Says Architect Mark Hampton who, with John Crowell, designed the new junior high on page 82: "I just held my breath and plunged in." Some of the designers were more hesitant, searching for a stricter program than the school board had presented them. "At first the architects were too conservative," says Hiss. "They were afraid to shock. But they've learned they have a free rein."

**"All that glass"**

There are still divisions of opinion about the schools in the community: attacks still are made on "all that glass," and the buildings admittedly did include some mistakes. Rudolph's high school, for instance, needed several added ventilators, and the locker rooms turned out to be a little tight. The glass-roofed corridor of Lundy's design was something of a sun trap, and will have shading added. But when this school's radical design first roused some mothers' ire because they thought the classrooms would be uncomfortably hot and glary, Superintendent of Schools Carl Strode decided to find out how it rated in comparison with the original wing, built in 1954. He asked all the teachers in the old wing if they would prefer to stay where they were or to shift to Lundy's new wing, and all but one said "shift." But this was not possible; every teacher in the new wing wanted to stay there.

The most notable shared characteristics of all the new schools are a tropical emphasis on air movement, outdoor hallways, and outdoor teaching areas. Only one is tailored to an experimental teaching program, the Englewood addition (page 84) by Bolton McBryde, Jack West, and Elizabeth Waters, where a program of mixed age groups in "ungraded" classes is taught. Here classrooms of various sizes are required, some with flexible partitions. This experimental program has been backed by grants from William H. and Alfred G. Vanderbilt, Jr. (who in 1952 bought 40,000 acres of nearby pasture land for $20 per acre, and last December resold 10,000 acres to a subdivider for $400 per acre).

The Sarasota school board has been daring about more than its buildings. One of Hiss's first satisfactions was seeing the superintendent taken out of politics, made appointive instead of elective. Teachers' salaries were raised more than 10 per cent in 1958, and Hiss, with cold glee, has consistently parried the usual political attacks on the teaching staff. When, early this winter, a local newspaper demanded an investigation into "un-American teachings," he refused to consider it. "We have a fine group of teachers," he said officially, "and we feel that they should enjoy academic freedom and the right to teach as they see fit. We don't want to see this freedom destroyed. This is an extremely serious thing." Unofficially, he remarked: "Rabble-rousers don't really have much chance in Sarasota. There just isn't much rabble here. In education and in wealth, the county rates very high in the state."

Teachers and architects, both, have come to feel fervently about the kind of school board that has enough confidence to champion them in this way. The electorate responded last fall by making the Republican school board majority five members to one, an isolated G.O.P. umbrella in the middle of a state-wide Democratic deluge; and Hiss was named chairman again last month. Said one of the architects recently: "It's nice to have a client who can read blueprints, but is also decent enough to let you design the thing. Does this happen often with schools?"
The only two-story structure in Sarasota's eight-school expansion program is Riverview High, a large composition in cast brick and steel. Airily elegant, it is a real landmark in the city. On a flat site—as are all the schools shown on the following pages—the building's framing repeats the character of Florida's tall, skinny pine trunks. A brigade of small skylights jut up from the flat roof, and openings for ventilation of the gymnasium create a pattern low on the walls (photo above). Classroom hallways are outdoors, both upstairs and down. Architect Paul Rudolph calls this his first "building" in Florida, distinguishing it from the many residences he has designed there, and points out the "overtones of classic Mediterranean" in the design of the building, specifically its shadowed court. (This school will be shown in more detail in a subsequent issue of FORUM.) Structural engineer: Russello & Barker; mechanical and electrical engineers: Charles T. Healy & Associates; general contractor: J. L. Coe Construction Company.
Nucleus for a junior high; 17 classrooms: $550,300.

More classroom wings will sprout from Venice Junior High School in the future, but the basic services for a large school are in place. (The pupils use the cafeteria and auditorium of a neighboring school). The structure is concrete, with sturdy round columns and two-way "waffle" slabs cast on removable metal pans. Lockers are hung in outdoor corridors, which are a particularly nicely scaled part of this strong design (photo left). Associated architects: Mark Hampton and John Crowell; landscape designer: B. B. Bradley; structural engineer: Russello & Barker; mechanical and electrical engineers: Charles T. Healy & Associates; general contractor: Chester Mabry Construction Co.
Complete Junior High; 26 classrooms: $498,200.

Brookside Junior High School fans out in wings of classrooms from a sharply roofed gymnasium (air view and bottom photo, right). The first product of the new Sarasota school building program, this building relies heavily on industrial materials such as aluminum wall panels, and all the classrooms are framed with identical steel bents. In the notch of the V plan is band shell (center photo). The architect attempted "a feeling of domesticity by building the classrooms with low ceilings. The school is oriented to take advantage of the cooling trade winds, with 8-foot-wide overhangs to keep the sun off desks in the classrooms. Architects: Ralph and William Zimmerman; mechanical and heating engineers: Maurice H. Connell & Associates; general contractor: L.W. Ross.
New elementary wing; 11 classrooms: $203,000.

The wings added to both schools shown on this page are similar. At Fruitville Elementary School (above) the immediate demand simply was for more classrooms, so the old school was flanked by two double rows of rooms (see plan) separated by a pleasant moat of gravel between the outdoor hallways (photo above). Characteristics of the classrooms: north-south orientation for easy sun control; wide overhangs; classroom partitions ending in fixed glass planes near the ceiling (to add "unity" to the school). Associated architects: Bolton McBryde and West & Waters; structural, mechanical, and electrical engineers: W. W. Prewitt; general contractor: B. R. Brown, Incorporated.

Elementary addition; 9 classrooms: $294,000.

The two new units just added to Englewood Elementary are designed eventually to surround and supplant the old classroom building next to the new diamond-shaped "cafetorium" (air view, below). The latter is designed not only to accommodate the ultimate school (only shaded areas in sketch are now complete) but also to serve as a community center. Classrooms have flexible partitions; they average 1,000 square feet in size but may go down to 750 square feet or up to 2,000. Associated architects: Bolton McBryde and West & Waters; engineers: W. W. Prewitt; general contractor: R. M. Thompson Company.
Rangy and serene, Brentwood Elementary separates its wings of classrooms by wide lawns, and connects them with long sheltered walkways. Another connecting element in the design is the fact that the whole vast stretch of the school is raised several feet on a platform of fill surrounded by a retaining wall. This was not an esthetic device, but a necessary measure to drain the campus. Each classroom down the long fingers has a separate yard completely enclosed by a brick wall; inside, the children will have classes, grow gardens, and play. The classrooms are spacious and simple. Associated architects: Gene Leedy and William Rupp; mechanical and electrical engineers: Charles T. Healy; general contractor: H. J. High Construction Co.
In Booker Elementary, a Negro school in still-segregated Sarasota, classrooms are grouped in four "villages" arranged around interior courtyards. As shown in the air view (left), each classroom also has its own fenced play area, facing outward. All of the enclosed courts have pools and podiums for plays and other performances, and the entrance of the school (two bottom photos) also has a handsome pool. Despite its size, and the fact that no classrooms really are entirely cut off from others (there are no doors inside the school), this large complex has been made to seem calm as well as compact. And despite the facts that its steel framework is exposed, and maintenance-free materials such as brick tile, aluminum doors, etc. were used wherever possible, the building has a very friendly air. Architects: Ralph and William Zim­merman; electrical engineers: Kenneth Brumbaugh; general contractor: Settecasi & Chil­lura.

This new wing of Alta Vista Elementary School stands entirely separate from the older school building, connected only by a covered walk. From a central glass-roofed corridor, classrooms open on both sides. Framed with dramatic bents of laminated pine, the addition was designed, says the architect, "for the effect it would have on the kids. It has a feeling of optimism; it shoots upward and outward . . . it is an attempt at a real Florida school." Large sliding glass doors open the exterior walls to sheltered outdoor classrooms, and the masonry partitions continue outdoors too. The cast brick in the end walls is laid up in a protruding pattern to produce a play of shadows. (Orientation of the addition is east­west.) All classroom furniture, including even the chalkboards, is easily movable. Architect: Victor A. Lundy; structural engineer: William E. Poole; mechanical engineer: Louis H. V. Smith; electrical engineer: Kenneth D. Brumbaugh; general contractor: George D. Brown.
European model: Rotterdam's famed Lijnbaan, leveled by bombs during World War II, has been rebuilt as a traffic-free shopping mall for pedestrians, paved and planted in lively patterns and unified by canopies that protect shoppers and stores from weather.
Closed to traffic

More and more U.S. communities are eyeing the pedestrian shopping mall as a device to help bring the customer back downtown.

BY OGDEN TANNER

By all odds the most fashionable theory in city planning for the past few years has been an alluring device called the Pedestrian Shopping Mall. Virtually every new urban redevelopment plan has included a vision of traffic-plagued downtown streets transformed into a paradise for shoppers on foot, complete with flags, fountains, outdoor cafes, and a little tractor train carrying customers around from store to store.

Recently, however, the vision has shown signs of becoming a reality. Nearly 100 U.S. cities of various sizes are now actively considering some kind of downtown pedestrian preserve as the core of their land-use and traffic plans. A handful of towns have actually closed off streets temporarily and measured the results. To no one's great surprise, these experiments have proved that people prefer the relaxed atmosphere of a shopping mall to the rush and roar of a traffic artery, and will stay longer and buy more while shopping under these circumstances.

A Main Street without cars will not solve all of the problems of downtown, of course. But the increasing popularity of the mall idea has, nevertheless, been stimulated by the increasing competition between downtown retail districts, and the rise of big suburban shopping centers, whose ample parking and pedestrian conveniences have been drawing business away from older downtowns everywhere.

So far, the only major shopping malls in operation downtown are all in Europe. Probably the most famous is the Lijnbaan in Rotterdam, where the devastation of the whole downtown area during World War II gave planners a unique chance to create a model pedestrian shopping street (photos left). Stockholm, already notable for the traffic-free shopping district in its planned suburb of Vallingby, is now at work on its own "Rockefeller Center" of malls and squares downtown (see page 198). In Italy, Verona and other cities have blocked off shopping streets for foot traffic only. In Germany, Cologne and Essen now exclude vehicles from major retail avenues during the shopping day. In all, perhaps a score of streets in Europe have been "closed to traffic" since World War II.

The mall gimmick

In the U.S., the only major street-closings to date have been experimental—and temporary. Few, in fact, have been more than a new kind of retail merchandising stunt. Numerous cities, such as Waco, Texas, for example, have shut off a few blocks downtown briefly and crammed them with displays of new automobiles or farm machinery. Lubbock, Texas has had its "Million Dollar Mall," Rome, Georgia, its "Bargain Carnival," Waukegan, Illinois, its "Little Fort Days." In larger cities, such as Boston, a more long-range attempt to close off Temple Place and West Street merely aggravated traffic on surrounding streets and interfered with deliveries to bigger stores nearby. The idea was dropped. And in Fort Worth, a three-day promotion downtown met with some success, but the
Intersecting malls are proposed by City Planners Raymond & May for the two main business streets of Peekskill, New York (population 18,300). Traffic would be moved out to streets forming a loop around downtown. A small service loop would penetrate the new core from one direction. Parking lots for 1,000 cars would be placed behind groups of stores and on new dead-end streets. Main Street (above) would have patterned paving, trees, pools and benches in a new scheme by Architect Norman Klein (right). The rhythmic arcades would shield shoppers and form a framework for signs and new store fronts.

permanent malls, plazas, and parking garages of the famous Gruen plan have been all but forgotten of late. Where the mall idea has been seriously tested, the results have been more positive. In Springfield, Oregon (population: 18,300), two and a half blocks of Main Street were roped off for ten days and spruced up with flags and foliage. Merchants on the mall averaged a 14-per-cent increase in business; 78 per cent of them considered the experiment a success, and 52 per cent were willing to go along on a permanent mall. Shoppers voted a full 77 per cent in favor of the idea, praising in particular the elimination of traffic noise, the freedom of movement back and forth across the street, the pleasant atmosphere of music and exhibits. Merchants off the mall, however, watched their business fall off slightly (5 per cent), and nine out of ten of those surveyed turned thumbs down on the plan—perhaps as good an indication as any of its success.

A similar trial in Oxnard, California (population: 34,500) showed that a majority of shoppers favored a mall, but that even the 100 extra off-street parking spaces leased for the occasion were not enough to make up for curb parking lost to the mall. More disturbing was the fact that only one small store in the four-block mall area was owner-occupied. Even if merchants agreed on a permanent mall, Oxnard planners ask, could both lessees and owners be persuaded to endorse the plan—and to invest in new rear entrances to parking lots, new store fronts on the mall itself? The ownership problem was brought into even sharper focus recently in Pasadena, Texas, where merchants commissioned architects to draw up a downtown redevelopment plan, only to meet staggering indifference from five absentee landlords who owned much of the real estate in question. Some of the merchants have since moved to newer shopping centers in the suburbs. Even the Pasadena City Hall has been moved to greener pastures, and downtown values are starting the familiar downward trend.

One fact that the various mall experiments make clear is that adequate parking is essential to any successful street-closing plan. By increasing their off-street parking, some towns are not only staying abreast of competition from nearby towns and shopping centers, but also placing themselves in a more favorable position to test the pedestrian shopping idea. With a good start on a parking program, merchants of Grand Haven, Michigan last summer had the city close off two blocks for a ten-day trial mall. Even after the initial novelty had worn off, 25 of the 35 merchants on the mall were still doing a substantially higher volume of business than before, and the trial was extended (some who did not benefit, including restaurant and service station operators, threatened to get a court injunction before the street was finally restored to normal traffic after 26 days). A survey of shoppers showed a majority in favor of the mall, but many complained there was still not enough parking. The city is enlarging its rear-lot parking program, merchants are
World's Fair look pervades this lavish scheme (left) by Architect Morris Lapidus for Miami Beach's broad, palm-lined Lincoln Road. The mall would be financed by a special tax on merchants and served by parking areas already expanding behind the stores.

Overhead conveyor belts help pedestrians downtown from perimeter parking garages in this proposal for Cincinnati by Architects Garber, Tweddell & Wheeler. Street across foreground, one of a network of shopping malls, is crossed at this point by service traffic at the edge of the downtown core.
Montpelier, Vermont (population 8,600) is considering this scheme by Northeast Planning Associates to close State and Main Streets (map and photo, left), reroute traffic on outer roads tied to a main arterial highway across the river. This will make for a traffic-free island downtown (light area, sketch above). New buildings set back from and across the malls would gradually create a lively new sequence of squares and plazas landscaped for pedestrian use (hatched areas in island). Improved values within the $3.6-million project would net the city an estimated $26,000 per year in additional tax revenues.

Opening up new rear entrances to take advantage of it, and there are indications that, someday, there may be a permanent mall in Grand Haven. Similar measures are being taken in Mooresville, North Carolina (population: 10,000): two of three major off-street parking lots have been finished, and merchants are now taking bids on a 10-foot-wide aluminum sidewalk canopy to unify and shelter Main Street stores. The final stage of the plan is to turn the main intersection into a landscaped plaza for half a block in each direction, with parking and turn-arounds at each dead end.

Larger cities have their plans, too. Cincinnati, for instance, has in hand detailed design and cost studies by Architects Garber, Tweddell & Wheeler for a downtown mall ingeniously served by overhead pedestrian conveyors coming in from peripheral parking lots (see sketch, page 91). In Akron, the Chamber of Commerce has turned over to the Planning Commission Architect Edward Stone's scheme for a pedestrian oasis, enclosed by his now familiar grillework and hanging gardens. Kansas City's AIA chapter recently exhibited a long-range plan to turn 12 downtown blocks into a network of landscaped pedestrian ways tied to the city's loop highway and perimeter parking system.

Obstacles and opportunities

The most promising plans, whether for large cities or small, do not hold forth the pedestrian mall as a magic cure in itself. As the sketches on these pages indicate, malls, squares, and plazas would form the lively and liveable cores of whole new downtown organisms, nourished by loop roads that bypass through-traffic but bring customers close into points where they can park and walk to offices and stores. There are, of course, plenty of obstacles to be overcome. People used to parking right in front of stores—or at least trying to, and succeeding now and then—will have to be persuaded that they should walk in some distance from perimeter parking lots, and walk out again with packages. Merchants and owners will have to accommodate customers as well as delivery trucks coming in to the rear of stores, and will have to help pay for the development of the new mall in front. Traffic, police, and fire departments will have to be assured of a smooth flow of cars around the core, and emergency access to all locations inside. Street closings are also bound to raise legal problems, as well as problems of securing equal benefit to all property owners in the area. And the bigger the city, the tougher and more costly the problems.

Bringing such schemes to reality, of course, depends on a degree of understanding and cooperation not yet too widespread in American civic life. But if downtown is to stay healthy in the face of increasing competition—and increasing traffic—it is going to have to become a more convenient and pleasant place to go to. The mall idea, in all its forms and ramifications, merits close study by merchants and city leaders, and more detailed development by architects and planners. No one has hit on a more logical answer yet. END
Downtown Kalamazoo, Michigan (population 57,700) would become a giant new regional shopping and civic center for pedestrians in a plan done for local businessmen by Architect Victor Gruen and Real Estate Consultant Larry Smith. Heavy through-traffic would be moved progressively farther out on a one-way street system as central streets are converted to pedestrian use. Present industrial and residential land on the downtown fringe (see aerial photo above) would be given over to bigger and bigger parking lots serving the core. In the final stage (sketch, right), a permanent loop road connects the center with new major bypass highways to neighboring cities. Within the core, prime business and civic buildings are preserved while new ones are added, and a large central park is tied into the new system of pedestrian greenways. In one of the main new plazas (bottom sketch), old and new buildings are unified by patterned paving and arcade canopies. Small electric buses shuttle shoppers from parking lots to major points within the center.
Mies’s one-office office building

Mies van der Rohe has designed a Cuban rum company’s headquarters in starkly simple reinforced concrete and glass.

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s next vast and beautiful room will differ significantly from his recent designs in two respects. In the first place, the modern master of steel here turns to a compressive material, concrete. The other innovation is that the Bacardi building which he has designed for construction in Santiago, Cuba, unlike other recent Mies buildings, has deep overhangs shading its completely glass walls.

Both departures from the customary Mies method ("I do not want to build something interesting; I want to build something good") are based on practical building considerations. In Cuba rolled
Inside the building's 110-foot-square space low movable walls will imply some division, but there will be no interior columns.

steel sections are scarce, and in Cuba the sun is very hot. Reinforced concrete is practical; shading is essential.

The president of Compañía Ron Bacardi, S.A., José M. Bosch, has long believed that the ideal office would be "one where there are no partitions, where everybody, both officers and employees, see each other." When Bosch happened to visit Crown Hall, the Architecture Department building designed by Mies on the campus of Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago, he recognized an architect after his own mind, and commissioned the structure shown here. Like Crown Hall it will have one large glazed room, with subsidiary spaces downstairs. "Now that we have democracy and justice in Cuba, we can have this building built," said Bosch last month.

The shift in structural method from steel to reinforced concrete will give the Bacardi building an entirely different scale and character from the sinewy lightness of most Mies buildings. On eight massive, tapered cast concrete pillars will rest an enormous monolith of post-tensioned reinforced concrete, a true plate, its girder edge floating heavily on pin joints which accept no horizontal thrust. To supply lateral stability the columns actually are designed like husky cantilevers from their buried bases. The interior beams which constitute the roof plate become thicker near the center of the 177-foot span, and support a hung ceiling of aluminum grillage which ceases a few feet short of the outside glass walls (above this ceiling five separate air-conditioning units will be set into the roof slab). Although this is not the first time circumstances have led Mies to work with concrete, this powerful design should be his most emphatic expression of the material. (See also the perspective drawing which appears on the cover.)
Staff of 75 people will work in the open office space upstairs, 20 downstairs.

Perspective of interior space suggests general effect of open office areas.

Stairs, terrace, and retaining walls of main approach emphasize the design's horizontality.
How much progress?

1869

The first naturalistic subdivision in the U.S. was Riverside, a suburb of Chicago planned by Landscape Architects Olmstead, Vaux & Company. Although its general characteristics became literally standard during the years following, its sensitively varied street system and the interweave of parks and open space have kept it exceptional. After 90 years, it remains a fine place to live.

1959

Today's subdivisions like this one in Wheeling, Illinois, follow the Riverside precedent of curvilinear streets with startling exactness. But the subtle forms and varied parks and parkways are gone. The single-family house on the single-income-bracket street has become the lot of nearly all suburban dwellers. What is needed is a thoroughgoing rethinking of conventionality.
Zoning restrictions and subdivision regulations have discouraged new ideas in the layout of suburban developments.

The slumberous state of subdivision planning

BY RICHARD A. MILLER

"When an idea becomes conventional," wrote Clarence Stein in Toward New Towns for America, "it is time to think it through again." But although the basic ideas about suburban subdivision planning have become so conventional as to be virtually codified, there has been little rethinking about them for almost a century. The naturalistic subdivision, with its curvilinear streets and large, free-form blocks has become the almost universal suburban pattern.

The naturalistic subdivision was itself the product of rethinking a conventional idea. When, in 1869, Olmsted, Vaux & Company, the landscape architects who designed New York's Central Park, applied their planning ideas to the subdivision of Riverside outside Chicago, the conventional subdivision was laid out along the very practical, but terribly dull, lines of the gridiron. Seldom has a new innovation come so full-blown as it did at Riverside with its gracefully curved streets. Indeed, looking at its 90-year-old plan (left, above), it is hard to see how, as an idea for subdivision planning, it has been much improved since.

To be sure, the present-day subdivision (left, below) shows improvement in intersection design for automobile traffic safety. And, because most garages now face the street, the long alleyways have disappeared in most new developments. Cul-de-sac and loop street patterns have been added to the curved street system and a segregation of the streets themselves into arterial, collector, and minor categories is more evident in the good, new plans.

But the basic features of the Riverside plat remain unchanged in nearly all modern subdivisions. And with the advance of stereotype "planning," there has, sadly, come a decline in subtlety, contrast, and imaginative design. In the Riverside plan, for example, parks weave a texture through the entire suburb. Wide parkways lead into narrower streets and small neighborhood parks stand at the ends of streets or at their intersections. Even Riverside's "old-fashioned" alleys provide a place to plant telephone and utility poles, leaving the street boundaries for natural trees which give the entire district a soft unity. Few contemporary subdivisions possess these charming qualities. And despite lip service paid to the principle of laying out streets to natural contours, today's streets curve indiscriminately on flat land as well as hilly land, and, in truth, the "spaghetti" pattern is often calculated to obtain the maximum number of lots from the average, odd-shaped land parcel.

Forgotten turn-around

The advent since the 1930's of planning commissions, and local subdivision regulations, together with the FHA's "advisory" services to subdividers has brought a modicum of amenity and design quality to the average subdivision. But like all "standards," subdivision design standards have not only prevented very bad design, they have discouraged very good design and new ideas. Indeed, the most important subdivision design improvement since Riverside—that of turning houses away from the streets and toward interior parks and pedestrian walks, as applied in the famed Radburn, New Jersey development of 1928 by Henry Wright Sr. and Clarence Stein—is largely ignored in most new subdivisions.

Like progress toward fine park systems, and high-quality schools, progress in subdivision planning largely came to a halt with Radburn and then regressed all during the depression years. Indeed, today's best subdivisions were, for the most part, planned before 1929. Subdivisions like the Van Sweringen brothers' Shaker Heights near Cleveland, where estates, small houses, and flats were woven together and mixed with apartment houses, or J. C. Nichols' Country Club District in Kansas City, which was carefully nurtured through a 35-year development period, or Frank Vanderlip's Palos Verdes Estates near Los Angeles, where a magnificent stretch the Pacific Coast was turned into a subdivision without violence to the natural virtues of the site, are not exceeded by any of their post-1930 neighbors.

One of the principal reasons for the declining incidence of fine subdivisions is that few of today's subdivisions are even planned by landscape or other architects. Firms like Hare & Hare, landscape architects who planned the Country Club District, or Olmsted Brothers (the continuation of Olmsted, Vaux & Company), who planned Palos Verdes, are still active in subdivision design, but they are indeed exceptions. Instead, in consequence of all the laws of land transfer and platting, the surveyor has taken charge—and most designs are delivered to developers at no more cost than would be involved in surveying, engineering, and prepara-
tion of plat drawings alone—without design. The contemporary architects who engage in good subdivision planning—like Architect Charles Goodman, who designed Hollin Hills near Washington, or the Architects Collaborative, which planned Five Fields near Boston, or Architect Carl Koch, who planned Conantum outside Boston—are as rare as the high-quality designs they prepare.

The irony of this is that the increased cost of hiring a landscape architect or architect (although complicated by the fact that some survey and engineering work would be done by the architect) would, according to Landscape Architect Sidney N. Shurcliff of Shurcliff, Shurcliff & Merrill, cost only $8 to $12 per acre depending on lot and plot size. And the result would be a design rather than a plat that merely conforms to the community's rules and ordinances.

Losing shirts

The most enervating influence on subdivision planning, however, has been regulation, that medicinal by-product of the 1929 crash. When the depression began there were a total of 375,000 recorded lots in the City of Cleveland and 175,000 were vacant. The U.S. Department of Commerce estimated that "their absorption will be measured in generations rather than in years."

Although the Commerce prediction was far too pessimistic, the tax-delinquency and city expenses caused by so many empty lots in nearly every U.S. city was very real and the reaction of government, at all levels, was swift. Like the securities market after the 1929 crash, the real estate subdivision was quickly put under surveillance and regulation. Cities packed their zoning ordinances with minimum lot sizes and setback requirements; they set up stringent standards for streets and sewers and drainage. In the more enlightened cities, subdivision regulations were established as a specific code to stand beside zoning laws but in others, they were simply added to a hodgepodge of existing laws. And when the FHA was established, a Land Planning Division was set up to "guide" developers to better planning.

Essential as all this was to prevent irresponsible fly-by-night land selling, the result tended to punish the innocent as well as the guilty. The heavy cost of development before any land could be sold under the new rules forced developers, increasingly, to play it safe. Land subdivision became a game for politically expert professionals who could shepherd a plat through the regulations, and the game was to sell out a development fast. Any other policy was a sure way to "lose your shirt."

Spiraling costs

Hollin Hills in Fairfax County, Virginia is a good example of a well-designed and imaginative subdivision that was caught in this regulatory squeeze. The first group of 238 lots (one-third acre and up in size) developed from 1948 to 1954, carried average development costs (for building streets, sewers, water lines, etc.) of $1,282.42 per lot. But the last group of 36 lots, developed after 1956, cost $3,020.81 apiece to develop. The reason: progressively tighter county subdivision regulations. Architect Charles Goodman's design for Developer Robert C. Davenport carefully employed natural drainage courses for surface drainage, for example. This method, which is best and cheapest to maintain if properly designed, worked well in the first group of lots. But, in the last group, Davenport was forced to install storm sewers because storm sewers had become a "rule"—a rule that increased development costs by $750 per lot for this item alone. And

Cluster subdivisions, like the one proposed by Architect Roger Montgomery for the Dallas Development Company in St. Louis County, Missouri, offer an imaginative variation on the standard spaghetti layout. Houses, grouped around small paved parking courts, face out to open fields and wooded areas. Nearly 20 acres remain in their natural state as joint-ownership common land.
Davenport's difficulties with a board of supervisors whom he acknowledges to be progressive were minor compared to the problems of developers working in other areas.

In many towns and cities, the rules applying to subdivision development are capricious, varying, and buried in the minutes of the controlling government body. Where these conditions exist, the first and most urgent need is for a thoroughgoing overhaul and reform of the relevant regulations which should be clearly and concisely set down, and made easily available to all concerned. The regulations should establish logical standards for construction (i.e., paving, water, and sewage service, surface drainage). However, construction standards should not be used (as they are in many cities) as a device to block development entirely, by setting standards so high that no subdividing will be economically feasible. Other, more direct techniques for limiting an area's growth are available and should be used if that is the community's wish ("Exurbia's last best hope," FORUM, April 1958).

Great care should also be exercised in establishing design standards for subdivisions. Requiring minimum street curves of 300-foot radius on minor streets, for example, often makes it impossible to fit the plat to the site with any sensitivity at all. Street grades of 5 per cent often mean excessive grading on a site. Or again, many subdivision regulations establish minimum right-of-way widths of 60 feet, and paving widths of 26 feet, when 40-foot rights-of-way and, if the design is right, 18-foot paving can work very well (as in Elbert Peets' plan for Greendale, Wisconsin, for example). In many cases, excessive requirements like these are established because planning commissions have not done their own homework; they prefer to err on the safe side and require developers to leave room to turn a minor street into a collector street or arterial street. Perhaps the worst regulation is the not uncommon one that all trees be removed from the right-of-way.

Subdivision regulations must impose the minimum, essential standards of design, but provision should also be made for giving an exemption or special treatment to so-called "community unit plans". Under this provision, an unusual development continued on page 174
Criticism

A new glass-and-aluminum office building plays it solo in downtown Manhattan, disturbing its neighbors.

Off-tune on Broadway

BY DOUGLAS HASKELL

Until the financial district of New York began recently to be heavily invaded by new buildings, such as the 30-story Uris Brothers office building now being completed at 2 Broadway, the skyscrapers at the tip of Manhattan were of a special type. They were heavy and stony, not light, glassy and steely. They were modeled on Rome. Back in 1924 when modernism in architecture was still young, critic Lewis Mumford deplored this “imperial façade,” and pioneer skyscraper architect Louis Sullivan lambasted Wall Street’s traditionalism as “the virtue of a culture snobbish and alien to the land.”

At least the style of the financial area had the virtue of its defects. Its façades may have been overpretentious but they were composed; the buildings may have been miscast in stone, but the stone was carved and molded to catch the sun; the columns and pediments and sculptures both at the base and the top of these buildings furnished enough visual entertainment to justify sight-seeing walks which are back in style today. Even the incidental details were more carefully scaled to the new skyscraper height, and the frontages were narrow enough so that not only did the picture of the street constantly change but the building fronts could be bent without too much trouble to the narrow crooked streets. Where such a building had a tower, as did, for example, 26 Broadway (originally constructed as the “Standard Oil Building”—see photo left), it was most carefully adjusted for a total symmetry even if the building had to have a curved or distorted shape along its base.

It was in the commercial midtown area of New York, meanwhile, that the “modern” style came in, and it took two distinct forms. One was the “high-style” building, from Rockefeller Center to Lever House or Seagram. The other was the quick-return, low-cost rental office building, which might have more plentiful elevators and which displayed large acreages of modern “curtain wall,” but contributed architecturally little else. Enough of these workaday money-makers were produced to swamp the masterpieces; and by these American civilization has been usually judged.

In New York, both of these types of “modern” are now moving southward into the “Street” area, and Hannibal’s elephants could scarcely have been more startling moving down on Rome.

An important location

Compared with a high-style modern building moving downtown, such as the new 60-story slab for the Chase Manhattan Bank, which fits with its neighbors surprisingly well despite the big change in scale, style, materials, and shape, the effect of a new rental modern building such as 2 Broadway cannot really be called very harmonious. There is, of course, nothing wrong with constructing space for rent, quite the contrary, but today there is a new situation in city building that has to be faced. In earlier days these more modest, and quite necessary, workaday buildings which made up the “background” of historical Rome, Paris, or London, were built on modest “background” streets. But, in America today, these buildings suddenly appear at

“Older neighbor to left is now outweighed.”
those very points of climax in the city picture which are most important to the city as a whole. The foot of Broadway is just such a climax for New York. Not only has the tip of Manhattan, as viewed from the sea approach or the Battery, been New York's most powerful magnet, but it has been enormously enhanced by the dramatic view of Broadway opening down the middle as a great cleft (photo, right). Millions have felt the magic of this suddenly appearing canyon, for it divides the great skyscraper agglomeration sheerly in two, with the consequence that the tall buildings appear twice as tall, and the whole spectacle appears to have several times as much depth and power as it would possess if seen only head-on.

And this Broadway canyon has had its "marker," too. At its very entrance stood the old Standard Oil Building, with its curved base guiding the eye into the great chasm, and its tower, topped by a curious oil lamp, standing like a sentinel at the gate. Nor was this architectural effect an accident: the building was deliberately so contrived. And this was done out of more than sentiment; for nobody in America has known better than the Rockefellers how to make architectural drama yield money in the bank.

But 26 Broadway with its tower has, in effect, been upstaged. Its neighbor, 2 Broadway, now being completed just south of the older tower to the design of Emery Roth & Sons, architects, is not quite so high as the top of the tower but is very much bigger in bulk. Consequently, even in those views in which the older building is not obscured by the new, it is over-weighted. To be sure, some routine concessions were made to the existing 26 Broadway neighbor by the designers of 2 Broadway: here and there a horizontal line was picked up from the older structure and repeated; but nothing could mitigate the effect of that strong high horizontal roof line topping off Number Two, parallel with Broadway and at a height just below the tip of the old tower, which begins to look insignificant, dwarfed.

It would be wrong to put this sad result under the heading of "things that can't be helped," because more than one contour is possible even under the setback ordinance. Nor is the ordinance in itself sacred, and it may be that the city itself is the responsible party here, and must soon change its antiquated setback ordinance.

Of course, an all-glass structure is in itself something of a shocker amid that stone all around, but there need be nothing disagreeable about that: the all-glass Lever House was always an ornament among the masonry buildings of Park Avenue and the Chase Bank promises to be one downtown.

Setback ordinances beget cubism

Since glass is so neutral looking in itself, the effect of a glass façade is produced largely by the handling of its metal framing members. In the case of 2 Broadway, the over-all pattern that is produced uniformly across all the building faces is a jazzy staggered one, better described in pictures than in words (photo, left). It obviously has its ambitions to be interesting and different, and there is nothing unusual in using some appliqué in making this attempt. But unhappily for mass-production in design, when one and the same pattern is all that will be seen over several thousand square feet of "curtain wall," this pattern has to be really good, both in its own intrinsic proportions and in the optical illusion of direction that it gives to the building itself. In this instance the internal proportions of the design itself would not be called distinguished, and its directional emphasis on the building is neither vertical nor horizontal but neutral: from a distance the wall looks not unlike a great piece of magnified and glass-filled chain mail. This is unfortunate because, the walls being very broad and big in a neighborhood where other walls tend to be tall, narrow, and smaller, the use of trim to produce strong vertical divisions, breaking the wall, so to speak, into a series of vertical panels, would have been welcome.

What is perhaps most fascinating about the Uris building is to be seen not from the Broadway side but from Beaver Street to the north (photo, below). For probably the most important difference between rental buildings like this and high-style modern buildings is that high-style designers fight the setback ordinance all they can in order to achieve the simplest possible shape—preferably a straight tower like Chase—whereas rental building designers generally do all they can simply to fill the "envelope" that is available.
to them under the setback ordinance at any particular spot. This leads into a cubistic method of composition, for above the setback line the necessary recessions are achieved with quadrangular prisms piled together. When the building lot ramifies in all directions, as this property does (see plan, page 103), the result is setback prisms of all manner of shapes; and when the building is all glass and all covered with the same filigree pattern of aluminum, like this building, and the edges of the prisms are the thinnest aluminum bars, exact definition becomes all but impossible to the eye of a stationary observer. Under the bewildering play of light and shade and reflection and cross-reflection, the whole cubistic pile-up takes on a fascinating aerial quality. Moreover, as in modern jazz, and in some kinds of modern painting, the process seems simply to go on and on, being “made up as it goes along,” and there is no such thing as a definite, strongly willed final shape, but simply an endless play with a set of themes.

Tantalizing as this perhaps more or less accidental effect is, and tempting to pursue for its future implications to design, it is, however, not worth surrendering more positive qualities for. Although it would be too much to ask that a rental building go to the expense of a building for the Chase Manhattan Bank in adjusting to other buildings close by, it must be remembered that a rental builder who has taken a premium piece of land at a critical point in the city has an extra obligation to the neighborhood, and in this kind of an instance it would seem that more could have been done, not overlooking the passage of the long overdue ordinance revision by the city.

In view of the criticisms voiced above, it is a pleasure to report that, through the efforts of Uris' B. H. Friedman, a distinguished mosaic mural by Artists Lee Krasner and Ronald Stein has been installed over the main entrance of the building.

"Cubism derived from the setback ordinance."
Concrete block fashion show

Ever since concrete block was first made by machine about 60 years ago, its low cost and plain-Jane appearance have relegated it to the basement—figuratively and almost literally. But, last month at the annual convention of the National Concrete Masonry Association in Cleveland, the lowly block put on a new dress and came up out of the basement. The dress was designed, at NCMA's request, by nine of the nation's more imaginative architects, each of whom contributed one wall of commercially available block to a demonstration pavilion erected in the center of the convention exposition hall. NCMA hopes, of course, that this new look will gain block a higher place in the society of building materials and increase the industry's production even beyond the 2 billion units turned out last year.

EXPOSITION PAVILION, combining the concrete block walls of nine architects, was designed by Robert A. Little & George F. Dalton & Associates of Cleveland who also coordinated the project for the sponsor. The CIE emblem, which stands for Concrete Industries Exposition, was designed in concrete block by David C. Juliano of Loeb, Schlossman & Bennett, Chicago.
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Drenched in summer sunlight, three of the many chapels built by the families of Mykonos form a rich composition of textures, solids, and voids.

Soft-contoured walls of the island’s largest church, mostly in ruins, reach into space as do the shapes of Le Corbusier’s Ronchamp.
Corbu's island of beauty

When Le Corbusier visited the Greek island of Mykonos in 1933 (see map), he came away haunted by the sculptured shapes, chalky textures, and blinding whiteness of its homes and churches. “Beautiful,” he recalls, “the most beautiful forms.” The civilization that he found on the tiny island has sustained itself economically for twenty-odd centuries on the classic trades of fishing and weaving. And it has sustained itself culturally by a devout, inbred instinct for exquisite building. The gleaming shapes of Mykonos have a universal appeal: they speak of an idyllic society in which each man is naturally an artist.

The forms and colors of Mykonos were recorded last year by two well-qualified American visitors. Dan Branch, whose pictures appear below and on the following two pages, is an instructor of architecture at Columbia University and is a student of the building techniques of several indigenous cultures. Architect Paul Mitarachi, whose pictures are shown opposite and on the concluding two pages, is an instructor of architecture at Yale and, it happens, is of Greek descent.
The roof sculpture of a Mykonos house is composed of such common elements as a chimney, a gutter spout to carry off the frequent rains, and a wind-molded parapet.

The brilliantly blue dome of one of the island's 365 Greek Orthodox churches rises into the equal blue of the Aegean sky.
A house beneath a double-vaulted church shows the secret of Mykonos construction: rock walls plastered with whitewashed sand and dung.

Beyond a cluster of simple, crumbling chapels stands one man’s expression of individuality, the lighthouse-shaped chimney of his island home.
In an obscure back yard, the play of sun on drains and water pipes shows the functionalism of Mykonos’ Corbulike sculpture.

Whitewashed watertight and hollowed by donkey hoofs, a narrow Mykonos street rounds at the gutters into the sheer house walls that climb above it.

Open to time, a Mykonos doorway, carpentered and hung by a forgotten shipwright, is approached in the modern manner by railless steps.
How today’s clients pick architects

Most big building clients now carefully canvass the field before choosing a designer. Some, in fact, may be too careful.

BY FRANK FOGARTY

On a January morning in 1954, Architect Callix Miller, project-planning manager of International Minerals & Chemical Corporation, then headquartered in Chicago, boarded a plane at Midway Airport and began one of the most arduous assignments of his career. Miller’s task: to inspect for IMC all the important new commercial buildings around the country, to interview the architects and contractors of each building, and to recommend on the basis of what he saw and heard the architect who seemed best qualified to handle a $5-million, five-building administrative center that IMC planned to build in Skokie, Illinois (for a report on the completed project, see page 116). In the months that followed, Miller traveled some 20,000 miles, talked with more than two dozen architects, and spent more than two years in detailed review, preplanning, and report making. Finally, in March 1956, 27 months after he began his tour, Miller recommended Architects Perkins & Will of Chicago to design the project, and one month later the company inked the contract.

IMC’s prolonged deliberation is a striking example of the lengths to which a good many building clients have been going lately to decide which architect they should hire. The answer to this question, which is one of the most important that a building owner has to face, has never been easy. But in the last decade, as the organization of U.S. corporations and institutions has grown more complex, with more and more group decisions and divided responsibilities, architectural selection has become an increasingly complicated and protracted process—perhaps too much so.

To be sure, many clients, probably even a majority, still choose architects in a relatively casual way: i.e., they rely for their choice on the recommendations of friends, on their own acquaintance with an architect and his work, or on retaining the same architect they used the last time they built. But the ranks of these clients have been thinning, and today elaborate screenings and investigations of architects, once a rarity, have become commonplace. While this trend has had its merits, it has also presented architects with some annoying problems.

On the plus side, there is now greater client attention to the choice of an architect, and this has been an ideal of the profession for years. The American Institute of Architects has emphasized repeatedly in its publications that “it pays to give time, earnest study, and sober judgment to the business of selecting the most suitable” architect. The AIA has always advised a thorough look at the field where a client lacks personal knowledge and recommendations to go on. And it has even suggested three basic steps for a building client to take in going about picking a designer from a list of candidates:

1. Review the experience and qualifications of each firm being considered, including the size and quality of the architect’s staff.
2. Conduct personal interviews which will allow enough time to find out how well the architect and owner are likely to work together.
3. Investigate the architect’s past work by visits to his buildings and talks with the owners and, perhaps, the contractors who have worked on their construction.

The price of zeal

Against this heightening of client interest, the new corporate approach to the selection of an architect has unquestionably worked to the disadvantage of some designers. For one thing, the zeal of clients for investigation has often meant such whole-sale screenings that architects have had only a brief time in interviews (in some cases not more than 15 minutes) to plead their case. Talented, though inarticulate, designers have thus been handicapped in competing against the more skillful talkers of hard-selling firms. Further, in measuring the qualifications of so many architects, clients have been forced to put such heavy emphasis on past experience that young, clever designers have found it almost impossible to get much consideration. Finally, the screenings have unquestionably increased the administrative burdens of architects—e.g., the filling out of a detailed six- or eight-page questionnaire can consume a day in itself—and has made job-getting a far more arduous process than it once was.
This is true of dealings with clients ranging from corporations to school boards and hospitals.

The corporate screen

Corporate clients, particularly large ones, today usually have a building committee or a permanent construction division to screen architects. A FORUM survey of 2,380 building clients, for example, shows that 35 per cent of the firms have permanent building committees, while about 80 per cent have architectural, engineering, or construction departments. The screening process varies. International Business Machines Corporation, for instance, which has used an array of distinguished architects (e.g., Eero Saarinen, Harrison & Abramovitz, Eliot Noyes & Associates) does not choose a designer until a member of its Facilities Planning Group has first sifted out a half-dozen or so likely candidates and rated them against a ten-point check list (creative ability, cost consciousness, geographical location, experience, depth of organization, etc.). The candidates are then further scrutinized by a committee from the Facilities Planning and Facilities Design Groups, which interviews the architects and makes a specific recommendation. This recommendation is then passed on to the Director of Facilities Planning and Construction, who in turn forwards it to the Vice President for Manufacturing Services, Corporate Staff. If the Vice President approves, and the head of the division for which the new plant will be built concurs, the architect is finally in.

Connecticut General Life Insurance, when it built its new headquarters outside Hartford (FORUM, September 1957), started off by having its director of planning, Malcolm F. Hood, compile (with the help of the country's top architectural schools) a list of five outstanding architects. An executive building committee then interviewed all the firms, talked to former clients and inspected their buildings, and finally, by a committee poll, voted to retain Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.

Johnson & Johnson, on the other hand, paid five architects to submit preliminary plans for a plant for its subsidiary, Ethicon, Incorporated, in Somerville, New Jersey (the plant was completed in 1966) and used the results to arrive at its choice of Architect Serge Petroff. The nation's biggest building client, American Telephone & Telegraph Company, decentralizes its building decisions, but its subsidiary telephone companies will normally use building committees, made up of the heads of various departments, to choose architects for all large projects.

While there are still many corporate clients who do not fine-comb for architects (e.g., H. C. Price Company picked Frank Lloyd Wright for its office tower in Bartlesville, Oklahoma, without screening), the exceptions are rapidly becoming confined to local organizations and particularly those with relatively few stockholders. Banks, for instance, while they often have building committees, do not as a rule canvass widely for their architects. A.G. McNeece Jr., president of Houston's Bank of the Southwest, says that in picking an architect for a new bank building "we were so familiar with [Architect Kenneth] Franzheim's work that he was the only one the building committee really considered." Much the same is true for local manufacturers and retailers who tend to approach one or two architects and look no further. However, even at the local level there are some signs of a small, though increasing amount of screening. Barkin, Levin & Company, a New York clothing manufacturer, for instance, interviewed more than a dozen architects to find one—Architect Ulrich Franzen—who satisfied it and who was willing to undertake a small plant it planned in Long Island City.

Speculators don't speculate

Clients for speculative buildings—i.e., builders who construct apartments or office buildings for sale or rental rather than for their own use—have so far made little use of formalized selection procedures. There are two reasons for this: speculative builders operate primarily for themselves, or a small group of backers, and do not have stockholders or directors to contend with; they generally know from experience precisely which architects will give them the sort of work they want. In most cases, the main criterion in a speculative builder's choice of an architect will be the goals he has in mind for the building. If, as in a majority of the office and apartment buildings built today, the aim is a maximum profit in a minimum amount of time, then economics will usually dictate the choice of an architect who has proved his cost consciousness, has shown ability to capitalize on every square foot in the zoning envelope, and who is known to be able to turn out a fast set of plans at a low fee.

Builder Erwin S. Wolfson of Diesel Construction Company concedes quite frankly that the reason most New York office buildings are designed by three or four firms is that these architects know exactly the sort of cost-saving structure that the owners want. "And it's not the architect's fault that we don't get more distinguished buildings," Wolfson says. "It's ours."

Developer Raphael D. Silver, who has completed one renewal project in Cleveland and who hopes to start soon on others in Cincinnati, St. Paul, and Passaic, New Jersey, is even more candid about the role that costs play in the choice of an architect for a speculative project. Says Silver, who has retained Richard A. Keller on all his projects: "My concern was to find someone who, in addition to solid understanding of esthetics, had a real appreciation of the economics of construction of renewal projects and could take a low-cost approach to the work."

When a speculative builder's aim is a prestige office or apartment building, however, or an upper-bracket renewal project, different considerations take hold, and he often looks to an architect who has been linked with prestige jobs in the past. Thus when Norman Tishman, president of Tishman Realty & Construction Company, planned his new building at 666 Fifth Avenue in New York—a building which was several cuts above some of Tishman's others in quality—he picked Architects Carson & Lundin to do the design. In Tishman's mind, the building was a logical extension of Rockefeller Center, and Carson & Lundin had been resident architects for the Center. Herbert Greenwald has retained Mies van der Rohe for his apartment and renewal projects not only because of his appre-
Engineered for thinking

Administrative and Research Center built by the International Minerals & Chemical Corporation for its headquarters operations consists of the three-story operations building (labeled A in the sketch at left), the one-story operations annex for business machine equipment (B), the five-story administration building topped by a helicopter landing platform (C), and the one-story employees' lounge (D) and cafeteria (E). Connected to the center is a research building built in 1951 (F). Beyond the research building is the 400-car parking lot that offers a tunnel entrance to the center on wet-weather days.
The new administrative and research center for International Minerals & Chemical shows headquarters-builders the many benefits of careful planning.

BY RUSSELL BOURNE

The $5-million administrative and research center for International Minerals & Chemical Corporation in Skokie, Illinois is a fascinating collection of ideas on the general subject of how a corporate headquarters should be decided on, situated, designed, and built.

IMC's first idea was to move to the near suburbs (Skokie is only 17 miles northwest of Chicago), counter to the recent trend of similar U.S. firms to stay in the city (e.g. Union Carbide, which is building its new headquarters in mid-Manhattan). Another idea that has had much to do with the machinelike efficiency of the IMC center was that there should be an unusually thorough preplanning phase in the building program and that it should be carried out by IMC's staff engineers. A third idea was to hire an architectural firm (Perkins & Will) that was particularly anxious to do the right thing because of its own ambitions—the IMC center is the largest job that P&W, primarily school architects, have completed to date.

The near-suburban decision was made by Board Chairman Louis Ware, a hearty, boutonniere-sporting gentleman in his mid-sixties. "A modern American headquarters should be in midcontinent, near an airport and other transportation," Ware expounds. "But it should offer its men and women pure, country air, and freedom from big-city tensions. Did you know our people go home at 4:15 in the afternoon? It would be ridiculous for them to waste that good time in city transit snarls." Thus the Skokie site.

But it was the planning for the transfer to Skokie and the outlining of the physical requirements of the company that made the move a success rather than the beauty of the site itself (see right). These steps were carried out by IMC Staff Project Manager Callix Miller. Some of the planning had to do with people, and for that purpose policies were devised to ease domestic strains (aid was offered to employee families who were willing to move to new homes within 25 minutes' drive.
Rambling plan of the IMC center conforms to a natural flow of traffic. Employees walking to the cafeteria (right) have a chance to stretch their legs; departments with “maximum visitability” like personnel are on the lower floors. Circulation is also facilitated by the placement of elevators in the central utility cores that are equally convenient to all sectors of the square floors.

The patterned brick wall and glass corridor (above) that connect the center's operations annex with the administration building borrow scale and character from Perkins & Will's school design. The annex houses the electronic business machines, is the calculating heart of IMC's operations.

Informal atmosphere results from careful detailing. A pierced brick wall with glass inserts (left) leads from the employees' lounge to the private dining room (in background). Screens in the cafeteria (left, above) may be set up in any pattern to establish group dining areas. That shaker on the cafeteria table contains “Accent,” an IMC condiment. Otherwise, corporate images are not obtrusive.
of the center). But most of the planning had to do with space; how to apportion it, heat and cool it, maintain it—and how to pay for it. Miller set about his task with a thoroughness that has already paid off, six months after the on-schedule move-in.

The preplanned design

The actual design of the center as carried out by Perkins & Will took advantage of Miller's elaborately detailed preplanning. Yet P&W are totally responsible for introducing an informal, friendly character to the center, and it is this character that sets it apart from many another well-engineered office building. Unlike Connecticut General's new suburban headquarters (FORUM, September 1957), for instance, it provides an environment that is right for shirt sleeves (although there was a marked improvement in the style of dress of female employees immediately after the move); unlike IBM's recent district buildings (FORUM, October 1958), it is not at all concerned with creating a corporate image. "I know it's an overused word," confesses Miller, "but 'homeyness' is the right word for what Perkins & Will gave us."

All five buildings and the intervening spaces are built on an unusual 6-foot-square module that is the center's most obvious design feature. It is expressed in all possible ways: structurally in the modular bays of the reinforced concrete frames; horizontally in the design of floor and ceiling tiles; vertically in the pattern of the porcelain enamel steel spandrels striped with porcelainized aluminum mullions; externally in the brick and cobblestone patterns of the carefully scaled entrance courtyard.

Another design feature is the openness of the floors. Miller's original plan, modified somewhat by P&W, was to strip away all possible walls from around the employees, leaving uncluttered the area between the central utility core and the perimeter windows (see plan, left). All business would be carried on in the open, all workers influenced by the same amounts of music (15 minutes on, 15 off), light, heat, and air conditioning (see page 121). Even executives were to be without private offices except for those on the fifth floor of the administration building and a scattering of others—and would be expected to take desks on the open floor (preferably near the core for more efficient communication with other departments). Current practice has altered this plan only to the extent that a few more executives have managed to partition off their work areas or to have their desks moved out to the more prestigious window perimeter.

The preplanned economy

With all the care that was given to planning the center's physical qualities, almost equal care was given to

Main executive conference room (above) is designed to facilitate the exchange of complex information between scientists and managers. All of the room's audiovisual versatility (three sound systems; four systems of special spotlights; electrically controlled motion picture screens, maps, tack panels) is operable from five separate control points, one of which is shown against the rear wall. A remote-controlled television has been installed as part of a proposed closed-circuit TV system. The center's three other major conference rooms (like the one below) are somewhat less elaborately equipped and may be divided into smaller rooms. A typical office floor (bottom) shows the omnipresence of the 6-foot module and one of the rare attempts (office at right) to escape the openness of the floor plan by erecting partitions.
Mechanical detailing of the 3-foot space between a ceiling at the IMC center and the floor above shows the unusual "split system" for air conditioning and heating. The double-duct supply-air feedline system is supplemented by a water-cooled (or heated) radiant-acoustical ceiling. The result of this technologically advanced system is even air conditioning and heating throughout the entire floor. The system is managed from the "data control center" (left) which, if it were less elaborate, might be called the building superintendent's office.

to the design of its center's financial details. The $126-million company (whose major products are potash and phosphates) had bought the 21-acre site on which the center is now built in 1950, had begun then its deliberations of how to finance an adequate headquarters. The major problem, of course, was how to finance without tying up capital needed for expansion. IMC at length resolved to use a method that has appealed to many other growing companies: lease-back. It found a major industrial pension fund willing to buy the site and existing building for $1.8 million and become landlord of the administrative center, leaving all architectural and contracting arrangements to the tenant. IMC was thus able to build a headquarters that is distinctly its own.

The resultant center, all things considered, costs IMC $725,000 annually for 160,000 square feet of occupied space—$4.53 per square foot. The things considered include utilities and rent paid on the 25-year lease, the two costliest factors, as well as grounds upkeep, labor, repair of heating and communications equipment (a $10,000-a-year item) and cafeteria subsidy ($30,000). The $4.53 rate might be compared with the average rent of $4.00 IMC paid in their downtown Chicago offices before moving out, but the company prefers to compare the present rent with the estimated $5.50 per square foot it would have paid for modernized, air-conditioned space if it had stayed downtown. And, in considering all of these costs, IMC points with particular delight to the estimated $6.00 per square foot it would be paying in New York.

IMC is understandably pleased with the way its careful architectural and financial plans have worked out. And Phil Will of P&W, speaking proudly of his firm's biggest job completed to date, says: "Sure, the center is a direct statement of the way the company functions—a highly scientific organization—but anyone could give them that. What we gave them besides planning and engineering was an environment that reflects their attitudes about people."
Raised glass globes in the entrance courtyard give good illumination and are scaled, like the rest of the center, to human proportions.
Facing Boston’s belt Highway 128 near Burlington, Massachusetts, High Voltage Engineering Corporation’s new $1.5-million factory-office building reflects a starkly handsome kind of architecture for the nuclear age. Neatly massed and detailed both in front (1), and in back (2), the 88,000-square-foot plant is one of the largest yet built for the manufacture of particle accelerators—the “atom smashers” used in modern X-ray therapy, chemical processing, and research. At the shipping end of the building (3), a 60-foot tower rises between the truck dock and the testing vaults.

In the bottom photo (4), an overhead crane, inside the tower, places a pressurized steel housing over the coiled tubing of one of the company’s big 5.5-million-volt positive-ion accelerators. Down the corridor smaller 2- and 3-million-volt accelerators are assembled in individual vaults (see plan) separated by 4-foot-thick block partitions to shield workers, and faced outside with heavy concrete walls and earth embankments to protect passers-by against radiation. Receiving, storage, and subassembly areas feed into the other end of this main corridor in a straight-line production flow. Offices are removed from noise and radiation in the base of the “T,” where the drafting room faces north light. Architect: Carleton R. Richmond Jr. Contractor: Aberthaw Construction Co.
Low-cost luxury apartment

Just a block south of Mies van der Rohe's famed Lake Shore Drive apartments in Chicago stands a new building designed in the Miesian idiom, but offering some economical ideas of its own. The handsome black skeleton of the new apartment house at 247 East Chestnut is not steel, but reinforced concrete; economical flat-plate slabs and columns are clearly exposed on the exterior and simply painted black. Within the grid, spandrels of pinkish brick conceal fan-coil heating-cooling units. Atop the building on the south, the structural cage has been left open for one bay's width as a tenants' sun deck (1). The rest of the top floor is devoted to a superintendent's apartment, tenant storage, and mechanical equipment (for economy and because of unfavorable ground conditions, the building was built without a basement). Below the roof, a typical 4,760-square-foot tenant floor of four apartments (2) shows disciplined organization: a stair-elevator core on four small columns; at the center, kitchens, bathrooms, and entrances all arranged in a service band around this core (neatly incorporating the main interior columns); and living spaces free to enjoy the view. Rents average $55 per room per month, ranging from $175 for a one-bedroom apartment to $380 for three bedrooms on a high floor. The lower three floors of the building contain lobby and service rooms and tenant parking for 70 cars. Simplicity of structure and materials are credited with keeping construction costs to $1.6 million, or about $14 per "finished" square foot. Engineers and architects: A. Epstein & Sons, Incorporated. Contractor: Sumner Sollitt Company.
Expandable electronics plant

Shelved neatly on a hillside above Newport Beach, south of Los Angeles, this $2.4-million office-factory building built for Beckman-Helipot Corporation (electronic components) stands out, even in sunny California, for its attention to good looks and employee relations. Below the office wing, a spacious cafeteria opens out to a terrace overlooking the harbor (2 and 3). Here employees can lunch in style, shaded by beach umbrellas, lulled by the cooling sound of spray fountains above an undulating pool. After hours, both the cafeteria and its fresh-air extension can double for employee meetings, dances, and the like. Above the terrace the sliding glass windows of the offices are sun-shielded by a colorful gallerywork of cement asbestos panels, finished in enamel and mounted on a steel frame (4). Assembly and shop areas have one exterior wall of 20-foot insulated panels faced in aluminum, which can be demounted for future expansion. The plant, designed by Architects Pereira & Luckman before the dissolution of their partnership, won an AIA award of merit. Landscape architect: Fred Lang. Contractor: M. J. Brock & Sons, Incorporated.
Byzantine in modern dress

Rising near the shore of Lake Calhoun in Minneapolis, the new $600,000 St. Mary's Greek Orthodox Church recalls its Byzantine ancestry in a distinctively modern manner. Like earlier churches of the eastern Mediterranean, it is built in the shape of a Greek cross (see plan) and topped with a gilded dome—in this case gold-anodized sheet aluminum. A gallery on the periphery of the main building (1) allows processions to move completely around the church. Inside (2), pews seating 540 face in toward the dais, which leads back to an altar framed by richly decorated screens. Daylight enters through the gallery and through a pattern of small windows punched in the brick walls—practically the only other adornment in the church. Light also enters through windows around the base of the dome above a reflecting cove. From the nave, the main entrance and lobby of the church open out not toward the street, but toward the lake, into a little court formed by the outstretched arms of a church school on one side and a 700-seat auditorium-banquet hall on the other (3). The two arms, with the church itself, form a larger cross, which culminates in a little grotto on the lake. Architects: Thorshov & Cerny, Incorporated. Contractor: C. H. Peterson Company.
Are we still designing firetraps?

Last year 7,000 people were killed in fires which destroyed a billion dollars of property. This record must improve, and one place to begin is at the drafting board.

During the next decade, building design must undergo an important change. Rather than attempt to make all buildings "fireproof" as in the past—a virtually impossible undertaking—architects will design for fire safety, i.e., buildings will still be vulnerable to fire, but will be better designed for rapid exit and better equipped for early fire detection. To say that contemporary design recognizes the hazards of fire is dangerous complacency, for too much of it is literally of the firetrap variety, albeit "pretty" firetrap or "firetrap modern."

This inglorious era of the so-called fireproof building must end. During this period past, which reaches back more than 20 years, building has experienced the introduction of more fire-resistant materials than ever before and it has seen a great strengthening of building codes, often made outlandishly rigid, in efforts to make buildings more fire-resistant. But for all the effort, the cost of fire in both human

Chicago school fire last December cost the lives of 90 children, three adults. The cause: no sprinklers to extinguish the fire, which spread quickly from the basement to the second floor; inadequate fire doors and no automatic detectors.
and dollar loss has mounted steadily: since the mid-thirties, the annual cost of fire, measured in building and contents losses, has quadrupled, with not the slightest indication of a downward trend (see chart, right). Measured in constant dollars, the annual U.S. fire loss has doubled over the past 20 years. In 1958, for the second consecutive year, the people of the U.S. lost more than a billion dollars in building fires: $1,095,000,000. And immeasurably more costly was the loss of life: 7,000 Americans, including 2,100 children, were killed last year in building fires. Indeed, the nation has not sustained such tragedy and waste since the early years of the century, when whole cities, constructed in wood, went up in flame. Such destructiveness—more than flood, drought, or hurricane—demands an intensified program against fire, and a greater effort to understand its complex and ephemeral behavior and thereby, perhaps, to reduce its danger and cost. First must come building design, for as one scientist puts it, fire prevention and protection must begin on the drafting board.

Fire and the architect

According to the AIA, "many architects have been rather thoughtless about fire." But this is hardly surprising, for others with equal responsibility for human life are just as thoughtless, including some of the most dedicated members of school boards, church vestries, and industrial enterprises. The fact is that fire will probably never happen "here" and, further, that fire safety, to most people, is a terrible bore, like hygiene or the national debt. But when fire does strike, as it did so tragically in Chicago in December, killing 90 children and three adults in Our Lady of the Angels school, such thoughtlessness is revealed. A report on this fire by the National Fire Protection Association's engineers concludes, despairingly: "It is obvious that there are no new lessons to be learned from this fire, just old lessons tragically re-emphasized."

Over the past six years, the AIA Committee on Human Safety has studied hundreds of fires and has issued four reports, including scores of recommendations to architects for improving fire safety in building. "The architect," says John C. Thornton, the committee's chairman, "can do more to protect lives in fire than any other person, because he is at the seat of the first fire, before it occurs." Included here, and in the sketches on the following pages, are summations of the AIA's major recommendations, all of which are aimed at the saving of life.

Ventilators, which, by prearranged and directional control, allow smoke and the gases of combustion to be exhausted from a building, should be considered at the design stage in every structure, particularly where people sleep or congregate in large numbers. If not properly vented, smoke collects quickly in a burning building, preventing both escape and fire-fighting. And the gases, which are the great killer in fire, may build up and explode if ventilation is inadequate.

Industrial plants are often provided with no means for venting a fire, particularly where the roof is of concrete or steel deck construction. With modern lighting, skylights have been omitted in many industrial structures, making venting in case of fire a most serious problem. If automatic vents are not provided, there should be other means of ventilation for fire control. As a result of its 1953 Livonia plant fire (Forum, September 1955), General Motors Corporation initiated a comprehensive study of roof ventilation requirements for industrial plants, in cooperation with the Armour Research Foundation. Among the recommendations made for GM plants, in a report issued last year, was one calling for emergency roof ventilation in all new and existing buildings, through the smoke and heat release. In a few years, proper venting, through better building design and wider use of automatic devices, will be common practice, and will perhaps be required by law.

Air conditioning, if improperly designed, will help spread fire and smoke through a building. After many years and many deaths, open stairways were eliminated in certain kinds of new buildings, e.g., hotels, but today, air-conditioning systems are sometimes more dangerous than open stairs ever were. In some high buildings, the automatic dampers in air ducts have been omitted. In such structures, which are often tightly sealed, with fixed windows, the air ducts will pull the gases and smoke from the fire location and send it into every room (sketch, page 128). Even today, some new buildings do not have automatic devices which turn off the fans when smoke is present in the air ducts, or which reroute the smoke to outdoors. In many buildings, the janitors must actually go to the

---

*Today's ratio of fire loss to accumulated national wealth is about one-third of what it was in 1950.
ARE WE STILL DESIGNING FIRETRAPS?

Air-conditioning system in some buildings actually helps to spread smoke. Sometimes, too, air conditioning can only be shut down at penthouse control.

The rear exit is accessible only through the service section, where some 80 per cent of all supermarket fires originate. Supermarkets should have additional exits along their side walls; such exits are not provided there now because of fears that some of the clientele will use them to avoid the check-out procedure up front. But emergency exits along the sides of the market could easily be wired to warn of unwarranted exiting.

Fire stairs are placed only in separate tower of office building, ignoring the principle that building should have at least two avenues of escape, diversely placed.

The rear exit is accessible only through the service section, where some 80 per cent of all supermarket fires originate. Supermarkets should have additional exits along their side walls; such exits are not provided there now because of fears that some of the clientele will use them to avoid the check-out procedure up front. But emergency exits along the sides of the market could easily be wired to warn of unwarranted exiting.

Four common exit hazards

penthouses to turn off the system. Many sound-absorbing materials are unsuitable as acoustical linings in air ducts, because of their combustibility.

Gradually, the codes are being revised to outlaw these hazards. In case of fire, exhaust ducts should act as ventilators and be so designed that smoke and gas are pulled out of rooms and hallways.

Exits must lead outdoors, or to enclosed fire escapes in the case of tall buildings, if a structure is to be fire-safe. In some buildings, notably hotels, exit signs are a farce, for these exits lead into the lobby or, more often, become open stairs at the floor above the lobby. In case of fire in the basement or first floor, the lobby is likely to be filled with smoke and thus an impossible exit. Such buildings, including office buildings, should be designed with enclosed fire escapes which exit to the street, not to the first-floor lobby. Modern codes require at least two exits, remote from one another.

One of the worst examples of exit facilities is in the modern supermarket; most supermarket exits are useless in an emergency: the front exit is accessible only through the check-out counters, with its aisles cluttered with carts; this is a trap in a crowded store.

The rear exit is accessible only through the service section, where some 80 per cent of all supermarket fires originate. Supermarkets should have additional exits along their side walls; such exits are not provided there now because of fears that some of the clientele will use them to avoid the check-out procedure up front. But emergency exits along the sides of the market could easily be wired to warn of unwarranted exiting.

Windows are often the only means of escape or rescue. In modern schools, with walls of glass or glass block and window ventilators beneath the glass, the ventilators are often too small for escape or rescue. Designers of such sash give no thought to escape in fire. Windowless buildings present a special hazard, permitting no chance, in many instances, for firemen to reach the fire and limited chance of rescue. False fronts on renovated buildings, usually windowless, offer the same hazard as well as providing a new means for fire to travel and putting an added strain on the wall, which introduces still another hazard in fire. In all buildings, every room without an outside door should have one window that can be opened and used for escape.

Panic is a great danger in fire, and often when there is only the mistaken fear that a fire exists. Panic may not be eliminated, but the architect can design to give a sense of security, e.g., if avenues of escape are made as prominent as entrances are. If the building's occupants sense that it is easy to exit, if occupants feel that there is little combustible material present, or if they can see sprinkler heads, there will be less danger of panic. The architect who conceals the sprinklers or, as was the case in a museum building which burned in New York in 1958, "disguises" the fire alarm boxes, lest they clash with his decor, is threatening human safety for highly questionable esthetic pleasure. These are safety considerations which the architect can make in his design. And, indeed, according to the AIA, such safety factors as these are gaining adoption within the design profession.

Illusory safety

Perhaps because we are so inept at controlling fire, we have fallen back on two convenient, if illusory, devices for convincing ourselves that we are really its master. One is regulatory, expressed

Sketches made with the cooperation of John C. Thornton, chairman, AIA Committee on Human Safety.
which may trap occupants in burning buildings

Too few exits makes firetrap of this modern supermarket. Front and rear exits are unsatisfactory in emergency. Exits should also be provided along side walls.

Open stairway in small hotel allows fire to spread quickly to upper floor. The stairway should be enclosed, as is required by most codes for taller structures.

No corridors in school, with rooms opening onto auditorium, creates fire hazard. In a southern school recently, auditorium fire cut off normal escape route.

through the building codes, and its objective is simply to make fires illegal. The other is mere semantics, e.g., if a material is capable of burning or failing structurally, but only on exposure to intense heat, call it fire-retardant; if it smokes and smolders, but does not go up in flame, call it flame-retardant or flame-resistive, or perhaps even flame-proof. Neither device can make us safe from fire; we only feel safe.

Regarding code regulations, and granting their necessity, Chief Engineer Horatio Bond, of the National Fire Protection Association (the U.S. clearing house on the causes of fires and the means for protection), says: “Safety cannot be dependent on law; it must depend on people's understanding of the hazard and doing something about it.” Furthermore, although standards for fire protection and prevention, such as NFPA’s, are under constant revision, individual communities are often slow to adopt them. As Thornton of AIA emphasizes, the architect must think beyond the codes as he designs, foresee what will happen in case of fire in the building he is creating and how the occupants will act.

With regard to the meaningless euphemisms which have been cropping up, such as fire-resistant and flame-retardant, outdated codes are often responsible for these as well. The result of loose usage and free interchange of such terms, says Research Director Mathew Braidech, of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, is confusion and a false sense of security. Says Braidech: “No material is totally immune to fire.”

Dangerous euphemisms

According to A. J. Steiner, managing engineer of the Fire Protection Department of the Underwriters’ Laboratories, the use of such euphemistic terms, which he believes is increasing, is inspired by the development of new fire-test procedures, “promulgated by groups not primarily interested in fire protection, but whose prime interest is to demonstrate comparative behavior of materials as used in buildings under fire exposure conditions.” Publication of such test results, says Steiner, causes much uncertainty in the field, because materials carrying identical fire classifications are often classified by entirely different test methods. Warns Steiner: “Do not be misled by results obtained in fire tests which have no relation to fire conditions with which you are concerned. When the results of tests are presented, and you are ready to accept them on a fire-protection engineering basis, assure yourself that the materials to be used on the job are the same as those tested and installed as tested.” Architects should note that the fire resistance of a building element is accurately definable in terms of specified conditions as measured by NFPA’s widely recognized Standard Method of Fire Test of Building Construction and Materials.

Thornton and the AIA Committee on Human Safety advocate a further step to guard against the use of potentially dangerous materials: Make it mandatory that manufacturers label all building materials with surface flame spread characteristics, i.e., how rapidly fire will spread over the surface of a material. This, says Thornton, would produce two results: architects and the public would know what they are using, and such labeling would provide an incentive to improve the fire-safety characteristics of building products. The National Bureau of Standards is testing a flame-spread test which might be used for this purpose. Seven other organizations, including materials manufacturers and testing laboratories, are cooperating in this test and measuring flame-spread of unknown materials.
using Bureau of Standards–type equipment. Their results will be submitted to the Bureau for comparison of test results. If adopted, this test would not become a substitute for the more rigorous and widely accepted tunnel testing procedure of Underwriters’ Laboratory, but it could become valuable in checking manufacturers’ claims on products, as well as in research and production control.

Are fires really necessary?

Man is a foe of fire, notwithstanding such cynics as the Roman Emperor Nero and the American Economist Thorstein Veblen (Veblen is said to have pointed to fires and funerals as the two greatest forces for human progress). But in terms of a scientific approach to its cause and the means of fire’s control, there has never been an effective fight against it. There are, to be sure, several outstanding organizations engaged in specific areas of fire research, including the nonprofit Underwriters’ Laboratories, in Chicago, which is the largest independent organization in the U.S. with a program of standardizing and testing all sorts of equipment related to fire and other hazards, the insurance company–supported Factory Mutual Laboratories, in Norwood, Massachusetts, which tests materials and fire detection devices for industry, and the U.S. National Bureau of Standards, in Washington, which has done important work in the field of combustion, including testing of materials, for many years, e.g., some two-thirds of the 600 materials classifications of the National Board of Fire Underwriters’ list of resistant ratings are based on tests of the Bureau of Standards.

A number of scientists and engineers in the U.S., alarmed at the large year-to-year losses from fires and the threat of the H-bomb, warn us that basic research on fire had been too small and neglected. In 1955, under the chairmanship of Hoyt C. Hottel, of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a Committee of Fire Research was set up by the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council; its objective is to formulate a research program addressed toward the broad problem of the nature of fires and their control.

Some of the areas the committee considers worthy of investigation are these: (1) research in the fundamental natural laws involving the origin and spread of fires, (2) investigations of methods to improve the use of water as an extinguishing agent, (3) models for the study of large fires, (4) wind and weather factors involved in fire development and fire spread, (5) new and unconventional methods of fire control and prevention.

At present, the committee’s work in stimulating fire research is supported with an annual budget of $50,000 by the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization, the Department of Defense, and the Department of Agriculture, through its Forest Service. The hope is that some $3 million a year can be made available from interested government agencies to begin specific research projects, probably in university or independent laboratories, in order to speed the scientific advances in fire research. Says Hottel: “There have been phenomenal advances in fluid mechanics in the last two decades (i.e., the behavior of liquids and gases) and equally impressive growth in fundamental combustion studies. These provide the research worker with the necessary tools for a more scientific approach to the fire problem, and now offer the promise of good progress in describing fire, and later of controlling it.”

Fire in the laboratory

In Great Britain, where a program of fire research is already underway, sponsored jointly by the government and the insurance companies, one such technique for controlling combustion has been suggested by experiments with inert gases. D. I. Lawson, director of the Joint Fire Research Organization, says that certain gases may provide more rapid fire extinction than water. The gases enter the burning building at ground level, traveling at high velocity: the object is to replace the air and smoke of the building with gas. At the Stanford Research Institute, in Palo Alto, California, scientists are studying the phenomenon of propagation of fire, under a military contract. Eventually, they expect to learn how flame inhibitors can be built into materials; thus far, they have worked with bromine, a good inhibitor, but toxic; they hope to modify bromine, reducing or eliminating its toxicity, or possibly find a substitute for it.

Until very recently, it has been virtually impossible to study building fires in a scientific way, because too little was known of fire’s many variable characteristics, i.e., the chemistry of combustion, the motion of air and hot gases, the transfer of heat by radiation. And, indeed, much is still to be learned of these things, particularly concerning their behavior during uncontrolled combustion, when all variables are working simultaneously in a highly complicated fashion. However, according to Hottel and Howard W. Emmons, Professor of Mechanical Engineering at Harvard and also a member of the Committee on Fire Research, new knowledge in the related field of controlled combustion may be applied to a study of uncontrolled fires, such as building and forest fires. The work in controlled combustion, with strong emphasis on military needs, e.g., the laws of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, and chemical kinetics in relation to aircraft power plants, has yielded recent phenomenal advances.

Burning models

Translating this knowledge into meaningful information for building will require extensive work with scale models of buildings, a field in which the Japanese and British have made notable progress. The great difficulty with models, at the present state of the science, is the problem of simulating full-scale conditions: the behavior of fire in a model does not coincide with a fire at full scale; the best that can be done now is to determine which variables, e.g., temperatures, velocities of gases and flame spread, are important, and then build models so that relationships between variables are preserved.

Without models, the scientists who study fire are limited to two alternatives: actual fires, where they must depend upon the reports of fire departments, wholly unsuitable for scientific investigation, or experiments which involve premeditated fires in full-scale buildings, which are costly undertakings and rarely performed. In Canada, where an outstanding fire research pro-
gram is underway, in the National Research Council's Division of Building Research at Ottawa, a team of fire-research scientists took advantage of a rare opportunity last year to carry out eight experimental burns on complete buildings: six two-story dwellings, a two-story school, and a two-story community hall. The buildings were located in Aultsville, Ontario, which was destined soon to be inundated by the new St. Lawrence Seaway. The studies were concerned only with the development of fire in buildings, not with extinguishment, and thus were limited to the development of fire as it affects survival of occupants, spread by radiation, and ventilation rates. The data, now being evaluated, will enable the Canadian scientists to determine the validity of current work with model studies, by comparing their full-scale measurements with those predicted by model work. The measurements of radiation intensities should be valuable in determining safe separations between buildings and the data on minute-by-minute fire development should yield some important facts regarding interior finishes and their contribution to fire spread.

Until the proposed program of the U. S. Committee on Fire Research is set underway, the U. S. will have nothing in the way of fire research which compares with the work of the British, who have 80 professional scientists on the staff of their Joint Fire Research Organization, or the Japanese, with a professional staff of 69. Many smaller countries, including France, Holland, the Scandinavian countries, are engaged in fire-research programs which are comparable to the present program at the U. S. National Bureau of Standards. The Bureau's staff of 13 scientists and technicians, headed by Dr. A. F. Robertson, is certainly one of the best in the world, but its research budget, estimated at some $60,000, restricts seriously the scope of its activity. The work of Robertson's section includes studies of the causes of fires, including self-ignition phenomena, and a continual evaluation of fire detection and extinguishment equipment. And through outside sources, which bring new materials to the Bureau for testing, it studies the fire-resistance and fire-behavior characteristics of various building constructions. (To be sure, the insurance laboratories are engaged in applied research, e.g., Factory Mutual's work on roof deck construction, after the 1953 General Motors' fire at Livonia, Michigan, but their primary function is that of testing and evaluating of materials, not fire research. A few university laboratories carry on fire-research activities, but usually on a limited scale.)

According to an estimate of the National Fire Protection Association, the nation's total expenditure for fire research amounts currently to only about a million dollars a year. But if carried through, the recommendations of the Committee on Fire Research would increase this effort and would direct new research funds to government agencies, universities, and private research institutions. Together, such new work—in addition to the programs already underway—can be meshed to build greater safety into future building design. And with a better knowledge of such factors as the nature of combustion, future fires may soon be fought with something more than the brute force of the fire hose. Balanced against the annual billion-dollar loss, and the loss of 7,000 lives, it would seem that this nation could well afford such undertakings. END

Experimental fires, one in a full-scale building and the other at one-third scale, are observed by British scientists. Fires in both are compared to find how model fires can be properly scaled down to simulate full-scale building fires.

Burning buildings enabled Canadian fire-research team to study the development of fire as it affects human survival. The eight buildings burned by the scientists were to be demolished last year to make way for the St. Lawrence Seaway.
Building with plywood and paper

An unusual experimental building has come out of the recent merger of International Paper Company with the Pacific Coast's Long-Bell Lumber Company. Combining the major products of the two firms, plywood and paper, a trim new $380,000 plant has been raised at Auburndale, Florida, for International's Container Division, which represents the most extensive use of prefabricated plywood, paper, and plastic structural components so far attempted in one building. Not only did International Paper get a 50,000-square-foot working plant with a pleasantly cool Scandinavian birchwood air (Architects: Ralph and William Zimmerman of Sarasota), but it got a plant that went up about 20 per cent faster than conventional steel construction, saved 20 to 25 per cent in weight, and, despite the fact that it was an experimental job, came in about 10 per cent under conventional costs at an all-inclusive $7.54 per square foot.

International Paper had been expanding for five years at the rate of five or more new plants a year, all of conventional construction. When proposals for the new plant came up, the designers* explored new construction techniques and compositions that would lead not only to a more economical plant but a showcase for all-wood construction and the versatility of plywood.

The main structural features of the new plant are 48-foot, hollow, plywood box beams (see sketch) supported on slender wood-and-plywood laminated columns spaced 40 feet apart to give 40 foot by 48 foot free-span bays. Lightweight, economical, and strong as steel, due to plywood's cross-ply sandwich construction, the box beams were prefabricated in Sarasota and erected on the site in ten working days. (Contractor: Gilbert & Shields Constructors, Incorporated of Tampa, Florida.) For the building's roof, the designers developed pairs of 20-foot prefabricated plywood panels formed of two stressed skins held 8 inches apart over web bracing, which also gave a structure of great lightness, strength, and good insulating properties (due to the dead air space).

For walls, two ingenious sandwich panels were developed. To sheath the main plant area, standard plywood sheets, affixed to a prefabricated framework, were hot pressed on both sides with a phenolic-plastic film that gives a hard, weatherproof finish, allowing the wood to shine through with no further maintenance. To wall the office area, a sandwich panel was created consisting of an egg-crate "filler" of corrugated paperboard, impregnated and bonded to two thin slices of veneer plywood, finished on the exterior with a clear, transparent film of du Pont's polyester plastic that will last the life of the building. This panel withstood test loads exceeding 300 pounds per square foot, far above the peak load of many ordinary curtain-wall panels.

*The project architects and company engineers were aided by the Douglas Fir Plywood and West Coast Lumbermen's Associations.
None of these components was entirely new, but their welding together in an integrated structure produced a building which, in its pleasant landscape and reflection pool, showed the high value of and need for more such research. International Paper has no intention of entering the plant design or construction business, and is even uncertain whether it will attempt to market any of the products developed, but it has proved its point, which is that wood construction, with the aid of prefabrication and plywood's versatility, can be handsome and low cost.

The well-sprinklered, open-bay Auburndale plant, moreover, has won a "superior" fire insurance rating. With more experience, construction costs can probably be brought well under $7.50 per square foot. Indeed International Paper is so pleased with its Auburndale prototype that it plans this year to erect four more all-plywood plants, with more advanced details, in Kansas, California, and Mississippi.

Plywood structural system (above) shows prefabricated box beams, formed of 1 inch plywood sheets, 4 feet deep and 48 feet long, stretched over lumber spacers, supported on prefab plywood-core columns (detail, left), which allow rigid dovetail joints at beam and base (top left). Columns, 40 feet apart, provide frame for light, plastic-surfaced plywood wall panels.

Plywood roof (right and below) is formed of hollow, 20-foot-long, prefabricated panels of stressed-skin construction: two plywood sheets over lumber framing, with an 8-inch dead-air space providing good insulation. Roof panels are fastened to steel clips and peak angles (one of few uses of steel in the building), went up rapidly in ten working days, resist hurricane winds.
Bright ideas

How to hide air conditioners, gain design at low cost

The details in the drawing above show why the handsome Chicago apartment building pictured at right will never be ugly with random projecting window air conditioners. The facade did not even have to be cluttered with the framed openings for flush units that are the usual "better" alternate. Loeb, Schlossman & Bennett are the architects.

In the sketch, the figure (1) represents a set of continuous wide louvers (in yellow porcelain enamel) that extend horizontally under whole groups of windows, reaching from the window sill to the floor. These continuous louvers are interrupted only where some of the windows extend to within 6 inches of the floor (on the long sides of the building, these full-height windows are the two end ones in every group of six). The louvers let through air but no view, so no one on the ground can see where an occupant has installed an air conditioner behind the louver, or where another occupant can't afford one.

Behind the louver, at (2), there is a metal-clad 2-inch sheet of fiber insulation, which has the requisite two-hour fire rating for a "spandrel," but can be easily "keyhole-sawed" for installation of an air conditioner. The electric outlets are provided. Item (3) is a cabinet which conceals the air conditioner if there is one, or which tenants having none can use to store toys or liquor.

The figure (4) indicates the heating convectors, in its own compartment of the cabinet. Heating is another chapter of this history of ingenuity, for the entire building has only four vertical heating risers, from which, at every floor, a circumferential feeder loop branches out horizontally; all the convectors "ride the loop." Under the many living-room windows that extend from ceiling to within 6 inches of the floor, the convector is neatly tucked under a cover (left). The frame for the entire assembly, including the six windows of a typical structural bay, plus louvers, spandrels, and cabinets, is a single unit which is laid on the floor and tilted up into vertical position. The floor slab is allowed to extend 6 inches out beyond the window line. This is a great convenience to window washers, a handsome element of architectural expression, and, in the opinion of the architects, a weather protection since expansion or contraction of the wall stops at every floor instead of accumulating as it can in a continuous outer skin.

Designed for framing in either metal or wood, the unit was bid cheapest in steel, with baked-on enamel finish. The 324-unit building is the first completed of five low-cost middle-income apartments by the same architects for the Michael Reese Hospital redevelopment area.

How to mass-feed school children

The speed and efficiency with which food is propelled into school children in certain large cities from central kitchens, on the familiar principle of airline "in-flight" feeding, has become an almost frightening factor in new school design. Efficiency hound Richard Flambert, food service consultant and engineer of San Francisco, reports that his central school kitchen for the Norwalk, California school system in the largest in the world, serving 6,000 to 12,000 children in 23 schools a hot- and-cold meal every school day from a kitchen employing only 15 to 20 people. (Kistner, Wright & Wright, architects.) Involved are 100-gallon steam cooking kettles each with an automatic pump to send beef, spaghetti, or what have you into serving pans fitting the hot compartment of food carts that have chilled compartments also, one cart holding food for 400 meals. Food carts in sets of six, accompanied by the needed trays, go on trucks leaving on a split-minute schedule, and the carts also carry back dishes for central washing. Kirksville, Missouri is building the smallest central school kitchen (Hell- man, Kallista & Kallista, architects) and, says Flambert, the most efficient. The Kirksville kitchen will turn out 20 meals per man-hour (10 is considered low today and 16 highly efficient); Kirksville's 2,000 daily meals will be produced in a 2,300-square-foot area (3,000 would be "par"). At Kirksville, says Flambert, it will be possible to serve meals to children at the rate of 20 per minute, each child taking 5 seconds to clear the entire line.

Flambert is now modernizing the Los Angeles school system food operation, largest in the U.S., turning out $12 million of meals a year.

How to finance a new hotel

Chicago's new steel-clad, much balconied Executive House on Wacker Drive, which opened last month, is America's most up-to-date hotel—but it was financed as an apartment house. Backers Joseph Rosenberg, Louis Kanne, George Lurie, Jerrold Wexler, saw the great hotel need (no new hotel had been built in convention-crowded Chicago since World War II), but found financing hard to get from insurance companies still remembering American hotels' depression record. The promoters' answer: Architect Milton Schwartz was instructed to design the building as an apartment house. This got a $3.5 million commitment from Aetna Life Insurance Company of Hartford on what became a $7 million building; Draper & Kramer of Chicago loaned the construction money.

Aetna had no qualms over the owner's subsequent switch to a hotel use because of the underlying security of the apartment design and the fact that the four hotel operators, headed by Morris R. DeWoskin, who have leased the building for 40 years, are in the small group considered capable as hotel men.

In consequence of its unique plan, Executive House, with its 448 units of about 510 rooms—75 per cent rented to transients—is the only predominantly transient Chicago hotel with a kitchenette in each unit; most of its suites and its many "efficiencies" have balconies; moreover, its 200-car underground garage is highly accessible from a Wacker Drive underpass. Architect Morris Lapidus of Miami designed the lobby. RND
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Native Genius in Anonym­ous Architecture, by Sibyl Maholy-Nagy. 232 pages, 9½" x 11½"; more than 150 black-and-white photographs; individual biographies, technical data and index. The work of the foremost masters of the camera is here presented for the first time in a single volume. List Price $15.00. Members' Price $11.00.

Masters of Photography. Edited, with an Introduction by Beaumont and Nancy Newhall. 288 pages, 8½" x 11½"; more than 150 black-and-white photographs; individual biographies, technical data and Index. The work of the foremost masters of the camera is here presented for the first time in a single volume. List Price $15.00. Members' Price $11.00.

Architecture as Space. By Bruno Zevi. 156 photographs, drawings, and plans, 208 pages, 8½" x 11½". A definitive work on one of our most creative artists, whose bold creations have influenced modern art and architecture. List Price $17.50. Members' Price $12.50.

Piet Mondrian, by Michel Seuphor. 444 pp., 600 illus., 8½" x 12". A definitive work on one of our most creative artists, whose bold creations have influenced modern art and architecture. List Price $17.50. Members' Price $12.50.


...Bring the Arts into Your Home

Now is the time to fill your home with the finest of all books on the arts. The Seven Arts Book Society offers you the unique opportunity to enjoy in your home great artistic contributions, brilliantly reproduced with the finest materials available. Now you can own magnificently illustrated volumes like those shown and described here, each one a testament to the vitality of the human imagination. And they can be had at substantial savings, made possible by Society membership.

We invite you to choose any two of these beautiful books, one as your FREE MEMBERSHIP GIFT, the second as your first selection. In addition, each month you will receive without charge, The Seven Arts News, featuring an illustrated preview of the forthcoming selection. We are certain that the books you choose to receive will hold a prominent place in your library and be a source of pride and enjoyment for you and your family.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

THE SEVEN ARTS BOOK SOCIETY
215 Fourth Avenue, New York 3, N. Y.

Please enroll me as a member. Send me the FREE GIFT and first selection (at the special mem­bership price plus postage and handling) which I have indicated.

I am also to receive without charge the monthly bulletin, The Seven Arts News. I may choose either to receive, reject, or substitute for each monthly selection by returning a conveniently provided form. I may select as few as 5 books out of the more than 100 titles offered during the course of a year. I may resign membership at any time after buying my 5th book.

FREE GIFT

FIRST SELECTION

Name:

Street:

City . . . . Zone . . . . State

9-212
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CUSTOM BUILT air conditioning and convector unit metal enclosures by Brandt & Co. can best be judged by the quality of the buildings in which they are installed. They are specified by leading architects all over the country.

In addition to the buildings shown on this page, Brandt & Co. enclosures are installed in many other buildings that are recognized as the finest achievements in modern architecture.

Brandt & Co. enclosures offer architects unlimited flexibility of choice in size, gauge or design. They permit the location of heating and air conditioning units and partitions without altering the basic enclosure.

Brandt & Co. offers architects a complete service including custom design to specifications, fabrication and installation. Trained specialists are available to study specific problems and suggest the most suitable type of installation. Your inquiries are invited.

ONE RESPONSIBILITY—
DESIGN, FABRICATION, INSTALLATION

EUGENE J. BRANDT & CO., INC.
50-20 25th St., Long Island City, New York

Representatives in Principal Cities listed in the yellow pages of phone directories
Imported door handles . . . concrete bonding agent . . . low cost flooring . . . forced-draft oil furnace

WEST GERMAN LEVERHANDLES
have sleek, custom-designed look

Shown at left are four leverhandles, the European-style door handles now replacing the traditional doorknob in many new U.S. office buildings. (Best example: the Seagrams Building in Manhattan where Yale & Towne's Philip Johnson-designed leverhandle is used throughout.) They are part of a handsome German-made line, recently introduced in this country, which includes, in all, a dozen stock designs. Made of sleek, satin-finished aluminum, trimly tailored, and easy to operate, they sell for about $5 a pair.

Manufacturer: Wehag, West Germany;
U.S. Distributor: Imported Hardware, Box 322, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

CONCRETE ADHESIVE
forms tough, water-tight joint

A new structural bonding agent called Uniweld solves one of the oldest, most formidable problems in building construction—joining fresh, wet concrete to dry concrete. Newly developed by the Permagile Corporation of America, the product is an “alloy” of epoxy and nylon-type resins mixed in equal parts. Without any mechanical interlocking, it forms a permanent, waterproof, vapor-proof joint, which is reportedly many times stronger and more durable than the hardened concrete.

Application is fast and simple. The material is brushed, sprayed, or rolled onto a clean, oil-free base surface to a thickness of approximately 0.01 inch; then, about 15 minutes later, the wet concrete is poured on directly. Chipping or notching the base surface is unnecessary—as are lugs, bolts, anchors, or other holding devices.

The same technique can be used to form a bond between fresh concrete and brick, stone, cinder block, etc.—making it possible, for instance, to resurface old walls without using wire lath. Other uses for the material suggested by the manufacturer: field assembly of concrete components, a bonding agent for resurfacing highways, airport runways, factory floors or swimming pools. Uniweld’s coverage and cost vary according to the job—but on the average, one gallon will cover roughly 200 square feet. Cost per gallon: about $11.

Manufacturer: Permagile Corporation of America, 37-23 33rd St., Long Island City 1, N.Y. continued on page 138
check
your plant site
requirements

...against what the Union Pacific has to offer you in the 11 Western states it serves. In all probability you'll find exactly the plant site you seek. Simply get in touch with your nearest U.P. representative or contact us direct.

- Raw Materials
- Power
- Labor
- Skilled and Unskilled
- Market Availability
- Transportation
- Living Conditions
- Educational Facilities

LOW-COST WOOD FLOORING
can be applied directly on concrete

Higgins Industries, Inc. of New Orleans has introduced a most unusual floor tile. Made of a single, flexible sheet of African hardwood, it is only 3/16 inch thick, but is said to be five times more wear resistant than conventional hardwood floorings. It is priced at about 22 cents a square foot—or about half as much as conventional hardwood flooring, about the same as low-cost resilient flooring. Like resilient floor tiles, it is applied with an adhesive, directly to concrete surfaces including those below-grade (no vapor barrier is necessary). A patented process, whereby the new tiles are stretched at the factory prevents their expanding or contracting, due to heat, cold, or humidity, once they have been installed. Available in a standard 9 by 9 inch size, the tiles are prefinished with a baked-on, stain resistant, lustrous surface.


ALL-ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC DOOR
has no protruding power mechanism

The recently developed automatic entrance shown below, unlike conventional pneumatic or hydraulic types, is completely electrical, and therefore, has no protruding mechanical devices affixed to the...
frame. Instead the operating mechanism is concealed within the 4½-inch-wide transom bar above the door, activated by a treadle in the floor. Marketed as one neat, trim, integral package—including door, frame, and operating mechanism—it is said to be about as easy and economical to install as a standard, manually operated door—since no subfloor or overceiling preparation is necessary for installing power units, control units, or compressors. A reasonably convenient electrical socket is all that is needed. Cost per single entrance unit is about $15,000, installed.

Manufacturer: Kawneer Co., Niles, Mich.

DECKLE-EDGED WALL TILES
give mosaics a textured look

Horizon Tiles, shown in the photo below, are glazed ceramic tiles which are manufactured with uneven surface textures and deckled edges. The first domestic tiles to be made with intentional irregularities, they give interior wall mosaics an informal, textured look much like that of some handmade European tiles. The new tiles are 3/4 by 3/4 by 3/16 inches, and are mounted on 1 by 2 foot paper sheets. They are available in 58 stock colors and cost from $2.25 to $3.00 per square foot.

Manufacturer: Cambridge Tile Mfg. Co., Caldwell Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio.

ALUMINUM GRILL PANELS
available in stock designs and colors

To help satisfy the growing demand for contemporary architectural grillework which heretofore has been supplied on a made-to-order basis, Morris Kurtzen Inc. is now manufacturing a series of decorative grille panels in stock sizes and patterns. These are made of color-anodized aluminum and range in sizes from 2 by 4 feet to 4 by 12 feet and in thickness from 3/16 to 3/8 inches. The new screens can be

continued on page 149

only
RAMSET

offers the reliability of "austempered" powder-actuated fasteners

proven on hundreds of the nation's largest buildings

Ramset's powder-actuated fasteners virtually eliminate the problem of sub-surface cracks and flaws in fasteners. Austempering is the difference... this exclusive tempering process makes the fasteners hard yet ductile. More architects specify Ramset than any other powder-actuated fastener. For fastening into concrete, steel and other hard materials, Ramset's amazing holding power is recognized by today's leading architects. It is the best known and most widely used powder-actuated system in the world. Further, it is the only powder-actuated system immediately available in every important market. Check into Ramset's proven holding power... look for Ramset under "Tools" in the Yellow Pages or write direct.

Ramset Fastening System

WINCHESTER-WESTERN DIVISION • OLIN-MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION
12157-B BEREA ROAD • CLEVELAND, OHIO
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At Dick Graves' Million Dollar
Nugget Casino—Near Reno

BRADLEY DUO WASHFOUNTAINS

Dick Graves writes: "I felt it necessary to write you 'Congratulations' on having such an exceptional product as these Bradley Duos. There are twelve of these units installed in both public and employee rest rooms and they have become quite a conversational piece. Not a day goes by but what our customers don't mention how impressed they are with their beauty and ease of operation.

'The new Nugget is one of the largest Casinos in Nevada with three unusual restaurants, two large bars, banquet rooms and a children's theatre. We have over 350 employees and approximately 5000 patrons every day. With this heavy traffic, our new Washfountains have endured the 'acid' test. The appearance of the Duos are a credit to any establishment. "We want to express out thanks to your company for a wonderful product and to J. F. Davy Plumbing Company in Los Angeles for introducing us to Bradley Duo Washfountains." Bradley Duo Washfountains are the most sanitary wash fixtures available. Tempered water from the sprayhead serves one or two persons at a touch of the foot treadle. And the self-flushing bowl prevents collection of unsightly leftover water.

Duos in vitreous enamel (6 colors) or stainless steel are now widely used in restaurants, offices, schools, institutions, industry—wherever there are hands to wash. Write for Bulletin K-1204 for complete data.

BRADLEY WASHFOUNTAIN CO.
2235 West Michigan St.
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

CLEANBURNING OIL FURNACE offers 33 per cent fuel savings

The Iron Fireman Manufacturing Company's new oil furnace makes one of the most significant advances in heating equipment since the development of modern oil heating. Unlike conventional oil furnaces, it requires no natural draft chimney vent in the furnace room and, in fact, no chimney—a small exhaust vent outdoors is sufficient. It burns cleanly, with almost no smoke or soot. It is quiet, and it is efficient—tests indicate up to 33 per cent fuel savings over conventional types. Behind all of these improvements is a completely new method of injecting fuel and air into the combustion chamber. Instead of the usual gun-type burner which blows air into the furnace, a special "combustion flow assembly" above the combustion chamber creates a mechanically induced draft which draws fuel and air through the furnace. This precisely controlled air flow
is steady, even, unaffected by hot or cold chimneys. Since there is no “blowtorch” type of fuel combustion, operation is quiet, and the furnace need not be installed in an out-of-the-way place. Called the Custom Mark II, the new furnace is currently available in vertical and horizontal systems, and output capacities of 84,000 Btu through 250,000 Btu per hour. Costs range from $461 to $848, F.O.B. Cleveland.

Manufacturer: Iron Fireman Mfg. Co., 3034 West 106th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

DURABLE PLASTIC SKEWERS secure foam or cork insulation

New plastic (polystyrene) skewers for fastening together layers of foam or cork-board insulation are now available in various lengths. Each has a conical tip which is larger in diameter than the shank and a large flat head designed to hold each layer of insulation tight against the adjacent layer. Odorless, rot-proof, unaffected by most adhesives, the skewers are available in lengths from 3/4 to 5 1/4 inches and cost from $4.65 to $6.75 per thousand.


VINYL-FACED RUBBER RUG is soft, tough, easy to clean

Velveteen, the DuPont Company’s new floor covering material, is soft to the step, stain and wear resistant, and easy to vacuum or wash clean. Made of foam rubber, with a tread surface of tough, patterned vinyl, it is being marketed primarily for institutional stairs, halls, and entrance areas. It is said to be nearly twice as durable as rubber floor coverings, about five times as durable as rubber-backed hair carpeting, and almost six times as durable as wool carpet runners in the same price range. Available in 27-inch rolls, in beige, green, or gray, Velveteen is priced (retail) at about $4 per linear yard.

Manufacturer: E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del.
Whether school, office building, factory, hospital, church, supermarket, or apartment building, more and more architects specify Dunham-Bush products for all heating (also air conditioning and refrigeration) needs.

At Mother McAuley High School, for instance, Fox & Fox specified Vari-Vac zoned heat control; pumps; baseboard; convectors and unit heaters—all by Dunham-Bush.

Dunham-Bush “One Source-One Responsibility” is designed for more efficient planning and building supervision.

A chat with your nearby Dunham-Bush sales engineer will prove rewarding. If he’s not already calling, may we send him your way?
FOR THE NEW UNION CARBIDE BUILDING

CURTAIN WALLS

IN STAINLESS STEEL

by

GENERAL BRONZE

The new Union Carbide Building, now being erected on Park Avenue, New York, is another in a series of outstanding buildings on this boulevard of architectural masterpieces with "Curtain Walls by General Bronze."

Rising majestically 50 stories above Park Avenue, this newest creation of Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill features bright finish stainless steel mullions with contrasting spandrels of a special black "Permyron" finish. The spandrels are of rigidized stainless steel sheet, with an asbestos honeycomb insulating core. The 7350 fixed window and spandrel units used in the curtain wall of the building have been engineered, fabricated and erected by General Bronze.

Whether your next building is to feature a grid or panel type curtain wall system—in either aluminum, bronze or stainless steel—General Bronze will be glad to serve you. For detailed information on GB products—curtain wall systems, windows, revolving doors, architectural metal work—give us a call or see our catalogs in Sweet's.
Let us demonstrate the advantages of

SPEEDWALK
PASSenger CONVEYORS
... IN YOUR OWN OFFICE!

You hear a good deal about traffic problems these days . . . particularly pedestrian traffic. One thing is quite evident . . . with a growing populace, the problem will not alleviate itself. Today's pedestrian transportation problems call for new ideas . . . and the SPEEDWALK Passenger Conveyor System is the first proven, successful solution to many of them.

As an architect, builder, city planner or one concerned with the handling of people and good public relations . . . you will want to know all about the advantages of SPEEDWALK Passenger Conveyors. To conserve your time and permit us to tell the SPEEDWALK story to as many of you as possible during 1959 we are arranging showings of the SPEEDWALK film. Arrange for a showing in your own office by writing today.

SPEEDWALK® and SPEEDRAMP® Passenger Conveyors cost less to install and operate than "moving stair" type installations . . . and they insure greater safety through S-A patented safety features.

Write for SPEEDWALK Architect's Handbook
Architecture...parking...barns


Henry-Russell Hitchcock is our most distinguished architectural historian, and the book he has just written on the formation and growth of the modern movement is probably the most scholarly work on the subject to date. It is a monumental work of incredible thoroughness; not a single architect of any significance has been omitted, and some of the chapters on specific artists and their work—e.g. the ones on Horta and Behrens—seem superior to more elaborate monographs published elsewhere. This is indeed a magnificent addition to the excellent, multi-volume Pelican History of Art.

Professor Hitchcock's approach is perhaps best described by comparing it with Dr. Siegfried Giedion's famous (and, until now, unchallenged) Space, Time and Architecture. Giedion's concept of cultural history is, in a sense, parallel to the Marxists' interpretation of history: a succession of developments, influenced largely by economic and technological forces, which in turn are thought to produce certain predictable effects. Giedion's sources of artistic invention, by and large, are the wealth of anonymous industrial and handycraft products thrown up by successive technological revolutions until they finally become "respectable" in cultural or esthetic terms.

On the other hand, Professor Hitchcock is an art historian in the German tradition, he believes that the history of art is the history of what has been produced by outstanding individual artists. He also believes in the "historical accident"—indeed, he sometimes appears in the guise of a kind of scholarly Private Eye, tracking down minute clues to prove that Artist A was in city B at the exact moment when Artist C first exhibited Object D—ergo (as a German Kunsthistoriker would put it), Artist A's supreme work E was directly influenced by Artist C who created D. The U.S. past master of this game, of course, is the Museum of Modern Art's Alfred Barr, a frequent and close associate of Hitchcock's, whose famous "Cubism and Abstract Art" actually contained charts, tracing the development of the modern movement that looked as complex as a diagram of the corporate structure of General Motors. The charts, of course, attempted to prove beyond doubt and once and for all, who influenced whom, when, where and how.

However, the Hitchcock-Barr approach does contain certain dangers that are recognized primarily by artists and architects themselves. For if your value-judgments are too greatly conditioned by the "who-influenced-whom" sort of chart, then there is a very real danger that you may ignore or misunderstand a new, creative artist working within no recognizable or established tradition—however esoteric—simply because there is no filing card for him in the historical index. Le Corbusier's recent plastic work is a case in point: Hitchcock files it away under "Gaudi"; others might file it under "Mykonos" (see page 108); yet chances are his dramatic departure of Le Corbusier from his pre-1940 "machine forms" represents a powerful, independent, creative act by a master perfectly capable of engaging in such acts. To an art historian like Hitchcock, who believes above all in the individual creative act, the dangers inherent in the filing-system approach to art history should surely be evident.

Professor Hitchcock's book is divided into three distinct sections: The first 430 pages contain the main body of text, together with some line drawings of plans, elevations, and sections. Next comes a 40-page appendix of scholarly notes and bibliography. And, finally, there are some 200 glossy pages of photographs. Still, though Hitchcock's book in some respects is pretty rough going, it is worth every minute of the trouble involved.


Why is parking such a problem? Here, in the first few lines of a book just published by Geoffrey Baker and Bruno Funaro, is a partial answer for planners and builders to this question:

"The average adult dressed in a business suit and overcoat can stand comfortably in a space of 5 square feet. Packed in a subway rush hour he may be reduced to 2 square feet or less. Walking briskly—about 3 m.p.h.—8 square feet is a reasonable and safe allowance on a crowded sidewalk.

"But dress this same adult in a 1958 Ford, Chevrolet, or Plymouth, and he needs a road space of approximately 200 square feet just to stand still in a traffic jam. To get out of the car or to move in any direction except straight forward or backward—sideways for example—he will require at least another 150 square feet for maneuvering. Driving at an average speed of 35 m.p.h., to move with reasonable safety, he will need approximately 600 square feet of roadway..."

After this fearsome statistical opening, Baker and Funaro (who died when the book was nearly finished, and to whom it is dedicated) go on to describe the methods which twentieth-century man has developed to try to cope with his Frankensteins V-8, and they do it well, with many photographs and astute evaluations of the success of the devices. These range from such radical methods as that used by the Port Authority Bus Terminal on Manhattan, which simply lifts all its traffic off the grid of public streets, running buses from the Lincoln Tunnel up to its terminal roof (rated as a very good solution by the authors), to self-parking and attendant-parking in commercial garages (of the two methods self-parking is given the nod; even if it takes equally as long to extricate the car, the owner is doing something, not just standing around downstairs glaring at the gas pumps, so the time passes faster for him).

The book is not all-inclusive of methods; it is not big enough for that. But for a current recapitulation of what is going on, and a glossary of the better recent attempts to cope with the parking problem, the Baker-Funaro book will pay its freight with all readers.

PENNSYLVANIA-GERMAN BARNS. By Preston A. Barba, editor-in-chief. Published by the Pennsylvania German Folklore Society, 150 Main St., Emmaus, Pa. 312 pp. 6 1/2" x 9" Illus. $5.00.

This well-organized and well-researched volume by Architects Charles H. Dombusch and John K. Heyl should be of great interest to barn buffs across the country, particularly to those in the Middle Atlantic States. But readers will be disappointed to find that, despite a promising monk's cloth cover and some handsome illuminated capitals, the production and photographic reproduction in the rest of the volume leave much to be desired. END
As a Decorative, Structural and Functional material, Irving Grating offers a wide variety of architectural applications in all types of structures.

Curtis Hall, Temple University, Philadelphia
Nolen & Swinburne, Architects
An unusually light and transparent appearance is achieved in this new 4-story classroom building by the extensive use of IRVICO type CC pressure-locked aluminum grating as sunshades. These help reduce air-conditioning costs and help control sky glare. They also serve as window cleaning walkways.

Angell Hall, University of Michigan
Kahn Associated Architects and Engineers, Inc.
Vestibule mats of Irving grating prevent excessive grit, mud and wetness from being tracked into corridors of public structures, office buildings, schools and the like. Grit, rain, snow and slush drop through the open-mesh grating to receptacles below which can then be flushed into sewers. Thus a clean entrance is always assured, and the cleanliness of the interior is in turn preserved.

Capital Building, Waikiki, Oahu, Hawaii
Wimberley and Cook, Architects
Beauty and utility are combined in the balcony railing around the second floor of this new office and retail store building through the use of IRVICO type AA.

Consult local classified telephone directory in principal cities for nearest Irving Sales Engineer (or request AIA No. T4P20 directly).

IRVICO
IRVING SUBWAY GRATING CO., Inc.
OFFINATORS OF THE GRATING INDUSTRY

Offices and Plants at:
5061 27th St., LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
1861 10th St., OAKLAND 20, CALIFORNIA

Representatives in Canada, and Mexico
NEW
from
**Certain-teed**

The Most Complete Roofing Specification Book In The Industry

For the first time *one* book contains 4 different roofing specification series:

- asphalt felt
- glass felt (Certaglas)
- mineral surface
- tarred felt

Special feature: the book also contains Certain-teed's new base sheet specification with four important advantages:

- quick dry-in
- fewer wrinkles
- greater nail-holding strength
- better mopping surface

The specifications in this book are the result of over 50 years experience and research in the manufacture and application of all types of roofing. A copy is available from your Certain-teed representative or write direct.

CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION • Ardmore • Pennsylvania • Plants and offices throughout the United States
THE EASY WAY TO PREVENT CORROSION IN YOUR BUILDING?
SPECIFY ZINC-COATED STEEL SHEETS, OF COURSE!

There's just nothing like zinc-coated steel sheets for enduring, economical corrosion prevention in the things you want fabricated—such as wall partitions. Or in the manufactured products you specify such as light troffers, metal ceiling tiles, baseboard heating units and scores of other products.

Take the formability of such sheets, for instance. With either electrolytic or continuous process zinc-coated steel, the tight coating can take the severest fabrication operations and never flake or peel. Result: permanent corrosion resistance for longer life and lasting beauty. First cost: low. Maintenance costs: nil.

How about paintability? Electrolytically zinc-coated steel sheets, chemically treated, are unexcelled for painted products. Paint digs in and holds its unbroken smoothness and beauty for keeps.

In electrolytic zinc-coated steel, the name that stands out is Weirzinz. In continuous process zinc-coated steel sheets, it's Weirkote. Let us show you how Weirzinz or Weirkote—or both—can help you meet your building requirements better.

What other people are saying

BIGGEST CLIENT'S BUILDINGS


A compilation published in the August 1958 issue of Architectural Forum revealed that the Bell System topped a list of the 100 corporations in this country which had spent the most in 1957 for building construction.

That fact is correct. The System spent $322 million in this fashion in 1957. In that year it built 2,000 buildings.

What did the Bell System get for all this money? In brief, 14 million gross square feet of badly needed floor space.

The 2,000 buildings built in 1957, like all of the 15,000 owned by the System, display an astonishing variety in their size, use, and location. The simple community dial office in a pleasant Pacific Coast community, the outstanding headquarters building in a proud metropolis, the busineslike garage in a southern city, the heavy blast-resistant toll center on the outskirts of a great and populous center, the factory manufacturing telephone equipment, the accounting building with gleaming porcelain enamel walls, the little repeater station in an Iowa cornfield, the distributing house stocking telephone supplies, the two-story central office in a smaller city, the radio relay station in the Southwestern desert or perched high in the Rocky Mountains, the colonial business office on a New England village green: all these and countless others are part of the composite that is the System's building program.

Experience in many big industries and government agencies has shown that design work that is "farmed out" has resulted in lower over-all costs; for in this way the owner's design and construction organization does not have great variations in size and changes in the work load. The telephone companies usually make similar arrangements with outside architects for all major structures.

The Bell System has relied upon the architects to create beauty in our buildings within reasonable costs. And yet we, among other corporations, have been criticized by architects and in architectural magazines for obtaining mediocre architecture. When we have good architects, we should give them the latitude and authority that will enable their designers to create beautiful buildings.

We have found that good architecture costs no more than poor architecture.

ARCHITECTURE WORTH SAVING

Sir John Summerson sees something sinister in the growing enthusiasm for historic architecture: the end of modern architecture. This was the conclusion he reached in a paper read before a recent meeting of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in Britain.

Today more people are more conscious than ever before of architecture as history and architecture as art. Such waves of curiosity and expanding interest are not easily explained, but I sometimes wonder if this one has something to do with our lack of success in producing a contemporary architecture which is warmly and instinctively loved. I wonder if the present enthusiasm for historic architecture fore­shadows a parting of the ways in the history of the art—if it may not be that architecture, as the word has been understood since the Renaissance, is now virtually a closed book and if the architecture of the future will be a kind of industrial designing: fine and elegant, exquisitely convenient, but impermanent, impersonal, classless, and of low emotional content.

If that proves to be the case, then the retention of the ancient, from Stonehenge to the Albert Memorial, from hut settlements to model villages, may take on an even more striking significance than it does today.

PRIVATE EFFORT IN PUBLIC WORK

alarmed at the tendency for government agencies to try to do the whole job. New York City's construction coordinator, Robert Moses, advocates increased participation by private contractors. This thesis was the basis of an article by Moses in The New York Times "Magazine."

Renewed efforts are being made to force public officials to use only permanent civil service technicians in the preparation of plans and specifications for public works and for supervision of construction. Civil service associations, ambitious and jealous bureaucrats, and innocent people misled by plausible propaganda have been triggering these attacks.

Relying on the rank and file of public continued on page 162
OTHER SPECIAL MONTGOMERY ELEVATOR INSTALLATIONS

LOWERATOR Standard Oil Company, Whiting, Ind.
TESTING MACHINES University of Illinois, Champaign, Ill.
CONVEYOR ELEVATOR Aluminum Company of America, New Kensington, Pa.
CROSS-OVER BRIDGES Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.

IN VERTICAL and HORIZONTAL TRANSPORTATION DESIGN is an everyday challenge to mONTGOMERY'S engineering staff

Here are two of the many Montgomery-equipped examples that substantiate our enviable ability to meet the demand for vertical transportation needs that suit the particular requirements of industry — be they regular or special.

Montgomery's engineering staff is always ready, willing and able to consult with you on your vertical transportation necessities.

montgomery elevator company
Moline, Illinois
Exclusive Manufacturers of Passenger and Freight Elevators Since 1892

OUTSHINES THEM ALL!

HORIZONTAL SLIDING ALUMINUM WINDOW

The Sapphire by Peterson — the very finest in aluminum windows — is supplied in vent heights to 6'6", widths to 10', and with single- or double-glazing.

with POSITIVE WEATHER PROTECTION

The Sapphire window locks solidly in "closed" and two "open" positions, and it opens and closes easily and smoothly on permanently lubricated, corrosion-resistant ball bearing rollers. Air infiltration, in closed position, is less than .500 cubic feet per minute per foot of sash perimeter when subjected to a pressure equivalent to 25 mph wind. Unique adjustable track compensates for out-of-square frame installation. Send us the coupon below for complete information on the Sapphire window.

PETRON SIBEER
formerly PETERHIRE
HORIZONTAL SLIDING ALUMINUM WINDOW

FOR COMMERCIAL, INSTITUTIONAL AND FINE RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

THE PENGUIN
A medium-weight horizontal rolling window for residential and light commercial construction. Built to high Peterson standards in traditional and contemporary styles. With prowler-proof ventilation.

Also makers of PENGUIN and PARAGON WINDOWS and the new DAISY DOOR

A PRODUCT OF
Peterson Window Corporation
706-A LIVERNOIS
FERNDALE 20, MICH.

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
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You can now specify windows of sturdy, lasting stainless steel—at a cost much lower than you may think. Reason? Manufacturers now roll-form windows from Allegheny Stainless and pass the fabrication economies on to you.

In actual bidding recently, the price of roll-formed Allegheny Stainless windows averaged only about 10% higher than another non-stainless metal.

Vital to architecture, durability and compatibility are inherent in Allegheny Stainless. It never requires chemical films for surface protection, and virtually cleans itself with normal rainfall. Because of an amazing resistance to corrosive atmospheres, the brightness and freedom-from-pitting of Allegheny Stainless are recorded history; yet different patterns, textures and colors make news each day.

Stainless steel windows—of all-welded design and tubular construction—are available in Allegheny Stainless Types 202 and 302.

Include Allegheny Stainless in your design-thinking now. Learn how you can get the quality of stainless steel windows for much less than you think. For additional facts, and manufacturers' names, write to Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh 22, Pa. Dept. B-14.
employees to furnish all professional advice, diagnosis, plans, and supervision to the exclusion of outside consultants would be suicidal.

There is a familiar, almost constitutional, three-way separation of powers in big public building—that is, in major, original, nonrecurring projects. The government which conceives, initiates, and controls, the outside consulting engineering or architectural firm, which makes the detailed plans and sees that they are conformed with, and the private contractor, who does the actual construction on the ground. Labor is involved in each of the three; public employees in the first; professional, private, field, and office workers in the second; and union labor in the third. When the balance is disturbed, there is usually trouble and always heavy expense. The checks and balances are missing. Disturb that balance, fuse their powers and you create a private or public monopoly which is no good for government, the professions, management, labor, or the citizenry in general. The present and prospective total volume of public building is staggering, whether subsidized in one way or another by the federal government or designed and built by private enterprise. It runs to billions and trillions and a drastic departure from the conventional pattern and balance governing professional work may well send us on the long dubious road to socialism.

THE ARCHITECTS' JOB

The architect must captain the building team if he would again be called master builder. This is the theme of Editor Joseph Watterson in the November issue of the AIA's Journal.

All the great architects of the past—and the lesser ones too, in their way—were master builders. They contracted, or accepted a command, to build a building for a client. They bought the stone—supervised its quarrying in fact, hired the labor, hovered over the work like a mother hen, and personally saw it through to completion. That touch is lost today.

Yet in that loss, something else has been lost, too—or is in danger of being lost: the prestige of the architect. He is no master builder, designing all, overseeing all, deciding everything.

Parallel with that loss of position a new concept has arisen: the "building team." When this term was first broached by one of the architectural magazines (the FORUM—ED.) it was much decried by members of the profession. It seemed to deny the architect his natural position of leadership—but I sometimes wonder if the architect haven't abdicated that position in favor of the promoter. Maybe the concept of the building team isn't so bad—as long as the architect is its leader. The design professions must retain their leadership, and architecture is the leading design profession. A team is certainly necessary to design and supervise the erection of one of today's complex structures, but a team must have a captain.

Perhaps these two concepts, the master builder and the building team, can be reconciled. Perhaps the answer is that each architect's organization must be organized to furnish the full and complete service that is required nowadays—even the small office. Coupled with this, the practice of taking bids may be abolished (except where required by law on public projects)—at least on large buildings—in favor of picking, with the client, a contractor at the very beginning, who will then work as a part of the team, furnishing cost estimates in at least two stages of the process and advising on materials and processes. If all this is done by the architect, then and not until then will he be entitled to be called the master builder again.

END

Special lift for VIPs*

Recordlift systems provide fast, inter-floor document delivery

*VIPs — Very Important Papers—are the lifeblood of every business. Policies, deeds, files, contracts, invoices and countless other papers must pass from person to person... office to office. And in multi-story buildings, there’s no better way to assure rapid, safe, inter-floor handling of these papers than with Standard's Recordlift.

In a single day, a Recordlift conveyor system can distribute tons of mail, business papers and office supplies floor-to-floor automatically. Its speed and convenience cut handling time... permit uninterrupted coordination of related departments, regardless of location. And the Recordlift is easy to operate. All you do is load a container and push a button designating the proper floor... the container arrives at its destination in just a few minutes.

This custom-planned curtain wall installation consists of Hope's Heavy Intermediate Steel Window Wall units assembled with Hope's insulated panels. In this instance the panels have been fabricated from galvanized steel sheets, then bondORIZED and prime coated at the factory for finish painting in the field. Louvers, as shown in the photographs, were inserted in the panels to suit job requirements. The complete units, built and installed by Hope's, are light in weight in proportion to their strength and easily handled. Installation is rapid, completing enclosure of the building in the shortest possible time.

The extra value of Hope's Windows to the architect is their versatility which permits full freedom of design. With it the architect can make use of any arrangement of the wall components, fixed or movable. Any opening can be positioned exactly where it is needed. This versatility helps also in meeting the building budget.

Write for Bulletin No. 161

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N. Y.
THE FINEST BUILDINGS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FITTED WITH HOPE'S WINDOWS
FINEST COMBINATION FOR A QUALITY

GKL is one of the finest plaster combinations you can specify. It includes three famous Gold Bond products, all designed for spray application to give you a better wall:

Gold Bond Gypsum Basecoat Plaster was especially formulated for spraying. That means it goes on faster, and your building is completed sooner. We’re proud of our progress in solving the problems of spray application—customers tell us Gold Bond works best in their machines.

Insist on a finish coat of Best Bros. Keene’s Cement, and Gold Bond E-Z Soak Lime, mixed with fine white silica sand. This spray texture combination makes a strong, reliable finish over Gold Bond® Gypsum Basecoat Plaster.

What does GKL mean to you? A fine plaster job that you can rely on for years to come. Find out more about this fine combination. Write Dept. AF-29, National Gypsum Company, Buffalo 13, New York.
for gymnasiums, classrooms, public and industrial buildings, specify the floor that's most resilient, looks best and lasts longest—

Ironbound* Continuous Strip* Northern Hard Maple Floor

Write or call for complete details.

ROBBINS FLOORING COMPANY
Reed City and Ishpeming, Mich. Phone — REED CITY TEnnyson 2-4111
MANUFACTURERS OF IRONBOUND* CONTINUOUS STRIP* MAPLE FLOORING, PERMACUSHION* RESILIENT FLOORS AND OTHER HARDWOOD FLOORING.

A look at tomorrow... one in a series of Erickson ads on school equipment of the future

See Our Sweets File for complete line 23i Ha

Seating-for-Eating at the touch of a Button!

If you're a schoolhouse architect you've undoubtedly heard a custodian express his feelings about multi-purpose rooms. They're work. And they take time, no matter how efficient the equipment, especially when minutes are precious, say just before noon when a busy gym or multi-use room must be quickly transformed to a lunchroom.

The custodian may be dreaming of a magical jinni who will set up (and remove) the tables and benches, in the shortest time possible, with virtually no effort. His is a practical dream. Illustrated, here, for your consideration is a new concept in seating-for-eating, created by Erickson engineering. In function: so simple an elementary student can unfold tables with benches, individually or collectively, from a single remote control panel.

This advanced equipment may play a vital role in your next school. Your thoughts and comments are invited.
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Safety first where safety counts

VERSATILE CONCRETE MASONRY FOR SCHOOLS provides the priceless protection of complete firesafety at the lowest in-the-wall cost in the building industry. To the peace of mind of protection is added the versatile beauty of block, the built-in acoustical and insulation properties. This handsome auditorium is crafted from a labyrinth of single core units forming an impressive lace-like backdrop to the massive concrete folded plate dome. See your nearest NCMA block producer. Let him show you how block delivers more school for your client’s dollar.

NATIONAL CONCRETE MASONRY ASSOCIATION • 38 SOUTH DEARBORN • CHICAGO
ANNOUNCING NEW

Bolta-Floor®

Cirrus

...timeless beauty captured in modern all-vinyl tile

New “Cirrus” by Bolta-Floor is the most luxurious flooring ever produced. In rich translucent colors that range from dawn to dusk, each exquisite tile is a handful of cloud-streaked sky. Wherever elegance and quality are not confined, let the sky be your limit and look to new “Cirrus,” the new standard for excellence in long-wearing all-vinyl flooring.

another quality product by

THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Building Materials Division • Akron 9, Ohio
Outwardly, one overhead type door looks much like another. But when you get down to cases, check actual dimensions of millwork and hardware, examine construction details, and consider special features, you discover big differences.

That's when you see that every Ro-Way door is built better than good. Beefed-up millwork and hardware, for example, to stand up under the constant operation of commercial use. Heavier track, brawner hinges and corner brackets, rugged Power-Metered springs accurately tensioned to the weight of the door. Muntins, rails and stiles precision squared for perfect fit. All mortise and tenon joints both glued and steel pinned for extra strength. All hardware Parkerized and painted, or roll-galvanized, to resist rust and corrosion.

Size for size, feature for feature, dollar for dollar . . . Ro-Way doors are without peer for any commercial or industrial application. Specify Ro-Way on your next job, and be sure of a satisfied client. Call your nearest Ro-Way distributor—you'll find him listed in the Yellow Pages.

There's a Rō-Way for every Doorway!

COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • RESIDENTIAL

ROWE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
901 Holton Street • Galesburg, Illinois
ANNOUNCING: THE NEW BULLDOG POWER MASTER—UNCHALLENGED FOR VERSATILITY

BullDog's new Power Master lets you put everything from large air circuit breakers to small Vacu-Break® units in one space-saving enclosure. It will handle any of the following light-duty or heavy-duty switch units... in any combination:

- New K-line back-connected air circuit breakers, 225 to 4000 amperes
- Molded Case Circuit Breakers, back-connected or panelboard-mounted, 15 to 800 amperes
- Cordon® Circuit Breakers, back-connected, 15 to 600 amperes
- Fused Pressure Switches, back-connected, up to 4000 amperes
- BullDog DF-30 fused switches, back-connected, 30 to 1200 amperes
- BullDog Vacu-Break® units in panelboard mounting, 30 to 1200 amperes

In addition there is room for current-transformer equipment and metering systems. Bus duct systems up to 4000 amperes can be connected directly to the board.

A call will bring your local BullDog field engineer to assist you in selecting the type, combination and arrangement of units needed to handle your clients' power load... help supervise installation. You'll find the new Power Master will ease your plant layout problems, too. For complete details send for Switchboard Bulletin SB-555.

BULLDOG

In Canada: BullDog Electric Products Co. (Canada) Ltd., 80 Clayson Rd., Toronto 15, Ont.

*Trademark registered by I-T-E Circuit Breaker Company
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Regent's Park in London, planned in 1812 by Architect John Nash as a development "subdivision," could inspire new patterns in U.S. suburbs. Houses were built in groups called "terraces" around the edge of the open space. A great circle of back-to-back houses was planned for the center of the park.

can be approved if it measures up to the
genral spirit of the law even though
it deviates from some of the particulars.
Lot sizes, for example, can be estab­­lished below stated minimums if a
commensurate amount of common land
is provided. Front, rear, and side lot
limits, for another example, can be
eliminated if the allotment allows a belt
of open land around its edges. Private
access lanes to lots without street
frontage can be allowed if the contours
of the land makes them reasonable.
Short radius curves and steeply pitched
streets can be approved if the best pos­­sible plan makes them necessary. But
these exemptions should be allowed
only where the spirit of the law and
the interest of the community as a
whole is served.
Oddly enough, however, in communi­ties
where this provision is already
in the subdivision regulations, it is
rarely used because designers and de­­velopers — and city authorities — have
only rarely had the imagination to ex­­ploit its potentialities. In St. Louis
County, Missouri, for example, where
the provision has been on the books
for five years, Architect Roger Mont­gometry's cluster subdivision (page 100)
is the first to use the law.
This blindness to opportunity sug­­gests that the lack of good subdivision
planning is not, at base, a matter of
legal restriction. Landscape Architect
Artemas P. Richardson of the present­-day firm of Olmsted Brothers, who sits
on the Needham, Massachusetts plan­ning board, says quite simply that
"good planning cannot be legislated.
Subdivision regulations can only limit
bad planning." And good planning re­­quires more: a spirit of bold and
thoughtful design experimentation. In­­deed, Riverside is a great precedent
because it was a bold and thoughtful
design. When Riverside was first con­­sidered, there were few American sub­­urbs, and fewer known precedents for
their design. The sponsors first thought
of their Riverside development as an
"estate with more than one house in it"
—like Olmsted, Vaux & Company's ear­lier Tuxedo Park in New York. Fred­­erick Law Olmsted, however, convinced
the sponsors that the "essential quali­fication of an estate or park is range
[i.e., open space], while the essential
qualification of a subdivision is domes­ticy [i.e., intimate relationship and
interdependence between families]."
Olmsted, deciding that these two
qualities were mutually exclusive, chose
"domesticity." His precedent will
surely continue to be one pattern—probably the dominant one—for sub­urban living. But it must be acknowl­­edged that an earlier "development"
suburb—that of Regent's Park in Lon­don, planned by Architect John Nash in 1812 (plan above, left)—is another
alternative. And Nash's plan does pro­­vide range as well as domesticity.
The method Nash used was to group houses in and around the park. His
plan worked well—so well that when
some of the houses were scheduled for
demolition last year, the general hue
and cry caused the Crown, to whom
the properties had reverted after long
leases, to renovate them instead.

Geometry revisited
One avenue of investigation for to­­day's rethinkers about the Olmsted pre­cedent ought to be the traditional grid­iron plan. On flat land, it works well,
and even where the sacrosanct rule of
not running streets up and down hills
has been violated (as in San Francisco)
the results often yield great charm
and beauty. As Sir Raymond Unwin,
the designer of Letchworth, Eng­­land's first garden city, proved by
designing a large square block with
continued on page 178
GOOD DAYLIGHTING DESIGN
IS AN ART

In the Museum of Art, Ogunquit, Maine, four Wascolite Skydomes with embedded reflective fabric eliminate glare, give proper light diffusion for study of art objects. Acrylic plastic Skydomes made in this special way (only by Wasco) reflect 80% of solar heat, transmit 40% of usable white light. For maximum control of overhead glare, specify reflective embedment in any of ten different types of Wascolite Skydomes. See Sweet’s Architectural File, 20a/Wa.

WASCO PRODUCTS, INC.
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.
TORONTO, CANADA
A point of special architectural interest in the new Torrington Manufacturing Co. plant at Van Nuys, California is the sunshade of Coolite heat absorbing wire glass that spans the western elevation.

Complementing the spectacular new IBM offices in San Jose, California are these Hauserman partitions, glazed with lustrous Mississippi Broadlite glass.

1260 lights of ¾" Coolite Wire Glass provide better daylight with protection, while absorbing excess solar heat in expansive American Airlines Hangar at Los Angeles International Airport.
To make the most of daylight, use translucent, light diffusing glass by Mississippi. For utility, beauty and economy, unmatched by any other glazing medium, specify Mississippi Glass. Available in a wide variety of patterns, wired and unwired, at better distributors everywhere.

Write for new 1959 Catalog.
Address Department 6.

A place in the sun is especially desirable when heat absorbing blue-green Coolite Glass is there to help employees see better, feel better, work more comfortably. A brand new concept in "extended screen" glazing technique that combines beauty and utility.


GLASS COMPANY
88 Angelica St. • St. Louis 7, Mo.
ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS
ciation of good architecture but because he finds Mies's designs an asset in renting or selling to a prestige market. Much the same is true of other developers when they choose first-rate architects: the purpose of the building is what counts.

**Screening in self-defense**

Hospitals and schools use a mixture of selection procedures, but the trend is unquestionably toward routinized screenings. Hospital boards today will generally interview at least a half dozen architects (from a list recommended usually by the hospital's administrator). However, the interviewing is apt to be a fairly hit-or-miss procedure, for board members as a rule do not work from a uniform set of questions. In their final choice, boards will often give the ultimate say-so to the administrator or to the most influential board member. And in most cases today, it will be a local man who is chosen. "The tendency is decreasing," says Hospital Consultant Isadore Rosenfield, "for boards to go outside their regions in hiring."

School clients, particularly public school boards, are probably the most consistent users, and abusers, of intensive screening to be found anywhere today. The shortened patience of taxpayers, and the violent attacks of economy critics, have forced school board members to build their defenses with stacks of longer and longer architect questionnaires and with more and more interviews and on-site inspections. Where once a board might have interviewed three or four architects over a period of two or three weeks, it now may feel compelled to talk with 20 or more, sandwiching in perhaps a half-dozen or so in a single evening (one board in southern New Jersey invited 22 architects to show up on the same night). The net result of all this screening is often bewilderment. Board members may find themselves so exhausted physically and so surfeited with information that in final selection they may simply turn to the local architect they know best and let it go at that (one survey of 48 school jobs, by Architects Joseph Baker & Associates of Newark, Ohio, showed that in 15 cases, or nearly one-third of the total, the architect finally selected after all the screening was a local man).

In the end, for all their criticisms of the screening process, few architects argue that it should be eliminated. Granted that intense screenings can never assure that the best architect, rather than the best salesman or the closest friend, will be picked for the job. But if screening is intelligently carried out, it can improve the chances of a superior choice, and it does expose the client to at least a cursory education in architecture. There is certainly a need for such education, for corporations and other institutional clients have, with some brilliant exceptions, accepted surprisingly low architectural standards in the past. Thus for all its complexities and frustrations, screening does possess a strong potential for good. And in the long run, if screening produces only a slightly better America, its advantages will have far outweighed its drawbacks.

**HAWS series 2500**

...FOR SCHOOL, INSTITUTIONAL, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE

...a complete deck-top, receptor and fountain unit of reinforced fiberglass, vacuum molded, heat laminated. No cracks, joints or rim for undesirable water accumulation. Units screw easily on prepared frames or cabinets. Choose from five decorator spiderweb colors and white at no extra cost; select HAWS Vandal Proof fixtures for virtually any purpose. Rugged, beautiful, yielding greater sanitation, maintenance ease and service—this is the unit for your project! Check on it: HAWS Series 2500.

Write for detailed specs. And see HAWS Catalog in Sweets Architectural File.
Equipped with **SOSS INVISIBLE HINGES**

The new Administrative and Research Center of International Minerals & Chemical Corporation, Skokie, Illinois

*Designed by: Perkins & Will*  
*Contractor: Turner Construction Co.*

- The only really modern hinge.
- The only hinge that has no protruding butt.
- The only hinge that hides itself.
- The only hinge that creates flush, smooth, streamlined surfaces.

These exclusive features of Soss Invisible Hinges make them an ideal companion for contemporary architecture.

---

**Other Advanced SOSS Products**

**SOSS LEVER LATCH**

Eliminates knobs. Opens doors with the flick of a finger. Modern, streamlined design enhances interiors and blends beautifully with contemporary styling. Available in all standard U.S. finishes.

**SOSS OILIVE BUTT**

In those instances where it is mandatory to use a butt hinge this one does the job in a very complimentary way. The low price makes it doubly attractive.

For complete details on these advanced Soss Products write, wire, or call:

**SOSS MANUFACTURING CO.**

P.O. Box 38—Dept. AF-2

Harper Station  

Detroit 13, Michigan
"We get all-year humidity control at low cost... thanks to GAS-operated CARRIER absorption refrigeration"

Thomas M. Garry, Schick Incorporated
VICE-PRESIDENT OF MANUFACTURING

“We needed refrigeration equipment which would give exact humidity control all year 'round to minimize rusting of the highly-polished parts used in making shaving heads. Our 595 ton gas-operated Carrier Absorption Refrigeration unit does the job with top efficiency... and provides comfort cooling for the entire plant at low operating costs.”

The Carrier Absorption unit uses ordinary tap water as a refrigerant. No prime mover is required, only low pressure steam or hot water. Seasonally idle boilers can be put to use all
year around... and with gas as the boiler fuel, operating costs are cut to a minimum. Low maintenance is another substantial savings, since there are no major moving parts to get out of order, need replacing or repair.

Because of low installation, operating and maintenance costs, the gas-operated Carrier Automatic Absorption units can be the source of important savings. For full details, call your local gas company, or write to the Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York. American Gas Association.
Your choice of wood, your choice of finish
in Algoma-made doors by Weldwood

To meet your individual needs, the Weldwood Stay-Strate® Door shown comes in a wide selection of superbly beautiful wood faces over a stable, fireproof mineral core called Weldrok®. Your choice of standard or extra-durable Evergrain finish, or custom-finished to your specifications. Weldwood Doors are made in a useful variety of faces and cores... each specifically designed for perfect behavior in its own wide range of applications. One manufacturer supplies all your door requirements—interior, exterior, fire doors, and even soundproof doors.

Write for new catalog with specifications, plus hardware and installation data, "Weldwood Architectural Doors."
throughout now includes
the new automatic
DOOR OPERATOR

DOORS OF USAF ACADEMY have automatic operators in addition to hundreds of RIXSON overhead and floor type door closers

Whether the requirement is manual opening and automatic closing or automatic opening and closing... for entrance, vestibule or interior doors... there's a RIXSON concealed door closer or automatic operator to meet the requirement.

Specifying RIXSON throughout assures uniform, high quality and years of trouble-free service in operation.

write for condensed catalog 18e

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON COMPANY
9100 west belmont avenue • franklin park, illinois

CANADIAN PLANT: 43 Rocine Road (Rexdale P.O.), Toronto, Ontario
Beautiful building
for a beautiful business

Avon Products, Inc., is in the business of beauty... specifically, cosmetics. It is understandable that the company should desire to reflect its regard for beauty in its surroundings and appointments. This effect has been realized in a high degree in an office building in Morton Grove, Illinois. The building is 260' x 80' x 26', and is completely glass-clad.

Pittsburgh's 82-X Curtain Wall System is the setting for a special Gray CARRARA Structural Glass in side walls and spandrels, and achieves an extremely attractive decorative effect. Its beauty is permanent, for CARRARA will not stain or fade.

In visual areas both Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass and TWINDOW are used, the latter where added insulation as well as clear vision is desirable. The clean, simple lines of TUBELITE doors make each entrance inviting. Other metal construction utilizes the grace, strength and beauty of Pittco Metal.

There are many practical advantages in using Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company products for decorative purposes. Our Architectural Representative nearest you will be glad to assist in the solution of any of your problems. There is no obligation on your part.

PITTSBURGH GLASS
... the basic architectural material

Reception rooms seem larger and less confining with full length partitions of Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass.

This lunchroom is bright and cheerful because of the natural light admitted through the full length Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass windows.

The beauty of the garden is carried into the lobby with full length windows of Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass.

PAINTS • GLASS • CHEMICALS • BRUSHES • PLASTICS • FIBER GLASS

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
IN CANADA: CANADIAN PITTSBURGH INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Today Anemostat offers an impressive variety of air diffusion equipment to meet every architectural and engineering requirement. ANEMOSTAT® is a registered trademark. It is your guarantee that every unit bearing this name is of highest quality . . . backed by the most experienced engineering, research and testing laboratories in the industry.

When Anemostat Air Diffusers are in sight the system is right. This was true yesterday, is true today and will be true tomorrow.
Hollow Metal at its best

Once again, SUPERIOR FIREPROOF DOOR & SASH COMPANY, INC., has been chosen to furnish the "HOLLOW METAL" for an outstanding project.

This time INTERNATIONAL MINERALS & CHEMICAL CORPORATION's new Administrative and Research Center in Skokie, Illinois.

Doors and frames constitute only a portion of "HOLLOW METAL."

HOLLOW METAL is the mark of a trade that has the ability to coordinate and fabricate many related sheet steel products.

It is not an afterthought of manufacturing a few more items. Rather it is the experience of having made these specific related products over a long period of time.

Thirty-five years of experience in manufacturing "HOLLOW METAL" has given us the ability to combine planning and production with economy into a service for the construction industry.
new approaches to structural design with fir plywood

Tilted roof planes (each a rigid plywood diaphragm) provide mutual support at ridge, permit long, clear spans. Diaphragm action transfers horizontal thrust to steel ties or fir plywood end walls.

FIR PLYWOOD
TENT-SHAPED ROOF UNITS

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS:
John Lyon Reid & Partners, San Francisco, Calif.
Partners in Charge: William A. Gillis, A.I.A.,
and Dr. Alexander Tarlcs, Structural Engineer

This folded plate plywood roof system developed for an expandable community school offers a straightforward solution to the problem of obtaining a high degree of design flexibility at low cost.

The basic tent-shaped canopy units may be placed separately or combined in series or rows to cover any given area. With supports needed only at wide intervals, walls and partitions may be arranged or re-arranged as needed.

Structurally, the system relies on the outstanding diaphragm strength of the plywood sheathing. The roof planes—each a rigid plywood diaphragm—are inclined to form a giant inverted “V” beam, eliminating posts or trusses normally required for support under the ridge. Because the roof is self-supporting at the center, rafter spans can be nearly doubled, e.g., up to 50 feet with 4 x 14’s on four foot centers. Diaphragm action also permits ties and supporting columns to be placed at wide intervals.

ONE OF A SERIES FROM "SCHOOLS OF THE FUTURE"

... a portfolio collection of outstanding designs by six leading architectural firms. Material includes details on folded plate roof system shown above. For free copy, write (USA only) Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma, Wash.

Also write for information about design and engineering consultation services.
The interior may be left open for classroom uses... or divided into smaller areas by movable partitions.

**FOLDED PLATE ROOF**

**PROVIDE MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY FOR AN EXPANDABLE SCHOOL**

1. a small elementary school

Units can be added as needed

3. a large high school

Illustrations based on designs by John Lyon Reid & Partners
Installed under single responsibility... all in one unified system—LUPTON curtain walls, comfort-conditioning units, shelves, and cabinets.
LUPTON makes individually-regulated comfort conditioning an integral part of a curtain-wall system

Reduces installation costs 40-60% from previous air-conditioning methods for all true "perimeter" buildings

Now that comfort conditioning has been combined with LUPTON curtain-wall systems, you can forget about unsightly, expensive cooling towers...bulky, space-eating ductwork and plumbing connections. The only apparatus necessary for LUPTON comfort conditioning is electrical connections.

Skilled LUPTON crews will assemble the units...giving you one-source responsibility for outside wall and inside cabinets, shelves, and comfort-conditioning equipment. This eliminates the problems of specifying and coordinating these various parts. The curtain wall and comfort-conditioning system are installed together to form a complete exterior-interior wall.

Two interchangeable units

LUPTON gives you two comfort-conditioning units to work with: heavy-duty for areas with a particularly heavy cooling load, and lighter-duty for average loads. Both units have the same dimensions, and can be interchanged as loads increase or decrease. All components are selected for low noise level and durability. They're precision-balanced for maximum over-all efficiency.

LUPTON comfort conditioning is designed and installed to give room-by-room control of air-conditioning, filtration, ventilation, and exhaust. These advantages, plus the space it saves, are among comfort conditioning's major rental features for building owners.

Another is lower air-conditioning costs. Because temperature is regulated from each unit by the occupant of each room, there's no costly over-air-conditioning. Individual comfort control allows complete variation from room to room.

System widely flexible

With advance planning, your LUPTON comfort-conditioning system is simple to re-arrange. You can make changes in the number and location of comfort-conditioning units with ease and speed...at relatively small cost.

Just treat all exterior panels in a uniform manner to provide for comfort conditioning. Install as many LUPTON Comfort-Conditioning Units as you need at first. Combine them in each office with shelving, bookcases, or storage cabinets. Then, you can replace these latter units, when required, with additional LUPTON comfort conditioners.

You can also conceal or expose the air-circulating function of the panels. This feature allows you endless opportunities for variations in spandrel proportions and surface treatment.

Write today for more information about Comfort Conditioning. Explore the almost unlimited possibilities of LUPTON's newest advance in aluminum curtain-wall design and function.

LUPTON®

ALUMINUM CURTAIN WALLS AND WINDOWS

MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Main Office and Plant: 700 E. Godfrey Ave., Philadelphia 24, Pa., New York, N. Y.; Chicago, Ill.; Cincinnati, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; Los Angeles, Calif.; Stockton, Calif.; Dallas, Texas. Representatives in other principal cities.
Which of these 39 cities is your next stop?

EAST
NEW YORK
BOSTON
WASHINGTON
PITTSBURGH
Baltimore
PHILADELPHIA
PROVIDENCE
ATLANTIC CITY
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.
ALBANY
ROCHESTER
BUFFALO
SYRACUSE
BINGHAMTON, N.Y.
(opens early 1959)

MIDWEST
CHICAGO
DETROIT
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
ST. LOUIS
OMAHA
AKRON
INDIANAPOLIS
FRENCH LICK, Ind.
RAPID CITY, S.D.
SIOUX CITY, Iowa
SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa

SOUTH
LOUISVILLE
DALLAS
(opens early 1959)
AUSTIN
MOBILE
WEST COAST
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
PASADENA
PORTLAND, Oregon
(opens fall 1959)

CANADA
MONTREAL
TORONTO
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont.
HAMILTON, Ont.

Fletcher is flabbergasted!

...Sheraton's
RESERVATRON got
him his hotel reservation
in just 4 seconds!

A call to the nearest Sheraton Hotel sets in motion the world's fastest hotel reservation service. RESERVATRON, new electronic marvel, reserves and confirms your room in any Sheraton Hotel coast to coast in split seconds!

For hotel reservations for your next trip, just phone Sheraton.

Let RESERVATRON take it from there.

FREE BOOKLET to help you plan trips, sales and business meetings, conventions. 96 pages, describing Sheraton facilities in 39 major cities.
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION for the Sheraton Hotel Division of the DINERS' CLUB. This card is an invaluable convenience for the traveler — honored for all Sheraton Hotel services.

Just send us this coupon —
A continuing review of international building

A group of Swiss architects who call themselves "Atelier 5 Bern," and who seem to derive inspiration from Le Corbusier, have built a block of cooperative row houses in suburban Flamatt. Recognizable Le Corbusier trade-marks: the deeply recessed, geometrically patterned façade (above); the sun-drenched roof terrace; and the rugged concrete structure and finish (right). The economies of the plan are as notable as the design—the owners put down only $2,500 for their six-room houses, pay a mere $30 monthly for service.
Its side walls faced with purple terra-cotta blocks, Kenzo Tange’s new art center in Tokyo is a colorful exception to his recent run of stark civic buildings. And although the art center is strongly structural, cantilevered out on reinforced concrete beams from four central columns, its balanced forms and fine lines make it appear less brutal (and more like an art center) than his many structural tour de forces. Original specifications called for prestressed concrete beams, which would have allowed the lines to be even slimmer, but the city’s building codes ruled them out.

SWEDISH DOWNTOWN

Swedes like to live in cities as well as in such carefully planned, nicely proportioned suburbs as the new Vällingby (Forum, September 1956). The most recent evidence of Swedish urbanity is the five-block Hotorget development in downtown Stockholm. There (as seen in the model at far right, below), five apartment towers are being erected in the midst of a multilevel complex of stores, theaters, office buildings, and transportation arteries. The project began to be seriously considered only when it appeared that work on a new subway system would be so extensive that a large-scale housing development should go along with it. One tower of the Title I-type scheme has already been completed (right) and a subsurface market is already functioning (far right, above). City Planner Goran Sidenbladh is responsible for the development.
Clever planning and design have gone into this clubhouse outside Copenhagen, Denmark. Because the building was located on an inexpensive strip of marginal land between Copenhagen Harbor (at top in the sketch) and a tidal stream, more money could be spent on high-quality materials. Architects Eva and Nils Koppel designed the clubhouse so that all four sides offer a handsome glass and aluminum façade precisely striped with steel Mullions (left). The main floor of the reinforced concrete structure is cantilevered out from the base (in which service facilities are housed) so that the public dance floor and dining rooms appear to be suspended over the water. The club's private rooms are placed atop the main structure in the nautical, bridge-like penthouse.

GERMAN MYSTIQUE

Architects of modern Catholic churches in Germany have succeeded in giving their buildings a special look that has been called "militant mysticism." St. Wendel's Church in Frankfurt, by Architect Johannes Krahn, appears to be almost a definition of that term. Its sheer, 1½-foot-thick stone walls and watchtower-like campanile (right) give it the appearance of a mighty fortress. And yet, inside the church, because of the architect's handling of space and light, the wall behind the altar achieves a magical quality of massive weightlessness (below).
Your goal and ours

Your goal as an architect is to design new and exciting buildings...esthetically pleasing, structurally sound.

Our goal is to manufacture and produce architectural metals that allow you this esthetic freedom—yet are economical, easy to erect, enduring.

North American Architectural Metals are custom-designed but economically produced... equally adaptable to simple one-story structures and lofty skyscrapers.

Architectural Metals
Our design and engineering department (one of the largest in the Midwest) can help you find a practical solution for any structural metal problem. It is staffed with men who’ve had a wealth of experience with aluminum, stainless steel, and other metals... sealants, insulation, finishes, fastening devices, and sandwich-type panel construction.

The architects who are now using North American Architectural Metals are creating modern structures of lasting beauty.
They’re off! Yonker’s ultra-modern trotting track has quickly won acclaim from architects and fans alike. Its smooth, functional lines represent the latest design, offering a perfect view of track events from every part of the grandstand. Even more important, from the structural viewpoint, it offers all-weather protection throughout the summer and fall racing seasons.

Ruberoid Built-Up Roofing on Club House and Grandstand Extension contribute a significant share to the weather protective features of both structures.

668 squares of Special Roofing Bitumen Spec. 203-A over Insulation Board, and Special Roofing Bitumen Spec. 202-A over nailable concrete contribute, economically, to this dream track’s full-time protection.

Whatever you design or build, you’ll find Ruberoid Built-Up Roofing engineered to the job!—and to your needs! To insure client satisfaction with maximum economy, we suggest that you get details of Ruberoid Built-Up Roofing Specifications, by writing: The RUBEROID Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
Connor engineers and equipment solved a unique two way air conditioning problem at the new Reynolds Metals office building, Richmond, Virginia.

A. Functionally, Connor equipment permitted complete concealment of both the air diffusers and return registers above a grid ceiling, with proper air distribution assured.

B. Architecturally, Connor equipment, where necessarily exposed, hardly reveals its purpose by stylistically conforming with the striking simplicity of the building's interior.

Pre-installation tests conducted at Connor's laboratory proved conclusively that the high degree of air entrainment produced by the Kno-Draft single stream diffuser satisfactorily would move air upward through the grid ceiling, where it would mix thoroughly with the supply air, and provide the areas below with constant, highly efficient air conditioning. And since installation, the equipment has been serving the Reynolds building to complete satisfaction.

Contact Connor for recommendations on your air distribution problems...common or uncommon. Our research and long practical experience guarantees you constant comfort conditions.